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ABSTRACT 

 

Programmed cell death (PCD) is an active process by which organisms 

coordinate the controlled destruction of cells. In tomato, the protein kinase Adi3 

(AvrPto-dependent Pto-interacting kinase 3), acts as a negative regulator of PCD and 

shares important functional homologies with the mammalian anti-apoptotic AGC kinase 

PBK/Akt. Adi3 was originally identified as an interactor of the complex formed by the 

tomato resistance protein Pto and the Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pst) effector 

protein AvrPto. The complex formed by AvrPto and Pto causes a resistance response 

characterized by a rapid form of PCD that limits the spread of Pst and prevents the onset 

of the tomato bacterial speck disease. 

In an effort to characterize the mechanisms by which Adi3 regulates PCD, we 

identified Adi3 interacting partners in a Y2H screen. Here, I describe the interaction of 

Adi3 with two interacting partners identified: the Sucrose Non-fermenting (SNF1) 

kinase complex (SnRK) which is a eukaryotic master regulator of energy homeostasis 

and the E3 RING Ubiquitin ligase AdBiL.  

Using a combination of in vitro and in vivo approaches I found that AdBiL is an 

active ubiquitin ligase that ubiquitinates Adi3. Interestingly, Adi3 was found to be 

degraded in a proteasome-dependent manner suggesting ubiquitination could play a role 

in its degradation. On the other hand, Adi3 was found to inhibit the SnRK complex by 

directly interacting with its catalytic subunit as well as by phosphorylating the regulatory 

subunit SlGal83 at Ser26. SlGal83 is phosphorylated at multiple sites in vivo, and this 
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phosphorylation state, as well as its intracellular localization was found to depend on a 

myristoylation signal present at its N-terminus. Phosphorylation at Ser26 by Adi3 was 

found to alter the localization of this subunit in a myristoylation-dependent manner. 

The interactions studied in this dissertation provide additional evidence on the 

functional homologies shared by Adi3 and PKB. In addition, the regulatory control of 

SnRK activity and cellular localization offers a novel connection between pathways 

involved in energy homeostasis and pathogen-mediated PCD. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Adi3  AvrPto-dependent Pto-interacting protein 3 

PDK1  3-Phosphoinositide dependent protein kinase 1 

AdBiL Adi3 Binding Ligase 

SnRK Sucrose non-fermenting related kinase  

SnRK1 Tomato α-subunit of the SnRK complex 
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PCD Programmed cell death 

Ub Ubiquitin 

UBC Ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (E2) 
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HECT Homologous to the E6-AP carboxyl terminus 
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At Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale cress) 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1 Programmed cell death (PCD)  

1.1a Initial studies on cell death 

Cell death has been subject of study since the 19th century when dying cell types 

and tissues were subject to extensive histological characterization (Khosravi-Far et al., 

2007). Early observations like the absorption of tadpole tail cells in the developing frog 

and the webbing between digits in humans and mice are among some of the examples of 

the multiple developmental processes that were described in great detail (Glücksmann, 

1951). While rich in detail, these studies were limited to morphological comparisons 

among dying tissues and lacked any biological explanation on the underlying processes 

that were taking place (Khosravi-Far et al., 2007).  

At the time, the puzzling occurrence of cell death, especially in developing 

embryos, seemed counterintuitive since selective killing of cell types and even entire 

organs appeared wasteful during such energy demanding stages (Saunders, 1966). It was 

not until the mid 20th century that the concept of programmed cell death (PCD) was 

proposed. Developmental biologists working on the changes that take place during 

metamorphosis and embryonic development recognized that certain types of cell death 

were not accidental but biologically controlled (Khosravi-Far et al., 2007). The 

destruction and further reutilization of tissues in the development of insects and chick 

embryos were some of the very first PCD processes studied. Using grafting of chicken 
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embryos Saunders (1966) observed that certain cells in the developing wings and digits 

carried an irrevocable "death sentence" upon them. Similarly, physiological studies of 

the degradation of the larval muscle tissues used for the unfurling of the wings of the silk 

moth Antheraea pernyi revealed that the quick yet organized death of cells was a 

"programmed" process that involved hormone-signaling, protein synthesis, and the 

formation of lysosomes (Lettre & Hengartner, 2006, Lockshin, 1969). 

 The work conducted on the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, which was 

awarded with a Medicine Nobel Prize in 2002, revealed the identity of the first genes 

involved in controlling the death of 131 out of the worm's 1090 somatic cells. This work 

paved the way for the elucidation of PCD controllers in animals (Ellis & Horvitz, 1986, 

Vaux & Korsmeyer, 1999). These seminal studies, among others, helped coin the 

concept of PCD under which the reconstruction of tissues and entire organs rely on a 

detailed genetic blue-print with instructions on the timing and identity of the cells and 

tissues that are to commit suicide.  

1.1b Definition of PCD 

Programmed cell death (PCD) is now recognized as the active process by which 

organisms coordinate the controlled destruction of cells (Lam, 2004, Pennell & Lamb, 

1997). PCD can be initiated by metabolic and developmental requirements or as a 

response to biotic or abiotic environmental factors (Lam, 2004). In both animals and 

plants, PCD is crucial for the removal of cells that are no longer required, have been 

damaged, or are infected (Lam, 2004). Studies on plants have shown the involvement of 

PCD in a plethora of processes such as the differentiation of the tracheary elements 
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(TEs), root cap shedding, aleurone development, trichome development, anther 

dehiscence, leaf morphogenesis, systemic resistance, and the hypersensitive response 

(HR; Figure 1; Fukuda, 2000, Wang et al., 1996). 

1.2 Types of PCD 

1.2a Apoptosis  

One of the best studied examples of PCD is apoptosis which is a term used to 

group animal cells undergoing cell death that exhibit cellular shrinkage, chromatic 

condensation, DNA nucleosomal fragmentation, and plasma membrane blebbing    

(Vaux & Korsmeyer, 1999). These physiological steps end with the formation of 

apoptotic bodies; particles containing condensed cytosol and tightly packed organelles 

that are to be cleaned out by phagocytic macrophages (Elmore, 2007). Unlike apoptosis, 

the remnants of plant PCD do not appear to be engulfed by adjacent cells as they 

generally remain trapped within the confinement of the cell wall (Lam, 2004). In fact, 

several physiological types of PCD have been characterized in plants that, despite 

sharing physiological components with animal PCD, have unique features (Vaux & 

Korsmeyer, 1999).  

1.2b Senescence 

Senescence is age-dependent and usually takes longer than other types of PCD. 

During plant senescence, large sections of tissue are compromised, such as in the leaf 

senescence of perennial plants that allows for the coordinated foliage color changes in 

the fall (Lim et al., 2007). During leaf senescence, a dramatic metabolic switch takes 

place in which photosynthesis is replaced by the dismantling of the chloroplasts, 
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accompanied by the synthesis and mobilization of lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins 

(Lim et al., 2007). Nutrients salvaged during the chloroplast breakdown lead to the 

formation of droplets rich in lipids called plastoglobuilli (Figure 1). During most of 

senescence, however, organelles like mitochondria and nuclei are retained, indicating 

that senescent cells remain functional for the proper coordination of nutrient recycling. 

In the later stages of plant senescence vacuolar collapse, chromatin condensation, and 

DNA laddering are commonly observed (Cao et al., 2003, Lim et al., 2003, Simeonova 

et al., 2000).  

1.2c Vacuole-mediated PCD 

A typical example of plant PCD involving the destruction of the vacuole is the 

differentiation of tracheary elements (TEs; Fukuda, 2000, Lam, 2004). A type of 

conductive tissues in plants, TEs comprise tracheids and vessel members, both of which 

are hollow tubes used in the transport of water in the xylem (Fukuda, 2000). A good 

model for plant PCD study has been the TE formation model Zinnia which has allowed 

for the study of PCD in vivo using undifferentiated cells (Fukuda, 2000). During TE 

formation in Zennia cells, the vacuole swells and accumulates a hydrolytic cocktail of 

cysteine proteases, aspartate proteases, and nucleases (Fukuda, 2000). Meanwhile, 

secondary cell walls are deposited forming the reticulated structure that will serve as the 

scaffolding structure for the xylem once the cell dies (Lam, 2004). Finally, DNA 

fragmentation occurs followed by the collapse of the vacuole (Groover et al., 1997). The 

collapse of the vacuole causes the degradation of single-membrane organelles (i.e. 

Endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi) followed by the degradation of double-membrane 
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organelles (i.e. mitochondria, chloroplasts; Groover et al., 1997). The hydrolytic 

components of the vacuole can either be released to the cytosol by the collapse of the 

vacuole membrane or they can be released to the apoplast as a result of the fusion of the 

vacuole with cell membranes (Hara-Nishimura & Hatsugai, 2011). Unlike other types of 

plant PCD, no chromatin condensation is observed during the formation of tracheary 

elements (Fukuda, 2000, Lam, 2004). Other examples of this type of cell death include 

the death of the endosperm and the aleurone layer (Kuo et al., 1996).  

1.2d Hypersensitive Response (HR) 

HR is a rapid and localized type of plant PCD that takes place during the 

resistance response to pathogen infections (Figure 1). The purpose of HR is to contain 

the spread of the pathogen and block its access to plant nutrients (Coll et al., 2011, Dangl 

& Jones, 2001, Greenberg & Yao, 2004). This type of cell death was first described by 

H. Marshal Ward in 1902 using wheat cultivars and the fungal leaf rust caused by 

members of the Puccinia genus (Coll et al., 2011) and in 1915 the term hypersensitivity 

was used by Elvin Stackman who observed the quick cell death that takes place in 

resistant cereals exposed to rust fungi (Mur et al., 2008, Stakman, 1915). In all HR 

responses observed cell death is confined to a defined area that has come in contact with 

the pathogen and a sharp limit is established between cells that are dying and cells that 

are to remain alive (Mur et al., 2008). 

  Despite the plasticity in physiological plant HR responses some histological 

features appear to be shared with forms of animal PCD such as chromatin condensation, 

cytochrome c release, endonucleolytic cleavage, cytoplasmic shrinkage, and 
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mitochondrial swelling while having unique characteristics such as the collapse of the 

vacuole, the disruption of the chloroplasts, and the lack of apoptotic body formation 

(Mur et al., 2008). Cells undergoing HR usually shrink with a concomitant drop in 

cytoplasmic mobility due to the depolymerization of the cytoskeleton (Shimmen & 

Yokota, 2004). However, the occurrence of chromatin condensation and nucleolytic 

cleavage appears to depend on both the host and the type of pathogenic interaction as 

both phenomena are not observed in all HR responses (Mur et al., 2008).  

Being 1.5 billion years apart from animals (Wang et al., 1999), it is clear that 

plants have evolved unique cell death programs with features that share no perfect 

homology to metazoan PCD programs. This can be seen in the great variety of 

mechanisms described in this section and the subtle differences observed even within 

similar types of plant PCDs. The classification of plant PCD based on histological 

features is useful in the characterization of cell deaths and the study of conserved 

mechanisms. However, it is hindered by the lack of information in the regulatory 

components and the molecular elements involved. The mechanisms involved in the 

regulation of HR are linked to the way plants interact with the pathogens that attack 

them. The molecular components of HR as well as the plant pathogen interactions will 

be reviewed in more detail as they constitute the framework for this dissertation. 
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Figure 1. Physiology and function of PCD in vascular plants. PCD in plants takes place during several developmental stages and in response to biotic 
and abiotic stimuli. V. Vacuole, N. Nucleus, CW, Cell Wall. See text for details. This figure was adapted from (Coll et al., 2011; Greenberg and Yao, 2004b; 
Lam, 2004; Pennell and Lamb, 1997)
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1.3 Plant pathogen interactions  

Like their animal counterparts, plants are constantly challenged to identify and 

respond to organisms that are detrimental to their fitness such as pathogens and 

herbivores and beneficial organisms such as symbionts, altogether while discerning them 

from their own cells. However, unlike animals, plants lack immune specific components 

such as phagocytes, leukocytes, and antibodies, perhaps because of their unique 

circulatory system and the sessile nature of their cell-wall encased cells (Nürnberger et 

al., 2004, Ronald & Beutler, 2010, Sanabria et al., 2008, Zipfel & Felix, 2005). Despite 

these evident physiological differences plants and animals have independently evolved 

strikingly similar defense strategies (Ronald & Beutler, 2010). Like animals, plants have 

two primary mechanisms of defense: a pathogen triggered immunity (PTI) and an 

effector-triggered immunity (ETI; Dangl & McDowell, 2006, Jones & Dangl, 2006, 

Sanabria et al., 2008). 

1.4 Pathogen-triggered immunity (PTI) 

Similar to innate mammalian immunity, plants have a basal line of defense that 

involves the recognition of highly conserved pathogen- or microbial-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs, MAMPs; Jones & Dangl, 2006). Uniquely microbial, 

PAMPs are highly conserved structural motifs used by plants to identify the presence of 

foreign biological elements that may be potentially pathogenic. Some examples include 

the fungal cell wall protein chitin or the bacterial lipopolysaccharide, elongation factor 

Tu (EF-Tu), and the flagellum component flagellin (Sanabria et al., 2008). A plethora of 

PAMPs from bacterial, fungal, and viral pathogens have been identified and include 
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peptides, proteins, lipids, glycoproteins, and oligosaccharides (Erbs et al., 2008, Felix & 

Boller, 2003, Lochman & V, 2006, Schuhegger et al., 2006, Silipo et al., 2008, Tang et 

al., 2012). This diversity of molecules indicates that plants must have a versatile and 

extensive detection mechanism to cope with the number of eliciting molecules and 

activate the appropriate responses (Nürnberger et al., 2004).  

1.4a Receptors involved in PTI 

PAMPs receptor proteins (PRRs) are usually transmembrane receptors with an 

extracellular ligand binding domain and may contain an intracellular kinase domain 

(Figure 2). The presence of the cytosolic kinase can help divide PRRs into receptor-like 

kinases (RLKs) which contain a cytosolic kinase domain, and the receptor-like proteins 

(RLPs) which lack it (Fritz-Laylin et al., 2005). An additional type of receptor can be 

found directly bound to the cell wall. These receptors are referred to as 

polygalacturonase-inhibiting proteins (PGIP) and are capable of binding and inhibiting 

the action of polygalacturonases produced by pathogens (Chisholm et al., 2006). 

Leucine-rich repeats (LRR) are often found in the extracellular PAMP binding domains 

of PRRs and PGIPs because of their versatility in binding diverse molecules such as 

proteins, lipids, glycans, and nucleic acids (Beutler, 2009). However, other PAMP 

binding mechanism might exist such as the S-domain containing RLKs that are induced 

during defense responses but for which no PAMPs have yet been identified (Fritz-Laylin 

et al., 2005). A genomic  analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana indicates it has over 200 

RLKs containing   LRR   domains   (Shiu & Bleecker, 2003).  This vast  number of  

receptors suggests evolutionary pressure may have caused this group to expand in order 
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to allow plants to recognize different pathogens and modulate specific responses 

accordingly.  

1.4b FLS2: a case study 

The fine tuning and regulation of PRR triggered signaling can also involve the 

oligomerization of receptors providing "adaptor" components that integrate pathogen 

responses (Sanabria et al., 2008). The complexity of this multi-protein recognition 

system is illustrated by the flagellin receptor flagellin-sensing 2 (FLS2; Gomez-Gomez 

& Boller, 2000, Zipfel et al., 2006). FLS2 is an LRR-RLK that, upon binding flagellin, 

forms a complex with Brassinosteroid Associated Kinase 1 (BAK1; Chinchilla et al., 

2007). BAK1, a member of the SERK (Somatic Embryogenesis Receptor Kinase) family 

of LRR-RLKs, was originally described for its role in the signaling of the plant hormone 

brassinosteroid and most likely works as an adaptor of, in this particular case, 

convergent PAMP and hormone signaling (Lu et al., 2010). Recently, the BAK1/FLS2 

complex has been shown to oligomerize with additional SERKs, suggesting PAMP 

receptors operate in multimeric complexes (Segonzac & Zipfel, 2011). The complex 

formed by BAK1 and FLS2 interacts with BIK1 (Botrytis-induced kinase 1), a protein 

involved in the response to necrotrophic fungal pathogens. BIK1 is an RLK that lacks 

any extracellular domain and is likely to remain in the cytosol where it mediates PTI 

signal transduction (Figure 3, Lu et al., 2010). The interconnection of hormone signaling 

and the defense responses against fungal and bacterial pathogens, is becoming a 

common feature in plant immunity studies and demonstrates the complexity of the 

responses plant utilize to   
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Figure 2. Receptors involved in plant immunity. Plants have receptor proteins to identify potentially pathogenic microorganisms. These receptors can 
be cytosolic, membrane-bound, or extracellular. The cytosolic nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) containing receptors are some of the most 
abundant. Members of this group contain either amino-terminal coiled-coil (CC) or Toll-Interleukin 1 receptor (TIR) domains. Membrane bound receptors 
can be RLKs (Receptor-like kinases) and RLPs (Receptor-like proteins); LRR containing proteins that may have or lack an intracellular kinase domain 
respectively. Finally, a group of LRR-containing proteins can be found in the cell wall. These proteins known as Polygalacturonase-inhibiting proteins 
(PGIPs) are involved in blocking polygalacturonases produced by pathogens. Image adapted from Chisholm et al., (2006).
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successfully counteract a pathogenic infection (Figure 3). Interestingly, animal PRRs 

Toll and Toll-like receptor 5 (TLR5) are also capable of binding flagellin, despite 

sharing little sequence similarity with the flagellin binding LRR of FLS2 (Hayashi, 

2001) However, FLS2 is capable of triggering responses by binding a 22 amino acid 

stretch in flagellin (flg22) that does not elicit a response in TLR5.The differences 

between FLS2 and TLR5 amino acid sequence and the differential binding of flagellin 

peptides suggest that animal and plant basal recognition systems are the outcome of 

convergent evolution (Nürnberger et al., 2004).  

1.4c PTI responses 

Activation of PRRs leads to a rapid depolarization of the plasma membrane 

caused by an influx of Ca++ ions into the cytosol which is required for the activation of 

calcium-dependent protein kinases and the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

(Jeworutzki et al., 2010). Upon detection of a PAMP, PTI is activated and with it, by 

poorly understood mechanisms, responses such as: stomatal closure, MAP kinase 

activation, cell wall thickening by callose deposition, programmed cell death (PCD), and 

systemic acquired resistance (SAR); a mechanism by which hormone signaling activates 

defense responses in uninfected areas of the plant (Asai et al., 2002, Melotto et al., 2006, 

Navarro et al., 2004). PTI responses may be coordinated in part by the activation of the 

zinc-finger containing WRKY transcription factors. In A. thaliana for instance the 

WRKY gene family contains 74 members, and the expression of more than 70% of them 

appears to be affected by pathogen-induced responses (Eulgem et al., 2000). 
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1.5 Effector proteins: pathogens strike back  

Phytopathogenic organisms have developed mechanisms to interfere with the 

host's  defense signaling altering its metabolism by targeting host cell proteins or DNA 

(Grant et al., 2006). This highly specialized set of biochemical tools include effector 

proteins; molecules that are secreted by the pathogen and often delivered directly into 

the host's cells (Chisholm et al., 2006, Jones & Dangl, 2006). For instance, 

phytopathogenic gram negative bacteria deliver effector proteins directly into plant cells 

using the type III system (TTSS) which forms an injectosome-like structure spanning 

into the host cell membrane and allowing for the controlled transfer of proteins without 

exposing the cell to the extracellular milieu (Abramovitch & Martin, 2005). Biotrophic 

fungi on the other hand, don't appear to have a TTSS and most likely rely on the 

haustorium, a pathogenesis structure that is in intimate contact with the cell membrane to 

the deliver effectors that primarily remain apoplastic or may enter the cell by a yet 

uncharacterized mechanism (Chisholm et al., 2006).  

1.5a Effector mechanisms of action 

Effector repertoires can be quite diverse in function and number varying among 

pathogens of the same host and even within strains of the same pathogen. For instance 

the tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) pathogens X. campestris  pv vesicatoria  and 

Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato (Pst) DC3000  have 17 and 28 confirmed effector 

proteins each of which only three are homologous in both species (Chang et al., 2005).  
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Figure 3. Resistance and susceptibility in plant pathogen interactions. Left. Perception of Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) such as 
the flagellum component flagellin by the receptor-like kinase (RLK) FLS2 triggers the activation of Pathogen-triggered immunity (PTI). Upon perception 
of flagellin FLS2 rapidly forms a complex with BAK1 and BIK1, and potentially SERKs. The FLS2/BAK1/BIK1 complex triggers a series of trans- and 
auto-phosphorylation events (orange arrows) to transmit the signal, by yet uncharacterized mechanisms, into the nucleus. Upon phosphorylation BIK1 is 
released from the complex. PTI activation involves a MAPK phosphorylation cascades, Ca++ influx into the cytosol, and the induction of WRKY gene 
transcription. PTI responses activated by this mechanism include: cell wall lignification, stomatal closure, and systemic acquired resistance (SAR). Right. 
Pathogenic bacteria inject effector proteins (depicted in green) into the cytosol using a type III secretion system (TTSS) injectosome. Effectors interfere 
with the establishment of PTI. For instance, AvrPto and AvrPtoB interfere with FLS2 signalling by interfering with the recruitment of BIK1 and phosphor-
ylation, as well as by ubiquitinating FLS2 and potentially targeting it to 26S-proteasomal degradation. Adapted from Chisholm et al., (2006) and Zegonzac 
and Ziepfel (2011).
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Strikingly, the Pst strains DC3000 and T1, both causative agents of the tomato 

bacterial speck disease, share only half of their effector proteins (Collmer et al., 2009). 

Studying effector proteins and their targets is fundamental to understand how a 

particular plant-pathogen interaction takes place, in terms of the type of defense 

responses that are activated as well as the metabolic pathways affected by the pathogen. 

One of the first bacterial effector proteins for which a target was identified was the Pst 

effector HopM1. HopM1 functions by binding the A. thaliana AtMIN7; a protein with 

important roles in defense responses and localized in the trans-Golgi network/early 

endosome (TGN/EE) (Nomura et al., 2006, Nomura et al., 2011). HopM1 mimics an 

ubiquitin ligase and ubiquitinates AtMIN7 targeting it to 26S mediated degradation 

(Nomura et al., 2006). In the absence of AtMIN7, plants are hyper susceptible to 

infection by Pst as plants are impaired in their ability to establish a successful defense 

response (Nomura et al., 2011). This targeted degradation of a host protein involved in 

immunity signaling is part of the strategy in which bacterial proteins mimic eukaryotic 

functions; ubiquitination in this particular case. Despite recent advances in our 

understanding of a few of the mechanisms by which effector proteins hijack the host's 

defenses and metabolism, studies of the effector protein role in pathogenesis are still 

challenged by effector abundance, the difficulty in identifying their targets, and their 

lack of homology with known proteins or conserved catalytic domains (Grant et al., 

2006). 
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1.5b Effector triggered immunity (ETI)  

Effector proteins can efficiently blind the plant's basal immunity; with no means 

to counteract the effect of effector proteins a plant is doomed to fall victim of infection. 

To counteract this apocalyptic scenario, plants possess a mechanism to recognize 

effector proteins and activate a quick set of defense mechanisms known as effector-

triggered immunity (ETI; Jones & Dangl, 2006) 

1.5c ETI responses 

ETI can rapidly activate defenses, some of which overlap with those triggered by 

PAMP perception (Delaney, 1997, Sanabria et al., 2008). For instance, both responses 

involve the development of systemic acquired resistance, which induces defenses in 

uninfected regions in the plant (Mishina & Zeier, 2007). Additional R-triggered 

responses include rapid alkalinization of the extracellular space, influx of calcium ions, 

production of reactive oxygen intermediates and nitric oxide, changes in transcription, 

and HR (Dangl & McDowell, 2006, Greenberg & Yao, 2004) 

1.5d ETI receptors 

The recognition of effector proteins relies on a set of intracellular receptors 

characterized by containing a C-terminal LRR domain with central nucleotide binding 

domains (NB-LRR), and sometimes an N-terminal domain that can be either a coiled-

coil domain (CC) or similar to the effector domains of Drosophila melanogaster and 

human Toll-and interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domains (Hammond-Kosack & Jones, 

1997; Figure 2). Plant NB-LRRs directly bind and recognize pathogen-derived effector 

molecules (DeYoung & Innes, 2006, Dodds, 2006) or indirectly by forming complexes 
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with intermediate plant proteins. These plant proteins can either be the direct target of 

the effector proteins or decoys (Coll et al., 2011, DeYoung & Innes, 2006). These 

different effector recognition mechanisms have lead to the proposal of the gene-for-

gene, guard, and decoy models (van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008). 

1.5e The gene-for-gene model 

The genetics of ETI were first genetically described by Flor in 1955. Using 

resistant and susceptible varieties of flax to the rust disease pathogen Melampsora lini, 

Flor observed that resistance depended on a system in which the presence of a matching 

pair of genes in both the pathogen and the host were required. This observation lead to 

the widely accepted proposal of a "gene-for-gene" resistance model in which plants 

depend on a particular resistance (R) gene to counteract infection only, if the pathogen 

carries a matching avirulence (Avr) factor, named this way because hosts carrying it are 

unable to cause disease and are therefore avirulent. (Abramovitch & Martin, 2004, Bent 

& Mackey, 2007, Takken et al., 2006). Molecular characterization of this system has 

revealed that some Avr gene products are indeed effector proteins that can be recognized 

directly by R-proteins. For instance, the rice blast fungus (Magnaporthe grisea) effector 

AVR-Pita directly interacts with the LRR-like domain of the R gene Pi-ta (Jia et al., 

2000) and the A. thaliana RRS1(Resistance to Ralstonia solanacearum 1) directly 

interacts with the effector protein PopP2 of the bacterial wilt pathogen Ralstoni 

solanacearum (Deslandes, 2003). 

In evolutionary terms, plants and pathogens are engaged in a red queen theory 

evolutionary model, in which pathogens are under constant selective pressure to evolve 
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modifications in Avr genes to avoid detection by R-proteins, while preserving their 

pathogenic nature. Similarly, plants are constantly evolving R-proteins to keep up with 

the new forms of Avr proteins developed by the pathogen (Toft & Andersson, 2010). 

1.5f The guard hypothesis 

The limited number of R-genes, however, fails to explain the ability plants have 

to detect the immense number of pathogenic effector molecules (DeYoung & Innes, 

2006). To reconcile this limitation, a recognition system was characterized in which 

plant NB-LRR can detect the modifications caused by effector proteins on their plant 

targets (Dangl & Jones, 2001, Van der Hoorn et al., 2002). This model, known as the 

guard hypothesis, allows for the monitoring of individual plant proteins targeted by 

multiple effector molecules. Consequently, one R gene to recognize multiple Avr 

proteins simultaneously (Coll et al., 2011, DeYoung & Innes, 2006, Van der Hoorn et 

al., 2002). A classical example that has been used in support of the guard hypothesis, is 

the ETI initiated by the A. thaliana NB-LRR RPM1. RPM1 confers resistance to the P. 

syringae effector proteins AvrPm1 and AvrB (Debener et al., 1991, Mackey et al., 

2002). However, direct interaction of RPM1 with any of these Avr proteins has not been 

demonstrated (DeYoung & Innes, 2006). Instead, RPM1 was found to interact with the 

plant protein RIN4 (RPM1-interacting protein 4), which is a phosphorylation target of 

both AvrPm1 and AvrB (van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008). The modifications caused on 

RIN4 by the Avr proteins are detected by RPM1, which triggers ETI (Mackey et al., 

2002). This indirect mechanism of activation has also been refer to as a ‘bait and 

switch’, in which RPM1 acts as an inactive switch that becomes activated by the bait 
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RIN4 when it is modified by Avr proteins (Block & Alfano, 2011, Collier & Moffett, 

2009). The guard hypothesis implies, however, that the guarded molecules (guardees) 

are involved in regulating plant defenses (Van der Biezen & Jones, 1998). So far, it is 

not completely known if RIN4 is the primary target of the virulence caused by AvrRpm1 

or AvrB, as these effectors can still enhance virulence in its absence (Lim & Kunkel, 

2004). Similar observations with guarded molecules have lead to the proposal of a 

modified guard hypothesis known as the decoy hypothesis (van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 

2008). 

1.5g The decoy hypothesis 

The decoy hypothesis states that guardee molecules act as decoys that resemble 

the original virulence targets of effector molecules, but do not functionally resemble the 

guarded molecule (van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008). This way, plants are able to bypass 

the bidirectional evolutionary pressure imposed by the targeting by bacterial virulence 

effectors and the defense function they perform in the plant (Collier & Moffett, 2009, 

van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008). A case for the decoy hypothesis has been made with 

the Pst effectors AvrPto and AvrPtoB, which will be explored in greater detail in the 

following section as it serves as an introduction to the proteins studied in this 

dissertation. 

1.6 The AvrPto/AvrPtoB and Pto/Prf model 

The tomato bacterial speck disease is caused by Pst and it affects leaves and 

fruits causing economic losses by decreasing yields and rendering the tomatoes 

unmarketable (Jones, 1991). The identification of a resistant variety of tomato in the late 
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1970s (Abramovitch & Martin, 2004, Ptiblado & Kerr, 1980), along with the genetic and 

molecular amenability of both pathogen and host, has led to the identification of key 

genes and their role in the development of resistance or disease in this model system 

(Pedley & Martin, 2003).  

The study of the tomato R-genes Pto and Prf and their ability to trigger defense 

responses against Pst strains carrying the effector genes AvrPto or AvrPtoB  has been 

one of the most discussed and studied examples of plant resistance (van Ooijen et al., 

2007).  

1.6a AvrPto and AvrPtoB virulence targets 

AvrPtoB has two N-terminal kinase interacting domains capable of binding FLS2 

and Bti9/chitin elicitor receptor kinase 1 (CERK1) which is a component of fungal chitin 

detection system (Gimenez-Ibanez et al., 2009, Zeng et al., 2012). In both situations 

AvrPtoB interferes with the defense signaling activated by these two PPRs. AvrPtoB 

also has a C-terminal ubiquitin ligase domain that, like HopM1 imitates ubiquitin ligases 

and targets FLS2 for degradation (Gohre & Robatzek, 2008). Remarkably, AvrPtoB 

exhibits striking structural similarity to eukaryotic ubiquitin ligases despite sharing no 

sequence homology (Janjusevic et al., 2006).  

AvrPto is targeted to the plasma membrane by the N-terminal addition of 

myristate and palmitate, where it acts as a kinase inhibitor of both PPRs FLS2 and the 

elongation factor Tu receptor (EFR) preventing signaling by interfering with their 

autophosphoporylation activity (Xiang et al., 2008). Interestingly, despite being 

recognized by Pto, both AvrPto and AvrPtoB are structurally unrelated highlighting an 
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interesting evolutionary constrain to the recognition of two unrelated effectors by an 

individual R-protein (Mucyn, 2006). 

1.6b AvrPto and AvrPtoB recognition models, gene-for-gene, guard, or decoy? 

Originally described as an example for the gene for gene model, the absence of 

both AvrPto and AvrPtoB in strains of Pst blocks the plant’s ability to recognize the 

pathogen (Lin & Martin, 2007). Likewise, mutations affecting either one of the plant R-

encoding genes, Pto or Prf, render the effector proteins from Pst undetectable, enabling 

AvrPto and AvrPtoB to fulfill their role as virulence facilitators by manipulating PAMP-

triggered responses.  

Pto is a myristoylated Ser/Thr kinase that physically interacts with either AvrPto 

and AvrPtoB (de Vries et al., 2006, Pedley & Martin, 2003) whereas Prf has the typical 

R-protein structure; it has the CC and NB-LRR domains, in addition to a non-conserved 

N-terminal domain (Oldroyd & Staskawicz, 1998).  

The role of Prf and Pto in defense signaling has puzzled researchers given their 

lack of identifiable function. Recent evidence suggests Pto forms a complex by 

interacting with the non-conserved N-terminus of Prf (Mucyn, 2006). The interaction of 

Pto with an NB-LRR molecule resembles the regulatory components that follow the 

guard hypotheses. In this particular case, Prf acts as the guard of Pto, which upon the 

disturbance caused by AvrPto/AvrPtoB, triggers ETI (Mucyn, 2006). However, some 

observations do not support the guard model. For instance, Pto does not appear to act as 

PTI-related protein, since its removal does not confer an advantage to the pathogenesis 

caused by Pst strains carrying AvrPto (Chang et al., 2000). Also, Pto is not present in 
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susceptible cultivars, making it an unlikely conserved guarded target involved in basal 

defense (Mucyn, 2006, van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008) Furthermore, the AvrPtoB 

domain that interacts with the basal defense target CERK1 also binds Pto (Cheng et al., 

2011, Gimenez-Ibanez et al., 2009, Zeng et al., 2012), similarly, the AvrPtoB domain 

that interacts with BAK1and suppresses PTI, interacts with Fen; a Pto-related allele 

(Abramovitch et al., 2003, Jia et al., 1997, Rosebrock, 2007). These observations suggest 

that Pto and Fen act as decoys of the PTI elements BAK1 and CERK, and the defense 

responses activated are dependent on Prf (van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008). 

Until recently, the mechanisms by which Prf-mediated signaling was activated by 

the formation of AvrPto/AvrPtoB – Pto complexes, remained largely speculative. Recent 

evidence has lead to the proposal of a model in which Pto functions as an inhibitor of Prf 

activity, by binding its N-terminus (Oh & Martin, 2011). Such inhibition is released 

when Pto binds AvrPto. This binding inhibits Pto kinase activity, but this appears to be a 

remnant of AvrPto function inhibiting the kinase activity of PAMP receptors, rather than 

the direct mechanism of activation of Prf-mediated ETI (Xing et al., 2007). Instead, 

structural studies indicate that, by binding AvrPto, Pto undergoes a conformational 

change that leads to the release of Prf (Xing et al., 2007).  

The precise function of Prf as a defense activator is not yet known. However, it 

has been proposed that the release of Prf by Pto, relieves the inhibition of the Prf NB-

domain that, in NB-LRR proteins, appears to be inhibited by the LRR domain (Collier & 

Moffett, 2009). Once activated, Prf is able to interact with yet to be identified 

downstream signaling components involved in ETI activation (Du et al., 2012).  
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In conclusion, the kinase Pto, acting as either a guarded molecule or a decoy, 

keeps Prf in an inhibited state. This inhibition is disrupted by a conformation change on 

Pto, caused by the binding of AvrPto or AvrPtoB, followed by the release of Prf which 

causes the activation of ETI (Oh & Martin, 2011). 

1.6c Activation of downstream signaling  

In an effort to understand the signaling components involved in ETI activation, 

several Pto interacting partners (Pti) have been identified using yeast two hybrid screens 

(Zhou et al., 1995). One of these proteins, Pti1, can induce HR when over expressed 

even in the absence of the effector AvrPto, suggesting that it acts downstream of Pto 

(Sessa et al., 2000, Zhou et al., 1995). However, it is not clear whether this kinase plays 

a role in pathogen induced HR, and the role of this and other Pti proteins in plant 

defenses is not known (Gu, 1998). Given that Pto could act as a decoy for 

AvrPto/AvrPtoB target receptors, it is possible Pti molecules are not biological 

substrates of Pto, but instead natural substrates of its guarded molecules.  

1.6d AvrPto-dependent Pto-interacting proteins 

An alternative signaling mechanism is presented by the identification of proteins 

that interact with Pto in an Avr-dependent way (Adi proteins). Using a yeast three-

hybrid screen five proteins were identified: the catalase Adi1, the Ser/Thr kinases Adi2 

and Adi3, a truncated proteasome α-subunit Adi5, and a protein with no conserved 

homology Adi4 (Bogdanove & Martin, 2000). The study of Adi3 has revealed it 

negatively regulates AvrPto-Pto mediated cell death. Understanding Adi3 function might 
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provide tools for devising the molecular mechanisms underlying cell death triggered 

during a susceptible and resistance pathogenic interaction.  

1.7 AGC kinases 

Phosphorylation is one of the most ubiquitous eukaryotic postranslational 

modifications; its reversible nature integrates stimuli to generate regulatory networks in 

which protein localization, activity, and interaction with other proteins is altered 

(Manning et al., 2002). The complexity of the regulatory networks involving 

phosphorylation is illustrated by the number of kinases that, in A. thaliana for instance, 

can be as many as 1,000 (Bögre et al., 2003). These kinases are classified into several 

groups, for instance: receptor-like kinases, cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), Calcium 

dependent protein kinases (CDPKs), the Snf1-related protein kinases (SnRK), and 

mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK),  and the AGC group of kinases which 

comprises cAMP-dependent protein kinases (PKA),  cGMP-dependent protein kinase 

(PKG), phospholipid dependent protein kinases (PKC), and protein kinase B (Bögre et 

al., 2003). 

Members of the metazoan AGC family of kinases play fundamental roles in 

processes as diverse as growth, metabolism, protein synthesis, gene transcription, and 

apoptosis (Bögre et al., 2003, Pearce et al., 2010) Plant AGC kinases on the other hand, 

have been poorly studied and their function is not as well understood as their 

mammalian counterparts (Hirt et al., 2011). Mutagenesis and expression analysis 

indicate plant AGC kinases are involved in processes such as the transport of the plant 
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hormone auxin (PINOID), phototropism (PHOT1/2), pollen tube growth (AGC1.5), root 

hair growth (AGC1.6), and stress responses (OXI1, Adi3; Zhang & McCormick, 2009).  

1.7a AGC kinase regulation 

A common feature of AGC kinases is their ability to translate signals derived 

from messengers such as cAMP, cGMP, lipids, and Ca++ (Zhang & McCormick, 2009). 

Furthermore, a subset of plant AGC kinases appears to be regulated by the upstream 

phosphorylation by the 3-phosphoinositide dependent kinase-1 (Pdk1; Vivanco & 

Sawyers, 2002). PDK1 is a highly conserved eukaryotic Ser/Thr kinase that, in animals, 

responds to the production of the signaling phospholipid phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-

triphosphate (PIP3) and localizes to the membrane aided by a pleckstrin homolgy (PH) 

domain where PDK1 phosphorylates its targets. In plants, activation of PDK1 might rely 

on other phospholipids, such as PtdIns3, PtdIns (4,5)P2,  and PtdIns (3,4,5)P3, but not 

PIP3, as plants lack the ability to produce PIP3 Kinases and thus cannot produce it 

(Deak et al., 1999, Munnik & Testerink, 2009). Animal and some plant AGC kinases 

rely on a hydrophobic motif named PIF (PDK1-interacting fragment) to interact with 

PDK. Upon interaction PDK1 phosphorylates a residue in the activation region known as 

the T-Loop extension. This residue can be either a Thr in animals or a Ser in plant AGC 

kinases (Anthony et al., 2004).  

1.7b Adi3 

Adi3 shares structural and functional features with the mammalian AGC protein 

kinase B (PKB; also known as AKT), which is an important negative regulator of 

mammalian apoptosis (Vivanco & Sawyers, 2002). Adi3 belongs to the group VIIa of 
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plant AGC kinases and is characterized by containing a large (74 amino acids) T-Loop 

extension, a conserved DFG motif for Mg++ binding and a C-terminal PDK-interacting 

fragment known as the PIF motif (Devarenne et al., 2006; Figure 4). Adi3 appears to 

work upstream of MAPKKKs cell death-inducing cascade signaling (Devarenne et al., 

2006). Downregulation of Adi3 expression in tomato plants using virus-induced gene 

silencing promotes the appearance of spontaneous cell death lesions in leaves and stems 

suggesting that it is, like PKB, a negative regulator of PCD (Devarenne et al., 2006).  

Furthermore, overexpression of Adi3 promotes cell survival and decreases the 

PCD triggered by Pto signaling (Devarenne et al., 2006, Ek-Ramos et al., 2010). In 

animals, PKB negatively regulates apoptosis by posphorylation and inactivation of 

proapoptotic factors such as BAD and activation of antiapoptotic factors such the IκB 

kinase (IKK; Devarenne et al., 2006, Vivanco & Sawyers, 2002). As opposed to PKB, 

neither the mechanisms by which Adi3 regulates cell death nor its substrates are known. 

Since Adi3 is unable to phosphorylate an artificial PKB substrate and mammalian 

apoptosis shares no perfect homology to plant PCD, its substrates might differ from 

those of PKB (Devarenne et al., 2006).  

1.7c Models for Adi3 role in pathogenesis and resistance  

It has been proposed that in uninfected plants is Adi3 is activated by 

phosphorylation of the T-loop Ser539 by PDK and subsequently transits into the nucleus 

(Ek-Ramos et al., 2010; Figure 5). Nuclear shuttling of Adi3 depends on both a nuclear 

localization signal present in its activation loop and a nuclear export signal close to its 

N-terminus (Ek-Ramos et al., 2010; Figure 4). The Adi3 phosphorylation at Ser539  
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Figure 4. Adi3 features and activation model by PDK1. The PDK1-interacting fragment (PIF) located at the C-terminal end of Adi3 comprises the 
hydrophobic residues FFEF. Both Adi3 and PDK1 contain a PIF binding pocket. During interaction with PDK, the PIF domain leaves the binding pocket 
in Adi3 and is docked within the PIF-binding pocket in PDK1(Biondi, 2004). Next Adi3 is activated by PDK via phosphorylation at Ser539. Recently, 
Ser212 has been characterized as a potential second phosphorylation site of Adi3 that matches the motif surrounding Ser539. The location of the 
phosphorylation sites, domains, and nuclear exportation and localization signals are shown. Numbers in grey represent approximate amino acid locations 
in the protein. Image adapted from (Devarenne, 2011; Ek-Ramos et al., 2010) 
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directs the protein to the nucleus where its cell PCD  function manifests (Ek-Ramos et 

al., 2010). Likewise, mutations affecting the nuclear localization of Adi3 prevent its 

PCD suppressing activity and the protein localizes to punctate structures that appear to 

be part of the endosomal trafficking system (Figure 5). Similarly, activation of PKB by 

PDK1 at the plasma membrane causes its migration to the nucleus, where it prevents the 

execution of apoptosis by either phosphorylating or interacting with nuclear proteins 

(Ahn et al., 2006, Brunet et al., 1999, Lee et al., 2008, Masuyama et al., 2001). 

In infected plants, Adi3 activation could be disrupted during ETI  upon 

recognition of the AvrPto/Pto complex leading to Pto dependent signaling and HR. 

Alternatively, the interaction of the Adi3/Pto complex with the effector AvrPto suggests 

that Adi3 could be manipulated to control cell death by Pst similarly to the PKB 

inhibition by mammalian pathogens such as Yersinia enterocolitica. The Y. 

enterocolitica effector protein YopH  interferes with the synthesis of PIP3 and thus, 

interferes with activation of PDK1 and subsequent phosphorylation of PKB (Devarenne 

et al., 2006, Sauvonnet et al., 2002). In an effort to understand the regulatory properties 

of Adi3 over cell death a Y2H screen using Adi3 as a bait and a cDNA library of Pst 

infected tomato revealed a set of interaction partners including a member of the SnRK 

family of kinases and an E3 ubiquitin ligase. 
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Figure 5. Model for Adi3 function. Tomato PDK1 phosphorylates and activates Adi3 which results in its relocalization to the nucleus. Removal of Adi3 
nuclear localization signal (NLS) results in the accumulation of Adi3 in vesicles that appear to be part of the endomembrane system, and results in cell 
death induction. Therefore Adi3 PCD suppressing seems to require nuclear localization. During the response to Pseudomonas syringae infection, the 
complex formed by Pto/AvrPto and Adi3 is proposed to prevent Adi3 PCD-supressing activity by disrupting its ability to localize to the nucleus, potentially 
by preventing its phosphorylation by PDK. Dotted lines and question marks indicate hypotheses currently being investigated. Image adapted from 
Devarenne et al., (2006), Ek-Ramos et al., (2010).
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1.8 The SnRK complex 

Organisms must survey the metabolic status of a cell and respond the metabolic 

challenges that may arise, whether they are presented by developmental, environmental, 

or stress responses. One of the central players involved in this process is the eukaryotic 

Sucrose Non-fermenting (Snf1) kinase complex. Snf1 is a widely conserved Ser/Thr 

protein kinase that coordinates metabolic homeostasis and stress responses in 

eukaryotes. First identified in yeast (Carlson et al., 1981, Celenza & Carlson, 1986), 

homologues of the Snf1 complex have been identified in roundworms (AMP-Activated 

Kinase, AKK), mammals (AMP-activated protein kinase, AMPK) and plants (Snf1-

related kinase, SnRK; Polge & Thomas, 2007). In all organisms where it has been 

characterized, Snf1 functions as a heterotrimer comprised of a catalytic α subunit and the 

non-catalytic γ and β subunits (Halford et al., 2000, Hardie et al., 1998). Organisms, 

have varying numbers of Snf1 subunit isoforms, which are used to regulate the multiple 

functions of the complex by both transcriptional as well as post-translational 

mechanisms (Hardie et al., 1998). 

1.8a SnRK complex structure and regulation 

SnRKs function as heterotrimeric complex that may contain different 

combinations of α, β, and γ isoforms. In mammals two  α- (AMPKα1,α2), two β- 

(AMPKβ1/β2) and three γ- subunits (AMPKγ1, γ2, γ3) can be found (Steinberg & 

Kemp, 2009). Yeast, on the other hand, has one α- (Snf1), one γ- (SNF4), and three β-

subunits (GAL83/SIP1/SIP2; Hardie et al., 1998). In addition to these genes, multiple 

alternate splice variants can be found for some of these subunits increasing the possible 
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combination of complexes variants (Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). In plants two α- subunits 

can be found in A. thaliana (AKIN10, AKIN11) and Tomato (SlSnRK1.1, SlSnRK1.2), 

one γ subunit (AKINγ: A. thaliana, Snf4: Tomato), and three β-subunits in A. thaliana 

(AKINβ1, β2, β3) and two in tomato (SlGal83, SlSip1). 

Most plant, yeast, and animal subunits are functionally conserved and can 

complement mutations in the respective genes in yeast knockout strains (Ghillebert et 

al., 2011). However, plants have a large family of α-related catalytic subunits (SnRK2 

and SnRK3) which have diverged and are no longer functionally homologous to any of 

the yeast or animal subunits. Additionally, plants have a modified subunit that appears to 

have arisen from a fusion of a γ and a β-subunit, this subunit is nevertheless, capable of 

complementing an SNF4 deletion in yeast (Lumbreras et al., 2001; Gissot et al., 2006). 

These observations suggest plants can use a larger number of complexes in order to 

respond to metabolic situations that other organisms do not encounter (Ghillebert et al., 

2011). 

1.8b Catalytic α-subunits  

The α-subunits typically have an auto-inhibitory domain at their C-terminus and 

require the phosphorylation of a conserved Threonine residue located on the activation 

loop within kinase domain in order to produce a fully activated catalytic enzyme. This 

activation residue corresponds to Thr172 in the mammalian AMPKα, Thr210 in Snf1, 

and Thr175 in plant SnRKs (Hedbacker & Carlson, 2006, Polge & Thomas, 2007, 

Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). Three kinases have been identified that phosphorylate AMP: 

LKB1, Calmodulin-dependent kinase (CaMKKβ), and Tak1 kinase (Steinberg & Kemp, 
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2009). Likewise yeast kinases that phosphorylate SNF1 have been identified and are: 

Tos3, Pak1, and Elm1 (Hong et al., 2003). Recently, SnRK1-activating kinases (SnAK) 

1 and 2 were shown to be the upstream activating kinases in A. thaliana. These kinases 

were previously named GRIKs (gemnivirus Rep-interacting kinases) because of their 

ability to interact with the gemnivirus replication protein AL1 (Halford & Hey, 2009, 

Hey et al., 2007, Shen & Hanley-Bowdoin, 2006, Shen et al., 2009). 

1.8c Regulatory β-subunits 

The β- subunits of the SnRK complex have a glycogen-binding domain (GBD) 

towards the middle of the protein, a C-terminal association with Snf1 complex (ASN) 

domain, and a variable N-terminal region. The GBD domain is required for the 

interaction of α- and β- subunits in both plant and yeast, but appears to be dispensable in 

animals for the formation of the complex. Besides this, the function of the GBD domain 

and its glycogen binding activity remains largely speculative (Ghillebert et al., 2011). 

The ASN domain is required in plants and yeast for the interaction with the γ-subunits, 

while in animals it mediates the interaction with both γ and α subunits (Jiang & Carlson, 

1997). The N-terminus of the β-subunits regulates the cellular localization of the 

complex. For instance glucose deprivation in yeast causes cytosolic GAL83 and Sip1 

containing complexes to re-locate to the nucleus and the vacuole respectively (Vincent et 

al., 2001). 

1.8d Post-translational modifications of β-subunits 

Post-translational modifications are common among β-subunits and seem to play 

an important role in their regulatory functions. For instance, β-subunits are subject to N- 
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myristoylation; the covalent attachment of the 14 carbon fatty acid myristate to a Gly 

residue. Thanks to its hydrophobic nature, myristoylation facilitates protein tethering to 

membranes and is potentially important in mediating the interaction of the β subunits 

with the complex (Hedbacker & Carlson, 2006, Steinberg & Kemp, 2009).  

Additionally, β-subunits are extensively phosphorylated. For instance, the 

mammalian AMPKβ1 subunit is phosphorylated by the α-subunit of the complex 

(AMPKα) at Ser24, Ser25, Ser108, and phosphorylated by an unknown upstream kinase 

at Ser182 (Mitchelhill et al., 1997). AMPKβ1 phosphorylation at Ser24, Ser25 and 

Ser182 is involved in localizing the protein to the nucleus, while a mutation removing 

Ser108 inhibits the catalytic activity of the complex (Warden et al., 2001). In yeast, the β 

subunits are also phosphorylated (by Snf1) or trans-phosphorylated by casein kinase II 

(Mangat et al., 2010). However, the exact location of the phosphorylation sites in yeast 

β-subunits has not been experimentally addressed. In plants, no information on the 

phosphorylation state of β-subunits has been directly studied. However, searches for 

A.thaliana β-Subunits in the Arabidopsis Protein Phosphorylation Site Datatabase 

(PhosPhat, http://phosphat.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/; Durek et al., 2010, Heazlewood et al., 

2008) reveal the presence of a peptide with Ser197 phosphorylated on AKINβ1 obtained 

in an in vivo phosphoproteomic analysis (Reiland et al., 2009).  

The role of β-subunits phosphorylation in the regulation of cellular localization, 

SnRK complex assembly, and kinase activity has not been studied in depth and is, in 

general, still poorly understood (Ghillebert et al., 2011). 

 

http://phosphat.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/
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1.8e Regulatory γ-subunits 

Like β-subunits, γ-subunits generally possess a variable N-terminal domain. 

However, unlike any other subunit, γ-subunits are characterized for containing four 

tandem Bateman repeats which are involved in binding adenosine derivatives (Steinberg 

& Kemp, 2009). These domains bind AMP and allosterically make the γ subunit relief 

the catalytic auto-inhibition of the α-catalytic subunit (Xiao et al., 2007). In support of 

this model, a domain within γ containing a pseudo-substrate for the catalytic α-subunit 

was found, indicating that γ-subunits can act as inhibitors of the complex in the absence 

of AMP (Scott et al., 2007). However, this regulatory mechanism has only been 

demonstrated in animal complexes and the activator of plant and yeast complexes 

remains a matter of controversy (Ghillebert et al., 2011). 

1.8f SnRK function in yeast 

The SnRK complex functions in response to metabolic stresses but is also 

involved in regulating normal growth and development (Ghillebert et al., 2011). In yeast, 

the Snf1 complex is required during glucose starvation, when the yeast must switch from 

fermentative to oxidative metabolism because only alternative carbon sources are  

available (Celenza & Carlson, 1986, Halford et al., 2000). In the absence of glucose for 

instance, the activity of the complex increases dramatically, a phenomenon correlated 

with an increase in the AMP/ATP ratio. However, the direct mechanism by which the 

complex becomes activated is not fully understood (Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). In 

addition to its role in sugar metabolism, Snf1 is involved in diverse processes such as: 

the recycling of nutrients through autophagy, the synthesis of reserve carbohydrates, the 
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regulation of meiosis and sporulation, the coordination of filamentous and biofilm 

formation, and senescence (Ashrafi et al., 2000, Kuchin et al., 2002, Lorenz et al., 2009, 

Wang et al., 2001).  

1.8g SnRK function in animals 

Like its yeast counterpart, the animal AMPK complex monitors the energy status 

of cells by activating ATP generating pathways or repressing ATP consuming pathways 

(Ghillebert et al., 2011). In order to do so, AMPK senses the AMP/ATP ratio, which can 

be affected by: glucose deprivation, hypoxia, ischemia, prolonged exercise, and 

oxidative stress (Hardie, 2007). When activated by a drop in ATP, AMPK turns on 

energy producing pathways such as glycolysis, fatty acid oxidation, and autophagy while 

downregulating energy-consuming pathways such as protein and fatty acid synthesis 

(Stapleton et al., 1996). While directly affecting biochemical processes involved in the 

production of ATP, AMPK also controls the endocrine processes involved in whole 

body energy homeostasis through the action of several cytokines known as adipokines 

(Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). Not surprisingly, AMPK is fundamental for survival and its 

improper regulation is linked to a plethora of metabolic disorders such as obesity, 

diabetes, insulin resistance, and cardiovascular disease among others (Steinberg & 

Kemp, 2009). 

1.8h SnRK function in plants 

Accumulating evidence indicates plant SnRKs function in similar metabolic 

challenges as its animal and yeast counterparts by sensing the energy state of the cells 

and responding to biotic and abiotic stress (Polge & Thomas, 2007; Figure 6). For 
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instance, SnRKs can phosphorylate and inactivate important metabolic enzymes such as 

3-hydroxymethyl-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGR), sucrose phosphate 

synthase, nitrate reductase, and trehalose phosphate synthase 5 (Dale et al., 1995, 

Harthill et al., 2006, Sugden et al., 1999; Figure 6). These enzymes are all involved in 

key regulatory steps of sucrose, lipid and amino acid biosynthesis as well as the 

production of trehalose-6-phosphate; a sugar signaling molecule that regulates plant 

metabolism and development (Delatte et al., 2011). SnRKs also regulate the expression 

of several genes controlling metabolic pathways such as amylase and sucrose synthase, 

enzymes involved in sucrose and starch degradation respectively (Polge & Thomas, 

2007; Figure 6). Furthermore, SnRKs appear to be involved in pollen, root, and tuber 

formation (Lovas et al., 2003, Zhang et al., 2001). Furthermore, SnRK is required to 

mobilize photosynthates to the roots in response to herbivory (Schwachtje et al., 2006; 

Figure 6). Despite these recent advances in our understanding of SnRK involvement in 

energy regulation and stress responses the molecular mechanisms controlling and 

regulating such processes are not yet understood (Polge & Thomas, 2007). 

1.9 The SnRK complex in cell death 

1.9a Yeast 

The yeast SNF complex plays an important role in regulating cell death. Loss of 

the activation γ-subunit Snf4 causes a 20% increase in life span. On the other hand, 

removal of the β-subunit Sip2, a negative regulator of Snf1 kinase activity, exhibits 

accelerated aging, presumably linked with an increase in Snf1 kinase activity (Ashrafi et 

al., 2000). With age, the β-Subunit Sip2 transits from the membrane to the cytosol. This 
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change in localization causes Sip2 to release Snf4 allowing it to localize to the nucleus 

where it is required for the activation of nuclear Snf1 and senescence. This change in 

localization depends on the myristoylation state of Sip2; when myristoylation of Sip2 is 

blocked by an N-terminal Gly to Ala substitution, Sip2 switches to a nucleo-cytoplasmic 

localization and accelerated senescence ensues (Lin et al., 2003). 

1.9b Mammals 

The AMPK complex phosphorylates molecules involved in growth, survival, and 

autophagy (Luo et al., 2010). AMPK and the tumor suppressor protein p53 are mutually 

regulated. For instance, the β-subunit AMKβ1 is up-regulated in a p53 dependent 

manner by diverse stress stimuli; this mechanism seems to work in synchrony with the 

cell death pathway regulated by PKB and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) to 

facilitate stress-growth inhibition and cell death (Feng et al., 2007). In fact, genetic and 

biochemical evidence suggests that PKB activates the mTOR pathway by inhibiting the 

AMPK complex (Hahn-Windgassen et al., 2005, Horman et al., 2006). While the 

involvement of AMPK in several metabolic and PCD related-pathways has been 

established it is still unclear how stress affects AMPK activity in aging, as some reports 

indicate increase activity while others report inactivation (Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). 

1.9c Plants 

In plants, the SnRK complex seems to be involved in innate antiviral defenses 

and a plant specific SnRK in A. thaliana interacts with proteins involved in nematode 

resistance (Hao et al., 2003). The characterization of the SnRK β-subunits in the A. 

thaliana SnRK complex showed increased levels of SnRK β1 and β2 mRNA in 
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senescent tissue, suggesting a possible role of this subunit and the SnRK complex in 

programmed cell death in plants (Polge et al., 2008; Figure 6). Recently, the α-catalytic 

subunit was found to be required for protecting plants against oxygen deprivation and 

subsequent cellular energy depletion (Cho et al., 2012). Furthermore, plants 

overexpressing the catalytic subunit display delayed senescence while expression of 

their inactive forms causes accelerated senescence potentially by manipulating 

autophagy (Cho et al., 2012; Figure 6). 

1.10 Ubiquitination 

1.10a Ubiquitin 

Ubiquitination is a process by which ubiquitin, a 76 residue polypeptide, is 

covalently attached to a Lys residue in a target protein. Living up to its name, ubiquitin 

(Ub) can be found in all eukaryotic species where it has been looked for and being 

identical in higher plants and differing at only two and three residues in comparison to 

yeast and mammals respectively (Callis et al., 1995). Structurally, Ub is a globular 

molecule that is remarkably stable thanks to the hydrogen bonds formed between an α-

helix that sits on a fold of five strand β-sheets. This tridimensional make-up is known as 

the Ub-fold (Smalle & Vierstra, 2004). Ub contains a Glycine residue at its C-terminal 

end (Gly76), essential for the linkage formed with the Lys residue on the target proteins 

(Busch & Goldknopf, 1981). An additional conserved and unique feature of Ub is its 

expression. Ub is encoded as a polypeptide chain compromise of variable numbers of 

monomeric units. These fusion proteins are rapidly processed into individual Ub units by 

proteases (Smalle & Vierstra, 2004). 
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1.10b The ubiquitination reaction 

The specific attachment of Ub moieties is accomplished through the coordinated 

action of a Ub activating enzyme E1 (UBA), a Ub conjugating enzyme E2 (UBC), and a 

Ub ligase (E3). The conjugation of Ub takes place in a multi-step reaction in which the 

E1 enzyme catalyzes the formation of an acyl phosphoanhydride bond between 

adenosine monophosphate (AMP) and the Ub C-terminal glycine carboxyl group, using 

adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) as a substrate. Activated Ub is then attached to a cysteine 

in the E1 enzyme through a thiol-ester linkage with the subsequent release of AMP. 

Next, Ub is transferred to another cysteine on an E2 enzyme via transesterification 

(Hershko & Ciechanover, 1998). Finally, Ub is linked to a substrate's lysyl ε-amino 

group through and isopeptidic bond. This final step is catalyzed with the aid of an E3 

conjugating enzyme (or complex of proteins), which is also used as a substrate-

recognition element, but may be used as a temporary receptor for the Ub to be 

transferred. Ub can be transferred individually (mono-ubiquitination) or multiply 

attached to lysines present on the Ub moiety of already ubiquitinated substrates (poly-

ubiquitination). 

1.10c Ubiquitination enzymes 

A. thaliana contains two E1 enzymes (Hatfield et al., 1997). On the other hand, 

E2s are more diverse as A. thaliana contains approximately 37 proteins containing the 

characteristic E2 ligase UBC domain; a 150- amino acid patch that surrounds the 

cysteine to which Ub is attached prior to substrate transfer (Bachmair et al., 2001, 

Hamilton et al., 2001). The most diverse ubiquitination enzymes are the E3 Ub ligases 
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since they dictate the identity of the ubiquitinated substrate as well as the type of 

ubiquitination (mono or poly). For instance, approximately 1,300 E3s can be found in A. 

thaliana (Smalle and Vierstra, 2004). The different types of E3s have been grouped into 

four categories according to their mechanism of action and their subunit composition: 

HECT, RING, U-box, and Cullin-RING ligases (Vierstra, 2009).  

1.10d Homologous to the E6-AP carboxyl terminus (HECT) domain E3s 

HECT E3 ligases are individual proteins that, unlike any other ligase, directly 

carry activated ubiquitin in a cysteine thio-ester bond  before transferring it to the 

substrate (Downes et al., 2003). In order to accomplish this, members of this group have 

a HECT domain which consists of a 350-amino acid region containing a cysteine to 

which Ub is attached. HECT ligases owe their name to the domain found on the E6-

associated protein, an E3 ligase involved in the degradation of p53 in mammals 

(Huibregtse et al., 1995). 

1.10e Really interesting new gene (RING) and U-box domain E3s 

RING ligases are individual proteins that share a zinc-binding cysteine-rich motif 

(Freemont, 1993). The RING motif contains an octet of Cys or His residues that chelate 

two zinc ions. Unlike other RING finger motifs which mediate protein-DNA 

interactions, this domain is used to establish physical interactions with the Ub-loaded E2 

(Borden, 2000). Meanwhile, the rest of the protein functions to mediate the interaction 

with the substrates to be ubiquitinated (Vierstra, 2009). U-box ligases on the other hand, 

lack a the RING domain amino acid organization but share the structural fold used to 

establish interactions with the E2 ligases using electrostatic interactions instead (Wiborg 
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et al., 2008). The A. thaliana genome contains approximately 480 RING-finger 

containing proteins and 64 proteins with a U-box domain (Smalle & Vierstra, 2004, 

Stone, 2005). 

1.10f SCF-RING E3 ligases 

Ligases belonging to this group are RING-Box 1 (RBX1) proteins that contain a 

RING domain that mediates the interaction with the E2 ligases, but posses a multi-

subunit recognition system that mediates the interaction of the ligase with its substrates 

(Smalle and Vierstra, 2004). This recognition system is known as SCF for its subunits: 

SKP1, CDC53 (or Cullin), and F-box proteins (Deshaies, 1999). The F-box protein is the 

direct substrate recognition module that is tethered to the RING domain with the aid of 

the SKP and CUL proteins. This is possibly one of the most widespread ligase groups in 

plants. A. thaliana has approximately 700 F-box proteins, at least two RBX1 subunits, 

five Cullin, and about 21 SKPs. The different subunit combinations could in theory 

recognize a limitless number of substrates (Smalle and Vierstra, 2004). This system is 

used in the signaling pathways of various plant hormones such as auxin, in which the 

TIR1 ubiquitin ligase ubiquitinates AUX/IAA proteins which are involved in auxin 

signaling. The ubiquitination of these proteins only takes place when the recognition 

complex is stabilized by the binding of auxin which acts as a molecular glue. This 

remarkably specific system is now recognized as the long sought after auxin receptor 

(Tan, 2007). 
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1.10g Fates of ubiquitination 

Ubiquitination has been linked to processes as diverse as protein degradation, 

endocytosis, histone modification, protein activation, stress response, DNA damage 

repair, and changes in intracellular protein localization (Pickart, 2001). Translating 

ubiquitination into a particular outcome often depends not only on the presence or 

absence of Ub, but the type of ubiquitination (mono- or  poly-) and the topology of the 

poly-Ub chains. For instance, proteins that carry polyubiqutin chains that are linked by a 

Lys48 to Gly76 bond are targeted to degradation by the 26S proteasome; an ATP-

dependent protease complex that breaks down proteins into individual amino acids, but 

is capable of recycling Ub moieties (Chau et al., 1989, Yang et al., 2004). 

An example of a non-proteasomal ubiquitination is the iron-regulated transporter 

1 (IRT1) in A. thaliana. Monoubiquitination of IRT1 mediates its endocytosis from the 

plasma membrane into lytic vacuoles, where it is subsequently degraded (Barberon et al., 

2011). This system is used to adjust the number of channel molecules present in the 

plasma membrane and prevent metal cytotoxicity and an example of 26S proteasome-

independent degradation mediated by ubiquitination (Barberon et al., 2011).  

1.10h Ubiquitination in PCD  

Evidence suggests ubiquitination plays a role in the regulation of PCD. For 

instance, Ub is found in high amounts in vascular elements and xylem precursors and 

inhibition of the proteasome-mediated degradation machinery prevents the development 

of tracheary elements (Bachmair et al., 2001, Fukuda, 2000, Woffenden et al., 1998). 

Recently, several E3 ligases have been reported to play a role in defense signaling and 
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PCD (Stulemeijer & Joosten, 2008). For instance, the U-box containing E3 ligase 

PUB17 in A. thaliana was found to be required for resistance against Pst expressing the 

effector proteins RPM1 and RPS4 (Yang et al., 2006). Furthermore, the A. thaliana 

PUB13 E3 ligase was characterized as an important negative regulator of cell death that 

interferes with the resistance to biotrophic pathogens, but facilitates resistance against 

necrotrophic pathogens (Li et al., 2012). The tobacco E3 ligase (NtCMPG1) was also 

reported to be required for defense signaling induced by the AvrPto/Pto complex and the 

Phytophtora infestans elicitor Inf1 (Gonzalez-Lamothe, 2006). Furthermore, a 

membrane integrated RING1 E3-ligase (At5g10380) in A. thaliana was shown to be a 

positive regulator of programmed cell death in response to the fungal toxin Fumonisin 

B1 (FB1) or Pst carrying the effector protein RPM1 (Lin et al., 2008). Surprisingly, the 

role of FB1- or RPM1-mediated stress was to stabilize RING1 in vivo, probably by 

interfering with its autoubiquitination activity (Lin et al., 2008). Finally, the A. thaliana 

RING domain E3 ligase benzoic acid hypersensitive1-Dominant (BAH1) seems to 

function as a regulator of immune responses involving pathogen associated salicylic acid 

accumulation and cell death (Yaeno & Iba, 2008). Despite the genetic body of evidence 

presented, the roles of only a few of these proteins have been characterized in vivo (Lin 

et al., 2008).  
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CHAPTER II  

METHODS* 

 

2.1 Cloning and site directed mutagenesis 

2.1a Cloning of tomato AdBiL, UBC8, UBC10 and A. thaliana AtUBA1, AtUBC8, 

AtUBC11 (CHAPTER III) 

All primers and restriction sites used in this study for ORF amplification, 

cloning, and mutagenesis are listed in Table 1 and the primers used to amplify all genes 

were designed using sequence data obtained from the Sol Genomics Network (SGN) 

databases (http://solgenomics.net/) and The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR). 

The ORF of AdBiL was obtained by RT-PCR using leaf total RNA. AdBiL corresponds 

to the SGN Unigene U580180. Full length ORF cDNA clones were obtained from TAIR 

and use to clone the sequences of:  the E1 ligase AtUBA1(AT2g30110)  from clone 

U218214, AtUBC8 (AT5g41700) from the clone U15399, AtUBC11 (AT3g08690) from 

the clone U18004. Tomato homologous UBCs were identified using BLAST searches 

against the SGN databases. SlUBC8 corresponds to the unigenes SGN-

U578242/U312900 and was isolated from the EST clone cTOA-26-L24. SlUBC10 

(UBC2) corresponds to the unigenes SGN U312900/U581187 and was isolated from the 

EST clone cTOF-12-E20. 

                                                 

* Portions of the following chapter have been reprinted with permission from: Avila J, Gregory O, Su D, 
Deeter T, Chen S, Silva-Sanchez C, Xu S, Martin G, Devarenne T (2012) The β-Subunit of the SnRK1 
Complex Is Phosphorylated by the Plant Cell Death Suppressor Adi3. Plant Physiology 159: 1277-1290. 
Copyright 2012 © by American Society of Plant Biologists www.plantphysiol.org. 
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2.1b Cloning of tomato SnRK1, Gal83, Sip1, Tau1, Tau2, and Snf4 (CHAPTER IV) 

 The ORFs for SlSnRK1, SlSip1, SlSnf4, Tau1, and Tau2 were obtained by RT-

PCR using cDNA generated with Superscript III (Invitrogen) from tomato total RNA 

isolated from 4-week-old leaves. Primers used to amplify SlSnRK1 (accession 

#AF143743) were based on the unigene SGN-U564382. The cDNA for SlSip1 

(accession #AF322108) in unigene SGN-U575258 and reported in Bradford et al. (2003) 

appeared to lack a portion of the 5’ end of the cDNA when compared to homologous β-

subunits from yeast and Arabidopsis. Consequently, the tomato genome sequence was 

searched on SGN for the SlSip1 gene using unigene SGN-U575258. An SlSip1 gene was 

found in genomic sequence SL2.31ch05:63330625..63325020 and primers were 

designed based on this sequence to amplify the ORF by RT-PCR. The reported SlGal83 

cDNA (accession #AY245177) lacked the 5’ end and the full length cDNA was 

identified in unigene SGN-U564868. Primers based on this unigene were used to 

amplify the ORF by PCR using SGN EST clone cTOF-18-D18 as a template. The Tau1 

(accession #JQ846034) and Tau2 (accession #JQ846035) ORFs were isolated using 

primer sequences based on the unigenes U571217 and U565213, respectively. The 

SlSnf4 ORF (accession #AF419320) was amplified by PCR using the published 

sequence (Bradford et al., 2003). Mutagenesis of SlSnRK1 and SlGal83 was performed 

using Pfu Turbo Polymerase (Stratagene) and the primer pairs listed in Table 1. Cloning 

of Adi3 and its kinase activity mutants were described previously (Devarenne et al., 

2006).  
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Gene Primer Name Purpose Direction Restriction site Sequence 

Adi3 Adi3 BamHI-F Cloning into pGEX Forward BamHI CACGGATCCATGGAAAGGATACCTGAAGTT 

Adi3 Adi3 EcoRI-R Cloning into pGEX Reverse EcoRI CACGAATTCCTAAAAGAACTCAAAGTCAAG 

SlSnRK1 SnRK EcoRI-F ORF Amplification 
Cloning into pEG202/pJG4-5 

Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGACGGAACAGCAGTG 

SlSnRK1 SnRK BamHI-R ORF Amplification 
Cloning into pEG202 

Reverse BamHI CACGGATCCTTAAAGTACTCGAAGCTG 

SlSnRK1 SnRK PstIR Cloning into pMAL Reverse PstI CACCTGCAGTTAAAGTACTCGAAGCTG 

SlSnRK1 SnRK T175D-F Mutagenesis Forward  GGTCATTTTCTGAAGGATAGTTGCGGAAGCCCA 

SlSnRK1 SnRK T175D-R Mutagenesis Reverse  TGGGCTTCCGCAACTATCCTTCAGAAAATGACC 

SlSnRK1 SnRK K48Q-F Mutagenesis Forward  CACAAAGTTGCTGTCCAGATTCTTAATCGTCGA 

SlSnRK1 SnRK K48Q-R Mutagenesis Reverse  TCGACGATTAAGAATCTGGACAGCAACTTTGTG 

SlSnf4 SNF4 EcoRI ORF Amplification 
Cloning into 

Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGCAGGCAACAGCGGAG 

SlSnf4 SNF4 SalI ORF Amplification 
Cloning into 

Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTCACTGCAAAAACTCAG 

SlSip1 SIP1 EcoRI ORF Amplification 
Cloning into pMAL 

Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGTTTAGACCTGAGATG 

SlSip1 SIP1 BamHI ORF Amplification 
Cloning into pMAL 

Reverse BamHI CACCTCGAGTCACCTCTGTATTGACTTG 

SlGal83 GAL83 EcoRI ORF Amplification 
Cloning into pMAL, 

Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGGGAATGCGAACGCC 

Table 1. Primers used in this study 

Julian Avila
Typewritten Text
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Table 1. Continued 

Gene Primer Name Purpose Direction Restriction site Sequence 

SlGal83 S147A Mutagenesis Reverse  GTAATGATATATACCCGCTGGAAGGACCAAAAG 

SlGal83 S192A Mutagenesis Forward  CCAGAGAACCTCGAAGCTGTTGCAGAGTTTGAG 

SlGal83 S192A Mutagenesis Reverse  CTCAAACTCTGCAACAGCTTCGAGGTTCTCTGG 

SlGal83 S204/205A Mutagenesis Forward  CCACCATCACCTGACGCTGCCTATGCGCAAGCTTTG 

SlGal83 S204/205A Mutagenesis Reverse  CAAAGCTTGCGCATAGGCAGCGTCAGGTGATGGTGG 

SlGal83 S234A Mutagenesis Forward  CTAACTGTTCTTGGTGCTGAAAACTCAGAAGAAGC 

SlGal83 S234A Mutagenesis Reverse  GCTTCTTCTGAGTTTTGAGCACCAAGAACAGTTAG 

SlGal83 S237A Mutagenesis Forward  GGTTCTGAAAACGCAGAAGAA GCACCTTC 

SlGal83 S237A Mutagenesis Reverse  GAAGGTGCTTC TTCTGCGTTTTC AGAACC 

SlGal83 S242/243A Mutagenesis Forward  CAGAAGAAGCACCTGCTGCT CCAAAACCCCAGCACG 

SlGal83 S242/243A Mutagenesis Reverse  GTGCTGGGGTTTTGGAGCAGCAGGTGCTTCTTCTG 

SlGal83 S262A/S264R Mutagenesis Forward  GAGAAAGGATGGGCTGCTCAAGCCATTGTTGCTCTTGG 

SlGal83 S262A/S264R Mutagenesis Reverse  CCAAGAGCAACAATCCGTTGAGCAGCCCATCCTTTCTC 

Tau1 Tau1-F ORF Amplification Forward  ATGGGGAATGTGAGTGGG 

Tau1 Tau1-R ORF Amplification Reverse  TCACTTTTTCAAGGACTTAAAAAG 

Tau1 Tau1-F Cloning into pMAL Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGGGAATGTGAGTGGG 

Tau1 Tau1-R Cloning into pMAL Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTCACTTTTTCAAGGACTTAAAAAG 

Tau2 Tau2-F ORF Amplification Forward  ATGGGGAATGTTAATGGAAGAG 
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Table 1. Continued

Gene Primer Name Purpose Direction Restriction site Sequence 

Tau2 Tau2-R ORF Amplification Reverse  TCACCTCTGTATGGACTTGTAAAG 

Tau2 Tau2-F Cloning into pMAL Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGGGAATGTTAATGGA 

Tau2 Tau2-R Cloning into pMAL Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTCACCTCTGTATGGACTTGTA 

AdBiL RING XhoI-F Cloning into pEG202, pJG4-5, pFLAG Forward XhoI CACCTCGAGTCATGACCGGTTCTGGGACGGC 

AdBiL RING XhoI-R Cloning into pEG202, pJG4-5 Reverse XhoI CACCTCGAGATGGGATTGAATGGTGTGGATC 

AdBiL RING BamHI-F Cloning into pMAL Forward BamHI CACGGATCCATGGGATTGAATGGTGTG 

AdBiL RING BamHI-R Cloning into pMAL Reverse BamHI CACGGATCCTCATGACCGGTTCTGGG 

AdBiL RING SalI-R NS Cloning into pFLAG Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTGACCGGTTCTGGGACGG 

SlUBC8 SlUBC8 EcoRI-F Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGCATCCAAGCGG 

SlUBC8 SlUBC8 SalI-R Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Reverse SalI CACGTCGACCTATCCCATGGCAAATT 

SlUBC10 SlUBC10 EcoRI-F Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGCTTCGAAACGAATA 

SlUBC10 SlUBC10 SalI-R Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Reverse SalI CACGTCGACCTACATACACAAACATTC 

 AtUBC8  AtUBC8 EcoRI-F Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGCGTCGAAGCGG 

 AtUBC8  AtUBC8 SalI-R Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTTAGCCCATGGCATAC 

 AtUBC11  AtUBC11 EcoRI-F Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGGCTTCTAAGAGGATC 

 AtUBC11  AtUBC11 SalI-R Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Reverse SalI CACGTCGACTCAACCCATTGCGTAC 

 AtUBA1  AtUBA1 EcoRI-F Cloning into pMAL, pGEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCATGCTTCACAAGCGAGCTAGTC 

 AtUBA1  AtUBA1 XbaI-R Cloning into pMAL Reverse XbaI CACTCTAGATCACCTGAAGTAGATAGAGAC 
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Table 1. Continued 

 

 

Gene Primer Name Purpose Direction Restriction site Sequence 

 AtUBA1  AtUBA1 NotI-R Cloning into pGEX Reverse NotI CACGCGGCCGCTCACCTGAAGTAGATAGAGAC 

SlGal83 P SlGal83 pM-F Amplifying SlGal83 promoter Forward None GAGCGTAACGTTTGCATACAGTC 

SlGal83 P SlGal83 pM-R Amplifying SlGal83 promoter Reverse None GTCTTCCCAATAATGCTAGTG 

SlGal83 P SlGal83 pM-EcoRIF Cloning into pTEX Forward EcoRI CACGAATTCGAGCGTAACGTTTGCATAC 

SlGal83 P Gal83 pM-BamHIR Cloning into pTEX Reverse BamHI CACGGATCCCATGTCTTCCCAATAATGCTAGTG 
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2.2 Recombinant protein expression and purification  

2.2a SnRK complex enzymes and GST-Adi3 (CHAPTER IV) 

The ORFs for SlSnRK1, SlGal83, and SlSip1 were cloned as N-terminal MBP 

fusions into pMAL-c2 vector (New England Biolabs). Recombinant proteins were 

expressed in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) as described previously (Devarenne et al., 2006) 

and purified using maltose binding resin (New England Biolabs) manufacturer protocols. 

For GST-Adi3, the Adi3 ORF was cloned into the pGEX-4T N-terminal GST fusion 

vector (GE-Healthcare) and protein was expressed and purified as recommended by the 

manufacturer. After elution, all fusion proteins were concentrated using Amicon Ultra 

centrifugal filters (Millipore) and added to buffer for final concentrations of 50% 

glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl. Protein concentrations 

were quantified using Bio-Rad Protein Assay Kit before storage at -20C. 

2.2b Ubiquitination enzymes (CHAPTER III) 

In order to obtain MBP- and GST- tagged proteins, the ORF of AdBiL, AtUBA1, 

AtUBC8, AtUBC11, SlUBC8, SlUBC11 were cloned into the expression vectors -c2 

vector (New England Biolabs) and pGEX-4T N-terminal GST fusion vector (GE-

Healthcare). Proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3). Cells were grown in 30 

ml of TB media an induced with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 100 μM. 

Proteins were expressed for 4 hours at 30°C. Next, bacterial cells were resuspended in 

Adi3 extraction buffer (Devarenne et al., 2006) and lysed by the addition of lysozyme 

followed by sonication. Bacterial lysates containing MBP- or GST-fusions were cleared 

by centrifugation and bound for 2 hours at 4°C to 300 μl of immobilized amylose (New 
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England BioLabs) or glutathione (Thermo Scientific) beads respectively. Bound proteins 

were washed in 2 ml of extraction buffer and proteins were eluted in elution buffer (50 

mM Tris pH 8.0, 50mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT) containing 10 mM reduced glutathione or 10 

mM maltose. Eluted fractions were concentrated using Amicon Ultra centrifugal filters 

(Millipore) and glycerol was added to a final concentration of 50%. Protein 

concentrations were estimated using Bio-Rad Protein Assay Kit before storage at -20C. 

MBP-tagged Adi3 and kinase activity mutants were purified as previously described 

(Avila et al., 2012). For pull down assays, C-terminal FLAG-tagged AdBiL was 

obtained cloning AdBiLs ORF into the pFLAG-CTC expression vector (Sigma-Aldrich). 

Cells expressing AdBiL-FLAG and MBP-Adi3 were aliquoted and frozen at -20°C and 

cleared lysates were prepared as described above, except AdBiL-FLAG cells were lysed 

in the presence of 0.2% Sarkosyl, 1 mM PMSF, and 1% Triton. 

2.3 Yeast two-hybrid assay (CHAPTERs III and IV) 

Y2H assays where conducted using pEG202 for the bait vector and pJG4-5 for 

the prey vector as described previously (Devarenne et al, 2006). Constructs were 

transformed into yeast strain EGY48 containing the pSH18-34 reporter vector and 

analyzed for LacZ gene expression on X-Gal containing plates. Protein expression was 

confirmed by western blot. All other procedures for the Y2H assays and Y2H library 

screen for identifying Adi3 interactors followed standard procedures as previously 

described (Golemis et al., 2008). 
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2.4 Yeast complementation and invertase assays (CHAPTER IV) 

The ORF for SlGal83 and its Ser26 mutants were fused to a C-terminal eGFP tag 

under the control of the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) promoter in 

the modified vector MBB263. The yeast β-subunit knockout strain MCY4040 (MATα 

sip1Δ::KanMX6 sip2Δ3::LEU2 gal83::TRP1 his3-Δ200 leu2-3,112 trp1Δ1 ura3-52 lys2-

801) (Vincent et al., 2001) was transformed with the SlGal83 constructs using the 

standard lithium acetate/PEG method. Transformants were screened on plates of 

complete minimal (CM) media with 2% glucose and lacking leucine, tryptophan, and 

uracil. Recovered colonies were grown in liquid CM 2% glucose medium for 48 hrs and 

5-fold serial dilutions were spotted on selective media supplemented with either 2% 

glucose or 2% sucrose and incubated at 30˚C for 2 days (2% glucose) or 6-7 days (2% 

sucrose). Invertase assays were performed as previously reported (Celenza and Carlson, 

1989; Bradford et al., 2003). Invertase activity of derepressed (0.05% glucose) and 

glucose-repressed (2% glucose) cells was estimated as a measure of the amount of 

sucrose metabolized into glucose using the Glucose (GO) Assay kit (Sigma) as described 

by the manufacturer. 

2.5 Pull down assays  

2.5a Interaction of Adi3 with AdBiL (CHAPTER III) 

Cleared bacterial lysates expressing AdBiL-FLAG were incubated for 1 hour at 

4°C in the presence or absence of MBP- tagged Adi3, Adi3K337Q, Adi3S539D and proteins 

were pulled down using immobilized amylose beads (New England BioLabs). Resin 

with bound proteins were washed 6 times with buffer containing 10 mM Tris, 150mM 
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NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1% Triton pH8.0. Bound proteins were boiled at 95°C in SDS-

Sample buffer and resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE. Western blotting with α-FLAG at 

1:1000 (Sigma-Aldrich) or α-MBP (New England BioLabs) at 1:5,000 was used for pull 

downs and α-FLAG at 1:10,000 or α-MBP at 1:50,000 for loading controls and 

immunoblotting detection was done using the ECL kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). 

2.5b Interaction of Adi3 with the SnRK1 complex (CHAPTER IV) 

Immobilized glutathione beads (Thermo Scientific) were equilibrated by washing 

three times with 200 μl of binding buffer (50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.1% 

Triton X-100, 5 mM EDTA). For each pull down 1 μg of either GST or GST-Adi3 and 

equivalent protein amounts of MBP, MBP-SlGal83, MBP-SlSip1, and MBP-SlSnRK1 

were mixed in a final volume of 30 μl. Samples were incubated for 15 min at room 

temperature followed by addition of buffer pre-equilibrated glutathione resin to each 

sample and incubation for 1 hr at 4˚C on an orbital shaker. The resin with bound proteins 

was pelleted by centrifugation at 100 x g and washed 5 times with 200 μl of wash buffer 

(500 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.1% Triton X-100, 5 mM EDTA). Bound 

proteins were eluted using 1x SDS-PAGE sample buffer, resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE, 

and analyzed by western blotting using α-GST (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 1:15,000 

and α-MBP (New England BioLabs) at 1:5,000 for pull downs or 1:10,000 for loading 

controls. 

2.6 Ubiquitination assays 

In vitro ubiquitination assays were done as described before with modifications 

(Lu et al., 2011, Rosebrock, 2007). Reactions were conducted in 30 μl of ubiquitination 
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buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 

and 5 mM ATP, and 5 μg of FLAG tagged ubiquitin (Boston Biochem), 50 ng of 

purified AtUBA1, 250 ng of AtUBC, 400ng of AdBiL and 1 μg of MBP-Adi3 or 3 μg of 

GST-Adi3 for pull downs. The reactions were incubated at 30°C and stopped with the 

addition of 4X SDS sample buffer and boiling at 95°C for 5 minutes. Proteins were 

separated by 8% SDS-PAGE and western blotting was used to identify ubiquitinated 

proteins using α-FLAG at 1:1000, α-MBP at 1:5000, α-GST at 1:5000, and α-Adi3 at 

1:500. Ubiquitination reactions used for the preliminary screening of human ubiquitin 

conjugating enzymes used 250 μg of each enzyme from the UbcH (E2) Enzyme Set 

(Boston Biochemical). For pull down experiments, ubiquitination reactions were done as 

described above and, after completion, bound for 1 hour at 4°C to glutathione beads pre-

equilibrated in binding buffer (50 mM Tris, 0.5 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 

0.1% Triton X100). Beads were washed 6 times in binding buffer containing 500 mM 

NaCl and pulled down proteins analyzed by 8% SDS PAGE and western blotting as 

done before. 

2.7 Kinase assays (CHAPTER IV) 

In vitro kinase assays were done in 30 μl reactions in Adi3 kinase buffer (10 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT, 20 μM ATP) or SlSnRK1 kinase buffer (10 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 10 mM MnCl2 or MgCl2, 1mM DTT, 20 μM ATP). SlSnRK1 

autophosphorylation appeared to be slightly stronger using MnCl2 and therefore, was 

used for all SlSnRK1 autophosphorylation assays. However, SlSnRK1 substrate 

phosphorylation was comparable using MnCl2 or MgCl2 as a cofactor. Therefore, MgCl2
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was used for all SlSnRK1 substrate phosphorylation experiments. Adi3 substrate 

phosphorylation assays contained 5 μg of purified MBP-Adi3 or MBP-Adi3S539D and 2 

μg of MBP-Gal83, MBP-Gal83 mutants, or MBP-Sip1. For SlSnRK1 kinase assays, 3 μg 

of MBP-SnRK1, MBP-SnRK1K48Q, or MBP-SnRK1T175D were used. Reactions were 

initiated upon addition of 0.25 μCi of γ-[32P]ATP (6000Ci/mmole, Perkin Elmer) per 

sample and were incubated for 15 min at room temperature for Adi3 or 30 min at 30˚C 

for SlSnRK1. Reactions were terminated by addition of 4x SDS-PAGE sample buffer 

and samples resolved by 7.5% SDS-PAGE. Sample radioactive incorporation imaging 

and quantification was done with a phosphorimager (Bio-Rad Molecular Imager). 

SAMS peptide (HMRSAMSGLHLVKRR) phosphorylation assays were 

performed as described previously (Davies et al., 1989). Assay conditions for SlSnRK1 

phosphorylation of the SAMS peptide were as for the SlSnRK1 substrate 

phosphorylation assays above plus 100 μM SAMS peptide (AnaSpec). Reactions were 

spotted on phosphocellulose p81 paper (Whatman), washed three times in 1% H3PO4, 

once in acetone, the paper dried, and the incorporated radioactivity counted using a 

Beckman LS5000TA scintillation counter. For SAMS phosphorylation with protoplast 

lysates, 4 x 105 tomato protoplasts expressing empty pTEX vector, SlGAL83-GFP, and 

SlGAL83S26D-GFP were lysed by vortexing in a buffer containing 50mM Tris pH8.0, 

1mM EDTA, 50mM NaCl, 8% Glycerol, 5mM DTT, 2% plant protease inhibitor 

cocktail (Sigma) and 2% plant phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma). Extracts were 

cleared by centrifugation at 4°C, 13,000 g for 10 minutes. Protein concentration was 

estimated as described above and lysates were adjusted to equal protein concentrations 
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with lysis buffer. Reactions were done as described above, but using a buffer containing 

40 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.6, 10 mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT, 200 μM ATP, 2 μCi of γ-

[32P]ATP, and 100μM SAMS peptide (buffer adapted from (Fragoso et al., 2009)). 

Reactions were initiated with the addition of 8 μl of the protein extract. Phosphate 

incorporation was analyzed as described above and the remaining lysates were used for 

α-GFP western blotting to evaluate expression efficiency of the proteins. 

2.8 Cell-free degradation assays (CHAPTER III) 

Cell free degradation assays were done as described before (Lee, 2008; Osterlund 

et al., 2000) with modifications. Three-week old tomato leaves were ground in liquid 

nitrogen and homogenized in reaction buffer containing 25mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 

mM DTT, and 10 mM NaCl. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation and soluble 

protein concentration was quantified using Bio-Rad Protein Assay Kit. Cell-free 

degradation reactions were conducted in reaction buffer supplemented with 10mM ATP, 

10 μg of leaf extracts, and in the presence of 500 ng of purified MBP-Adi3 or MBP-

Adi3K337Q. Reactions were incubated at 30°C for 30, 90, or 180 minutes. Subsequently, 

reactions were stopped with the addition of 4X SDS sample buffer, boiled at 95°C, and 

proteins resolved in a 10% SDS-PAGE and analyzed with western blotting using α-Adi3 

(at 1:500) and α-MBP (at 1:5000) antibodies. 

2.9 Mass spectrometry (CHAPTER IV) 

For sample preparation, coomassie stained gel bands were in-gel digested with 

trypsin overnight and phosphopeptides were enriched using a NuTip metal oxide 
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phosphoprotein enrichment kit according to manufacturer’s instructions (Glygen, 

Columbia, MD). 

For LC-MS/MS analysis, phosphopeptides were injected onto a capillary trap 

(LC Packings PepMap, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and desalted for 5 min with 0.1% v/v 

acetic acid at a flow rate of 3 µl/min. The samples were loaded onto an LC Packings C18 

PepMap nanoflow HPLC column. The elution gradient of the HPLC column started at 

97% solvent A, 3% solvent B and finished at 60% solvent A, 40% solvent B for 30 min. 

Solvent A consisted of 0.1% v/v acetic acid, 3% v/v ACN, and 96.9% v/v H2O. Solvent 

B consisted of 0.1% v/v acetic acid, 96.9% v/v ACN, and 3% v/v H2O. LC-MS/MS 

analysis was carried out on a LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, 

Bremen, Germany). The instrument under Xcalibur 2.07 with LTQ Orbitrap Tune Plus 

2.55 software was operated in the data dependent mode to automatically switch between 

MS and MS/MS acquisition. Survey scan MS spectra (from m/z 300 – 2000) were 

acquired in the orbitrap with resolution R=60,000 at m/z 400. During collisionally 

induced dissociation (CID), if a phosphate neutral loss of 98, 49, 32.66 and 24.5 m/z 

below the precursor ion mass was detected, there was an additional activation of all four 

neutral loss m/z values. This multistage activation was repeated for the top five ions in a 

data-dependent manner. Dynamic exclusion was set to 60 seconds. Typical mass 

spectrometric conditions include a spray voltage of 2.2 kV, no sheath and auxiliary gas 

flow, a heated capillary temperature of 200˚C, a capillary voltage of 44V, a tube lens 

voltage of 165V, an ion isolation width of 1.0 m/z, a normalized CID collision energy of 

35% for MS/MS in LTQ. The ion selection threshold was 500 counts for MS/MS. The 
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mass spectrometer calibration was performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines 

using a mixture of sodium dodecyl sulphate, sodium taurocholate, MRFA and 

Ultramark. 

For the protein search algorithm, all MS/MS spectra were analyzed using Mascot 

(Matrix Science, London, UK; version 2.2.2). Mascot was set up to search a current 

Arabidopsis database assuming the digestion enzyme trypsin. Mascot was searched with 

a fragment ion mass tolerance of 0.50 Da and a parent ion tolerance of 10 ppm. 

Iodoacetamide derivative of Cys, deamidation of Asn and Gln, oxidation of Met and 

phosphorylation of Ser, Thr and Tyr are specified as variable modifications. The MS/MS 

spectra of the identified phosphorylated peptides were manually inspected to ensure 

confidence in phosphorylation site assignment. 

2.10 Phosphatase treatment (CHAPTER IV) 

Gal83-GFP proteins were expressed in tomato protoplasts from pTEX for 22 hrs 

and were lysed in ice-cold extraction buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 

mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 2 mM DTT, 2.5% plant protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma), and 6 μM epoxymicin (Enzo Life Sciences). Lysates were split into two 

fractions; one for phosphatase treatment and one for a no treatment control. Both 

fractions were adjusted to 3 mM MnCl2 in λ phosphatase buffer (50mM HEPES pH7.5, 

100mM NaCl, 2mM DTT, 0.01% Brij-35) in a final volume of 100 μl. The no treatment 

fraction was additionally adjusted to 2% phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma, phosphatase 

inhibitor cocktail 1). Reactions were started with the addition of 800 units of λ 

phosphatase (New England BioLabs), incubated at 30˚C for 30 min, and reactions 
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terminated by addition of 1x SDS-PAGE sample buffer. Samples were then resolved by 

7.5% SDS-PAGE with a 1:500 bis-acrylamide:acrylamide ratio and analyzed by α-GFP 

western blotting. 

2.11 Protoplast protein expression and cell death assays (CHAPTER IV) 

The ORFs for Gal83 and Gal83S26A were cloned into the BamHI and SalI 

restriction sites of pTEX-eGFP (Ek-Ramos et al., 2010) to yield an in frame C-terminal 

GAL83-GFP fusion under the control of the 35S promoter. Cloning of Adi3 into pTEX-

eGFP for an N-terminal tagged GFP-Adi3 was previously described (Ek-Ramos et al., 

2010). The resulting constructs were purified using CsCl gradient centrifugation. 

Protoplasts were isolated from expanded leaves of 4-week-old PtoR tomato plants and 

transformed as previously reported (Devarenne et al., 2006; Ek-Ramos et al., 2010) 

using 8 x 105 protoplasts and 25 μg of plasmid DNA. For NaCl-induced cell death 

experiments transformed protoplasts expressing proteins for 18 hrs were suspended in 

200 μl of WI buffer (0.5M mannitol, 4 mM MES pH5.7, 20mM KCl) with or without 

200 mM NaCl, incubated in the dark at 25˚C, and aliquots taken over a 5.5 hr time-

course. Cell viability was estimated by treating 30 μl protoplast aliquots with 0.05% 

Evans blue for 5 min and counting a minimum of 200 cells as previously described 

(Devarenne et al., 2006; Ek-Ramos et al., 2010). Cell viability estimates are a 

measurement of at least three independent transformation experiments. Protein 

expression was confirmed by western blot with 4 x 105
 transformed protoplast 

resuspended in 1x SDS-PAGE sample buffer and boiled at 95˚C for 5 min. GFP-fusion 
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proteins were detected with an HRP-conjugated α-GFP antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) at 1:1000. 

2.12 Microscopy (CHAPTER V) 

Transformed protoplasts were incubated in the dark for 16 hours at 22°C prior to 

visualization using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 fluorescent microscope. Nuclear staining was 

done by treating the protoplasts with 10μM HOECHST 33342 (Sigma), for 30 minutes. 

All cell localization experiments were carried out at least three independent times.  

2.13 Cellular fractionation (CHAPTER V) 

Nuclear fractionation was done as previously described (Ek-Ramos et al., 2010). 

Briefly, 400,000 transformed protoplasts were harvested 18-20 hours after 

transformation, and gradually lysed with three consecutive washes in Buffer A with 

centrifugation at 5,000g for 5 minutes at 4°C to pellet the nuclei. Isolated nuclei (N) 

were lysed in SDS Sample buffer and pooled supernatants were centrifuged at 

100,000rpm for 1 hour at 4°C to separate soluble from insoluble proteins. The 100K 

supernatant was then concentrated either by using Amicon Ultra centrifugal filters 

(Millipore) or by acetone precipitation and resuspension in SDS sample buffer, whereas 

pellets with insoluble protein and membranes were resuspended in SDS sample buffer 

and sonication. The fractionation of membranes and soluble protein in the absence of 

detergent were essentially done as described in (Jung et al., 2002). Protein 

concentrations were quantified with Bio-Rad Protein Assay Kit and western blotting 

analysis was conducted using HRP-conjugated α-GFP antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) at 1:1000. 
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CHAPTER III 

UBIQUITINATION OF ADI3 BY THE RING UBIQUITIN LIGASE ADBIL 

 

3.1 Rationale 

Studies on the anti-apoptotic properties of mammalian PKB, suggest that it can 

suppress cell death by controlling the activation and expression of proapoptotic proteins, 

as well as by protecting proliferation and survival factors from PCD-triggered 

degradation (Brunet et al., 1999, Datta et al., 1997, Dijkers et al., 2000, Lee et al., 2008, 

Plas & Thompson, 2002). Based on this information and the knowledge that, like PKB, 

Adi3 is a Ser/Thr kinase that suppresses cell death, we sought to identify potential Adi3 

phosphorylation substrates with the goal of finding proteins involved in PCD regulation 

in plants. 

3.2 Adi3 interacts with AdBiL 

In an effort to identify Adi3-interacting proteins a previous student carried out a 

yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screen using a cDNA prey library that has been previously used 

to identify proteins that interact with the tomato resistance protein kinase Pto (Zhou et 

al., 1995). Approximately 15 million yeast transformants were screened for Adi3-

interacting proteins using selection on Leu- plates and 1,366 transformants were 

followed-up in a LacZ screen. The prey inserts from 85 random positive clones were 

sequenced and screened against GenBank by BLAST for identification. Of these clones, 

SnRK1, encoding the α-subunit of the SnRK1 protein complex (CHAPTER IV) and a 
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RING-domain containing protein were identified four and six times, respectively 

(Devarenne, 2011). 

The RING-domain protein obtained was named AdBiL (Adi3 Binding ligase). 

The partial Y2H AdBiL cDNA sequence was used in BLAST searches against the SOL 

Genomics Network (SGN) database (http://solgenomics.net/) to identify the full length 

ORF. The SGN Unigene U580180 was found to be identical to AdBiL and this sequence 

was used to design primers for cloning the full length ORF, which was obtained from 

RT-PCR using leaf total RNA. Surprisingly no additional related E3 ligases were found 

in the tomato genome suggesting there are no redundant AdBiL genes. Using the 

Arabidopsis information resource (TAIR) databases, the closest sequence homologue to 

AdBiL was found to be the gene At3g05545 (similarity: 58.5%, identity: 46.6%, Figure 

7). The next closest sequence identified corresponds to the red and far-red insensitive 2 

protein (RFI2 – AT2g47700; similarity 39.9%, identity 29.5%; Figure 7). The full-length 

AdBiL ORF was used to confirm the interaction with Adi3 in a Y2H assay (Figure 8 A, 

B). The Drosophila melanogaster transcription factors BICOID and DORSAL were 

used as a control for false positive interactions. In the Y2H assay, AdBiL does not auto-

activate when expressed either in the prey or bait vectors or in the presence or absence of 

BICOID or DORSAL Figure 8 A, B). A Y2H interaction is observed only when AdBiL 

is expressed in the presence of Adi3 regardless of its expression as prey or bait (Figure 

8A). This interaction was found to be independent of the kinase activity of Adi3. For 

instance, AdBiL still displays interaction with Adi3 when expressed in the presence of  

http://solgenomics.net/
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                                10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100       110                   
                       ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
AdBiL              1   ~MGLNG~~~~~~~~~VDLTDDGDGGGGDVGGGEDKASVVSCSICLEAVTDNG~DRSWSKLQCGHQFHLDCIGSAFNIKGQMQCPNCRKIEKGQWLYASG~CRPLPDFNME 98   
AT3gG05545         1   ~MGLGNKGNKFNFGDNDLADEASGADGDEGDG~~~FGSVACSICLETVVKNG~DRAWANLQCDHQFHLDCIGSAFNAKGVMQCPNCRKVEKGQWLYANG~CRSYPEFNVE 104  
AT2gG47700 - RFI2  1   MAGAKDSGCDDDLRIAGGCDPGKRGNPEDSSS~~~PVEVSCSICLESVLDDG~TRSKAKLQCGHQFHLDCIGSAFNMKGAMQCPNCRNVEKGQWLYANGSTRPFPEFSME 106  
 
                               120       130       140       150       160       170       180       190       200       210       220           
                       ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
AdBiL              99  DWAHDEDLYDL~SYTEMSFGVHWCPFSGLTRLPASFDEGELSSSAYHDLLGQHAIFADHTAVSSAAHPCPYIAYVG~IHPSSSNSSGS~~INDGPNFNNHWTS~PSVPNE 203  
AT3gG05545         105 DWVHEEDIYDIGAYSEMSFGVHWCPFGSSARLP~SFEDGEFSPSSYHDLLGQQGYYTEP~AAPTAGHPCPYVTYFGPVHSPSSSSGGAAGVSDSSSFSSHWNTGSSVSGE 212  
AT2gG47700 - RFI2  107 DWIPEEDLYGL~SYPEMQYRVHWCPFGELSQAAASFEELEPATTTYHTEFHGH~~~~~~~~~HAAAVNHSYLAYVGPGPAATPRTSDNNSTDDHPWNSHSNDHFHQLP~~ 204  
 
                               230       240       250       260       270       280       290       300       310       320       330           
                       ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
AdBiL              204 IPASYAFPGMDVHYHSWDHHSS~~~~~~~FPMASSRVGTADQSSVPSVTQRVARTNAD~~~IPRPGSFVPPFLVGHGSAARAGSSVAS~PMIPPYPGSVARARDRVQALQ 302  
AT3gG05545         213 VPTPYGFP~VDPHYHGWDYHPPPPPPPQHFSASGAHVGSPTQPTPPPAAARTSRANGSDMIRPRPPHFTRPFH~GHSSSGRAGSSVASVPRTPPFPGSNARTRDRMQALQ 320  
AT2gG47700 - RFI2  204 ~~~~~~~~~VAPQYH~~~HHSP~~~~~~SFSLPAAHVVDGEVDSS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AARGLPYAHPFLFSHRSNQRSSPAINS~~~~~~YQGSSTQMREQHHAYN 274  
 
                               340       350       360       370       380       390       400       410       420       430       440           
                       ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
AdBiL              303 AYFQQPS~~~~~~NSPAV~RTPVMSATRRSNNHRGLAQ~VGPAASSSDQAGGFYFYPSSSSGRNFQEAENPVSNRYHAWER~~~~EHLPAFPLSQVDRDP~IWGPFHHTG 399  
AT3gG05545         321 AYYQQSSAQSHQPDSPIVSRGPVFPSGRRP~~ARGIASGMGSTSSSSDQAGGSGFI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RFNIWERDPYMQSQQAYSVNQMDREPNIWTSSFNEG 410  
AT2gG47700 - RFI2  275 HQRQQHHAN~~~~~~~~~~~GPTLASPLISMTRRGLPPPPPPPPMPDQNVG~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FFIYPGGHHEPETDQIHAWERDWFPHFPVPSNHRT 349  
 
                               450       460        
                       ....|....|....|....|....|... 
AdBiL              400 VGSDSGSRAGSFRPRHGSERMPSQNRS* 427  
AT3gG05545         411 SGS~~~~~~~~FHQRHGGGGGSS*~~~~ 426  
AT2gG47700 - RFI2  350 IPS~~~~~~~~LWHRHF*~~~~~~~~~~ 359  

10

AT2G47700 - RFI

AdBiL

AT3G05545

I: 46.6%
S: 58.5%

I: 29.5%
S: 39.9%

I: 28.4%
S: 39.5%

Figure 7. Arabidopsis thaliana AdBiL related sequences. A, alignment of AdBiL with A. thaliana  related sequences At3g05545 and RFI2. Cys in red 
and His in green show the position of the C3H2C4 RING domain B, Phylogenetic comparison of AdBiL and A. thaliana related sequences. The tomato 
AdBiL DNA sequence was used for a BLASTX search against the Arabidopsis information resource (TAIR) DNA databases. The top three hits obtained 
correspond to: three RING-Ubox proteins; two of unknown function (At3g05545, E-value:1e-74 and At4g13490 E-value:1e-16) and one -the Red and 
Far-Red Insensitive 2 protein (At2g47700 , E-value:2e-54), which is involved in phytochrome and circadian signaling. Only At3g05545 and RFI are 
shown in the alignment, At4g13490 was excluded because of the reduced sequence similarity to AdBiL (Identity (I): 13.4%, Similarity (S): 23%). Protein 
and DNA sequences were aligned using ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007) and the trees were produced  using the maximum likelihood (DNAml, PROml) 
package in the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor (Hall, 1999). Trees were analyzed using Treeview (Page, 1996)  and Adobe Illustrator. 
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Figure 8. Adi3 interaction with AdBiL. AdBiL interacts with Adi3 (A) and Adi3 kinase activity mutants (B) in a Y2H assay. Interaction was estimated 

by the expression of LacZ on CM plates containing X-Gal (blue = interaction). For A and B, the Drosophila melanogaster proteins BICOID and 

DORSAL were used as negative interaction controls. C. Adi3 interacts with AdBiL in vitro. Bacterial lysates containing MBP and FLAG tagged 

proteins were bound to amylose resin for one hour at 4°C. Co-immunoprecipitated proteins were analyzed by western blotting with α-MBP and α-FLAG 

antibodies. Bottom panels, input for each fusion protein was analyzed by α-MBP and α-FLAG western blot. 
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kinase inactive (K337Q) and constitutively active (S539D) Adi3 mutants (Figure 8 B). 

These interactions were tested in an in vitro pull down experiment. AdBiL was 

expressed as a C-terminal FLAG tagged fusion and protein extracts were bound in the 

presence or absence of MBP-tagged Adi3. AdBiL was pulled down only in the presence 

of Adi3 and, in accordance to the Y2H results obtained, was found to be unaffected by 

the kinase activity of Adi3 (Figure 8 C). Collectively, this data suggest Adi3 can interact 

with AdBiL and this interaction does not rely on the kinase activity of Adi3. In support 

of these observations, an in vitro kinase assay revealed Adi3 does not trans-

phosphorylate AdBiL (Figure 9).  

3.3 AdBiL is an E3 ubiquitin ligase 

AdBiL contains a characteristic RING finger domain. This motif contains an 

octet of Cys and His residues that bind zinc; RING domains can either have two His 

(RING-H2: C3H2C3) or one His (RING-HC: C3HC4) residues (Smalle and Vierstra, 

2004). The motif found in AdBiL corresponds to a RING-H2 domain: Cys1-X(2)-Cys2-

X(16)-X-His1-X(2)-His2-X(2)-Cys3-X(12)-Cys4- in which X can be any amino acid 

(Figure 7). RING domains are found in several protein families in which they function in 

mediating protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions (Freemont, 1993, Kraft, 2005, 

Smalle & Vierstra, 2004). Since the closely related AdBiL sequence At3g05545 has 

been shown to behave as an E3 ubiquitin ligase that specifically auto-ubiquitinates in the 

presence of the A. thaliana E2s AtUBC8, AtUBC11, and to a lesser extent AtUBC10 

(Kraft, 2005, Stone, 2005), we examined if AdBiL behaves as an E3 ligase. 
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Figure 9. Adi3 does not phosphorylate AdBiL. Top panels: phosphorimage; bottom panel: 
coomassie stained gel. Recombinant MBP-AdBiL and MBP-Adi3 (S539D: kinase active; K337Q: 
kinase-inactive) were used to test the transphosphprylaton of AdBiL using γ-[32P]ATP in in vitro 
kinase assays. 
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We conducted in vitro ubiquitination assays using MBP- tagged AtUBA1 as the E1 

enzyme and a set of human E2s. The transfer of FLAG tagged Ub to AdBiL was used as 

an indicator of the ubiquitination efficiency for the reaction.  

Western blotting using α-FLAG antibodies revealed that no single human E2 was 

capable of transferring Ub to AdBiL (Figure 10, lanes 3 to 8). Two different possibilities 

for this result were considered. First, in vitro ubiquitination assays routinely use 

commercially available recombinant yeast (NP012712) or human (NP003325) E1s 

which are only 41% similar to the A. thaliana E1. Thus, it is possible the E1 sequence 

differences could interfere with the Ub loading onto human E2s. The reciprocal situation 

however does not hold true, as multiple studies have successfully used human and yeast 

E1s in order to activate plant E2s (Kraft, 2005). Second, the human E2s tested might be 

unable to interact with and transfer ubiquitin to AdBiL. 

In order to overcome these possible situations, A. thaliana and tomato E2s were 

used instead. Recombinant GST- tagged AtUBC8 and AtUBC11 were produced and used 

in in vitro ubiquitination assays. AtUBC8, but not AtUBC11 was found to transfer Ub 

onto AdBiL as observed by the appearance of multiple bands in the α-FLAG western 

blotting (Figure 10, lanes 9, 10 top panel). These bands would correspond to the transfer 

of one or multiple Ub moieties to AdBiL. To the best of our knowledge, no previous 

characterization of tomato E2s has been done, so BLAST searches against the SGN 

databases were used to identify tomato E2s related to AtUBC8 and AtUBC11 using, not 

only these sequences, but closely related  members of the A. thaliana group VI of E2s 

(Kraft, 2005). From this search, seven E2-related sequences were identified. The first  
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Figure 10. AtUBC8 and SlUBC8 are required for the ubiquitination of AdBiL. Recombinant human, A. thaliana, and tomato E2s were screened for 

their ability to transfer FLAG-tagged ubiquitin to MBP-tagged AdBiL in an in vitro ubiquitination assay containing the A. thaliana E1 AtUBA1 as the 

ubiquitin activating enzyme. Ubiquitination reactions were separated in SDS-PAGE and western blot was conducted using α-FLAG to identify 

ubiquitinated proteins and α-MBP or α-GST antibodies to confirm assay inputs. 
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five were named SlUBCa-e and did not have any noticeable sequence identity to A. 

thaliana E2s (Figure 11C). The final two sequences were named SlUBC8 and SlUBC10 

for sequence similarity (Figure 11C) and phylogenetic clustering with AtUBC8 and 

AtUBC10 (Figure 11A, B). The tomato UBC8 and UBC10 CDS were isolated from 

cDNA clones in the SGN EST library and tested for their ability to transfer Ub to 

AdBiL. Out of the two E2s, only SlUBC8 was capable of transferring Ub to AdBiL 

(Figure 10, lane 11). Altogether these data indicate AdBiL is specifically ubiquitinated 

in the presence of AtUBC8 or SlUBC8. 

3.4 AdBiL ubiquitinates Adi3  

In order to determine if AdBiL mediates the transfer of Ub to Adi3 in vitro 

ubiquitination assays were carried out using SlUBC8 as the E2 enzyme. As seen 

previously, SlUBC8 is capable of ubiquitinating AdBiL (Figure 12, lane 4). The addition 

of Adi3 to the ubiquitination reaction caused a drastic increase in the Ub signal obtained 

when only E1, E2, and AdBiL are present (Figure 12, compare lanes 4 and 11). This 

would suggest that Adi3 is in fact ubiquitinated by AdBiL. However, since the 

background generated by ubiquitination of AdBiL made it difficult to determine if Adi3 

is being ubiquitinated, we next used a GST pull down assay to selectively isolate GST-

Adi3 from the assay after ubiquitination. This assay showed that Ub-FLAG was detected 

in several distinct Adi3 bands suggesting that Adi3 is ubiquitinated by AdBiL (Figure 

13, lane 8). The presence of a few bands and a lack of a high molecular weight smear 

suggest Adi3 is not poly-ubiquitinated, but instead incorporates a few Ub moieties 

(Figure 13, Lane 8). Interestingly, the same ubiquitinated Adi3 bands were  
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Figure 11. Tomato and Arabidopsis thaliana group VI E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzymes (UBCs). Phylogenetic comparison of related DNA (A) and 
(B) protein E2 ligases from tomato and A. thaliana belonging to the group VI of E2 ligases (Kraft, 2005). C, Alignment of the amino acid sequences for 
the generation of (B) is shown, amino acids identical and similar to the consensus sequence are highlighted in black and grey respectively with 
BLOSUM62 used as the similarity matrix. Lines on the bottom left of A and B indicate base or amino acid substitutions per site respectively. Tree clades 
in green lines correspond to tomato and black ones to the A. thaliana genes. Text in green and blue font shows the Sol Genomics Network and Arabidopsis 
Information Resource (TAIR) gene identifiers respectively. The genes used in this study are boxed in red-dashed lines. 
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                                         10        20        30        40        50        60            
                                ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
SlUBC8 - U578242/U312841    1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPADSPYSGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
SlUBC10 - U581187/U312900   1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVGE~~MFHWQATIMGPSDSPYAGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC8 - AT5G41700          1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPAESPYSGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC10 - AT5G53300         1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPSESPYAGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC11 - AT3G08690         1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPSNCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPPESPYAGGVFLVSIHFPPD 58   
SlUBCa - U590482 / U579276  1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPPDSPYSGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
SlUBCb -U580883             1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVGE~~MFHWQATIMGPPDSPYTGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
SlUBCc - U578152            1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVGE~~MFHWQATIMGPPDSPYAGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
SlUBCd - U580479            1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVGE~~MFHWQATIMGPPDSPYAGGLFLITIHFPPD 58   
SlUBCe - U580936/U592153    1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATLMGPSDSPYAGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC9 - AT4G27960          1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPSDSPYSGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC12 - AT3G08700         1   MASKRISRELRDMQRHPPANCSAGPVAEEDIFHWQATIMGPHDSPYSGGVFTVSIDFSSD 60   
AtUBC28 - AT1G64230         1   MASKRILKELKDLQKDPPTSCSAGPVAE~~MFHWQATIMGPSDSPYSGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC29 - AT2G16740         1   MATRRILKELKELQRDPPVSCSAGPTGE~~MFHWQATIMGPNESPYSGGVFLVNIHFPPD 58   
AtUBC30 - AT5G56150         1   MASKRINKELRDLQRDPPVSCSAGPTGD~~MFQWQATIMGPADSPFAGGVFLVTIHFPPD 58   
 
                                         70        80        90       100       110       120         
                                ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
SlUBC8 - U578242/U312841    59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBC10 - U581187/U312900   59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC8 - AT5G41700          59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC10 - AT5G53300         59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC11 - AT3G08690         59  YPFKPPKVSFKTKVYHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBCa - U590482 / U579276  59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBCb -U580883             59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBCc - U578152            59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBCd - U580479            59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
SlUBCe - U580936/U592153    59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC9 - AT4G27960          59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC12 - AT3G08700         61  YPFKPPKVNFKTKVYHPNIDSKGSICLDILKEQWSPAPTTSKVLLSICSLLTDPNPNDPL 120  
AtUBC28 - AT1G64230         59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVFHPNVNSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC29 - AT2G16740         59  YPFKPPKVVFRTKVFHPNINSNGNICLDILKDQWSPALTISKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
AtUBC30 - AT5G56150         59  YPFKPPKVAFRTKVYHPNINSNGSICLDILKEQWSPALTVSKVLLSICSLLTDPNPDDPL 118  
 
                                        130       140       150   
                                ....|....|....|....|....|....| 
SlUBC8 - U578242/U312841    119 VPEIAHMYKTDRSKYETTARSWTQKFAMG* 148  
SlUBC10 - U581187/U312900   119 VPEIAHMYKTDKSKYEGTARSWTQKYAMG* 148  
AtUBC8 - AT5G41700          119 VPEIAHMYKTDRAKYEATARNWTQKYAMG* 148  
AtUBC10 - AT5G53300         119 VPEIAHMYKTDKNKYESTARSWTQKYAMG* 148  
AtUBC11 - AT3G08690         119 VPEIAHMYKTDRSKYESTARSWTQKYAMG* 148  
SlUBCa - U590482 / U579276  119 VPEIAHMYKTDRNKYESTARSWTQKYAMG* 148  
SlUBCb -U580883             119 VPEIAHMYKTDRAKYESTARVWTQKYAMG* 148  
SlUBCc - U578152            119 VPEIAHMYKTDRAKYESTARSWTQKYAMG* 148  
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Figure 12. Adi3 is ubiquitinated by AdBiL. In vitro ubiquitination assay using MBP-AtUBA1, GST-

SlUBC8, and MBP-AdBiL as the E1,  E2, and E3 enzymes respectively. MBP-Adi3 was used as the 

final substrate for the ubiquitination reaction. Western blot was conducted using α-FLAG to identify 

the addition of ubiquitin-FLAG to substrates and α-MBP or α-GST antibodies to confirm assay inputs. 

.  
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detected at a low level when only the E1, E2, or E3 were in the assay (Figure 13, lanes 

1-6) suggesting there is a low level of Ub transfer to Adi3 without the full enzyme 

complex. 

3.5 Adi3 is degraded in a cell-free system 

An Adi3-specific antibody was developed in order to aid in the in vitro and in 

vivo study of Adi3 ubiquitination and degradation. A peptide encompassing residues 465 

to 479 (IRISSDDPSKRGAAF) in Adi3 T-Loop extension, was synthesized and 

conjugated (KHL) to develop polyclonal antibodies (Figure 14C). Serum from rabbits 

before and after immunization was tested for its ability to recognize recombinant Adi3 in 

western blots (Figure 14A). Next, antibodies were affinity purified from serum using the 

immunization peptide in affinity chromatography, and the purified antibody was tested 

in western blotting with decreasing amounts of recombinant Adi3 (Figure 14B). The 

produced antibody immunoreacts with recombinant Adi3 in western blotting, however, 

the titer obtained was too low to detect any endogenous expression of Adi3 in plant 

samples (data not shown) and thus, was used only for in vitro experiments.  

One of the most common and best characterized outcomes of ubiquitination is 

the degradation by the 26S proteasome (Smalle & Vierstra, 2004). In order to explore 

this possibility for Adi3 ubiquitination, we used a cell-free system to test the stability of 

Adi3 in tomato leaf extracts in the presence or absence of increasing concentrations (0 – 

100μM) of the proteasomal inhibitor MG132 (Osterlund et al., 2000). Recombinant 

MBP-tagged Adi3 was incubated with tomato leaf extracts and protein degradation was 

estimated by western blotting α-Adi3 or α-MBP antibodies. Adi3 is rapidly degraded in  
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Figure 13. Pull down of Adi3 ubiquitinated by AdBiL.  In vitro ubiquitinated GST-Adi3 was 

immunoprecipitated using glutathione resin and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Western blot was conducted 

using α-FLAG to identify ubiquitinated Adi3 (upper panel), α-Adi3 was used to detect the position of 

MBP-Adi3 in the blot (middle panel). The residual MBP-AdBiL bound to Adi3 was detected with α-MBP 

antibodies (lower panel).  
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Figure 14. Production of α-Adi3 antibodies. A. Rabbit serum pre- and post-immunization with the Adi3 
synthetic peptide IRISSDDPSKRGAAF was used in western blotting analysis of recombinant MBP-Adi3. 
B. Affinity purified α-Adi3 antibody was tested using decreasing concentration of MBP-Adi3. C. Location 
of the region in which the sequence used for the peptide design is located.  
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the presence of plant extract in the absence of MG132 and virtually no protein remained 

after 1.5 hours (Figure 15, lanes 1-4). Interestingly, the degradation of Adi3 is 

accompanied by the appearance of two cleavage products; one that immunoreacts with 

the α-Adi3 antibody at approximately 60kDa and one recognized by the α-MBP 

antibody at approximately 47kDa. The addition of MG132 partially protected Adi3 from 

being completely degraded after 3 hours of incubation, indicating that the 26S 

proteasome is involved in the degradation of Adi3. The level of Adi3 after MG132 

treatment does not reach that at the start of the assay since MG132 is a reversible 

inhibitor of the proteasome and does not offer full protection against proteasomal 

degradation (Lee & Goldberg, 1996). 

3.6 Discussion 

We successfully reconstituted an in vitro ubiquitination system in which plant 

E1, E2s, and the AdBiL E3 were used. This system allowed us to demonstrate that 

AdBiL has ubiquitin ligase activity in vitro. The in vitro ubiquitination of AdBiL is an 

unexpected observation since RING ligases are thought to act as scaffolding molecules 

that bring substrates and E2s together rather than incorporating activated ubiquitin into 

themselves; an activity that had previously been exclusive to HECT domain containing 

E3 ligases (Smalle and Vierstra, 2004). Characterization of several RING containing 

ligases in cell-free systems shows however, that auto-ubiquitination is a common and 

perhaps auto-regulatory mechanism (Häkli et al., 2004). Both the significance of this 

auto-ubiquitination activity as well as the precise catalytic action of RING E3 ligases is 

not known (Dikic & Robertson, 2012).  
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Figure 15. Cell-free degradation of Adi3. A. Recombinant Adi3 and kinase-inactive Adi3K337Q are 
degraded in a proteasomal-dependent manner. MBP-Adi3 was incubated with tomato leaf protein extracts 
(10μg) for the indicated times at 30°C in the presence or absence of increasing MG132 concentrations. 
Adi3 levels were estimated by western blotting with α-Adi3 (upper panel) or α-MBP (middle panel) 
antibodies. Lower panel, coomasie stained blots indicating loading controls for plant extracts. B. Cartoon 
representation of MBP-Adi3 and the potential region in which Adi3 is cleaved (yellow).  
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The auto-ubiquitination of E3 ligases has been used previously in plant E3 

ligases as an indicator of ubiquitination efficiency (Kraft, 2005, Stone, 2005) and in this 

study allowed for the identification of UBC8s from either tomato or A. thaliana as the 

cognate E2s for AdBiL. Surprisingly, even closely related E2s such as AtUBC11 or 

SlUBC10, failed to deliver Ub onto AdBiL. All of the E2s analyzed are nearly identical 

at the amino acid level, except for a few polymorphic sites at residues 42, 47, and 133 

(Figure 11 C). Both UBC8s share an Ala at position 42 and a Ser at position 47, residues 

that are not conserved in either SlUBC10 or AtUBC11. This observation suggests that 

the differences in Ub transfer efficiency are caused by these two residues. 

Ubiquitination assays with Adi3 by AdBiL suggest that only a few Ub moieties 

are transferred to Adi3 by AdBiL in vitro. The number of Ub molecules is often an 

indicator of the fate of the protein. For instance, mono-ubiquitination can affect 

intracellular localization, whereas polyubiquitination could trigger proteasomal 

degradation (Glickman & Ciechanover, 2002). Adi3 is rapidly degraded in the presence 

of plant extracts and this degradation is partially reversed with the addition of the 26S 

proteasome inhibitor MG132. This observation implies that Adi3 poly-ubiquitination is 

taking place, which was not seen in our in vitro assays. Thus, it is possible that in vivo 

AdBiL is capable of polyubiquitinating Adi3 or that another E3 ligase mediates Adi3 

poly-ubiquitination. The direct involvement of AdBiL-mediated ubiquitination for the 

proteasomal degradation of Adi3 will require further testing. 

 The identification of cleavage products when Adi3 is incubated with plant 

extracts suggests that proteases are involved in the degradation process (Figure 15, lane 
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2 and 6). During apoptosis, the Adi3 functional homologue PKB is down-regulated at 

the protein level via ubiquitination and 26S proteasomal degradation. This degradation 

process depends on a type of pro-apoptotic Cys-dependent proteases known as caspases 

(Medina et al., 2005, Rokudai et al., 2000). Direct cleavage of PKB has been observed 

both in vivo and in vitro and inhibition of caspase activity in vivo completely abrogates 

the degradation of PKB (Medina et al., 2005). It is unclear whether caspases accomplish 

this by inactivating PKB de-ubiquitinating enzymes or activating enzymes involved in 

PKB ubiquitination. Furthermore, it is possible that caspase-mediated cleavage of PKB 

is a pre-requisite for its ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation (Medina et al., 

2005). Using caspase inhibitors plants have been shown to possess caspase activity 

(Tsiatsiani et al., 2011). This activity is now asserted to a group of caspases known as 

metacaspases which are involved in several regulatory processes including PCD (Coll et 

al., 2010, Tsiatsiani et al., 2011). For instance, treatment with caspase inhibitors can 

block the HR caused by an incompatible interaction of tobacco and P. syringae pv. 

phaseolicola as well as the PCD induced by oxidative stress in soybean (del Pozo & 

Lam, 1998, Solomon et al., 1999). The catalytic cleavage of Adi3 by metacaspases could 

offer an explanation for the partial MG132 protection observed in Adi3 cell-free 

degradation experiments (Figure 15, compare lane 1 and 12). Further testing should 

address whether metacaspase inhibition protects Adi3 from degradation. 

In addition to protein stability, ubiquitination is known to play an important role 

in protein trafficking (Pickart, 2001). For instance, PKB ubiquitination by the E3 ligase 

TRAF6 causes it to be recruited to the plasma membrane where it is activated by growth 
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factor stimuli (Yang et al., 2009). We have previously shown that Adi3 PCD suppressing 

activity depends on its ability to localize to the nucleus upon activation at the plasma 

membrane and this trafficking involves the association of Adi3 with punctuate 

membrane structures that resemble endosomal vesicles (Ek-Ramos et al., 2010). Since it 

is known that protein monoubiquitination is a target for endosomal localization (Pickart, 

2001) it is possible that as an alternative to mediating its degradation, ubiquitination of 

Adi3 by AdBiL could be involved in regulating localization and the kinase activation 

state. 

Ubiquitination of PKB is a versatile post-translational modification that regulates 

its multiple functions by means of affecting protein stability, localization, and activation 

state. The ubiquitination of Adi3 as well as its proteasomal dependent and independent 

degradation resemble mechanisms used in PKB regulation and provides additional 

evidence in support of Adi3 functioning similarly to PKB. Further characterization of 

Adi3 ubiquitination by AdBiL and its direct effect on protein stability and localization 

should help us understand the implication of this modification on Adi3 functions and in 

PCD. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INTERACTION OF ADI3 WITH THE SNRK 

COMPLEX* 

 

4.1 Identification of SnRK1 as an Adi3 interacting protein 

In an effort to identify Adi3-interacting proteins we carried out a yeast two-

hybrid (Y2H) screen using a cDNA prey library that has been previously used to identify 

proteins that interact with the tomato resistance protein kinase Pto (Zhou et al., 1995). 

Approximately 15 million yeast transformants were screened for Adi3-interacting 

proteins using selection on Leu- plates and 1,366 transformants were followed-up in a 

LacZ screen. The prey inserts from 85 random positive clones were sequenced and 

screened against GenBank by BLAST for identification. Of these clones, SnRK, 

encoding the α-subunit of the SnRK1 protein complex, was identified four times. The 

SnRK insert in the prey library was a partial ORF and a full-length ORF was identified 

by searching the tomato EST data base (http://solgenomics.net/) by BLAST with the 

SnRK Y2H fragment. Unigene SGN-U564382 was identified as containing a full-length 

SnRK ORF and this sequence was amplified from tomato leaf tissue RNA by RT-PCR. 

A BLAST search against GenBank with the full-length SnRK sequence showed that it 

was identical to a previously identified tomato SnRK cDNA (Bradford et al., 2003). In A. 

                                                 

* Portions of the following chapter have been reprinted with permission from: Avila J, Gregory O, Su D, 
Deeter T, Chen S, Silva-Sanchez C, Xu S, Martin G, Devarenne T (2012) The β-Subunit of the SnRK1 
Complex Is Phosphorylated by the Plant Cell Death Suppressor Adi3. Plant Physiology 159: 1277-1290. 
Copyright 2012 © by American Society of Plant Biologists www.plantphysiol.org
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thaliana, SnRK proteins are separated into three distinct families, SnRK1, SnRK2, and 

SnRK3 (Halford and Hey, 2009). BLAST and alignment comparison of the protein 

encoded by the SnRK sequence cloned here with members of the A. thaliana SnRK 

(AtSnRK) family indicated that it belongs to the SnRK1 family (Figure 16). The tomato 

gene identified here will be referred to as SlSnRK1 throughout this study. 

 The full-length SlSnRK1 ORF was used to confirm the Y2H interaction with 

Adi3 and test the interaction with kinase activity mutants of Adi3. SlSnRK1 does not 

autoactivate in the Y2H assay when expressed from either the prey or bait vectors 

(Figure 17A). Our previous studies have shown that mutation of the Pdk1 

phosphorylation site on Adi3 (S539) to Asp (Adi3S539D) confers constitutive kinase 

activity on Adi3, and mutation of Lys337 to Gln (Adi3K337Q) in the ATP-binding pocket 

eliminates Adi3 kinase activity (Devarenne et al., 2006). The interaction of SlSnRK1 

with Adi3 was not abolished by either of these Adi3 kinase activity mutants (Figure 

17A). This was the case whether the proteins were in the bait or prey vectors (Figure 

17A) suggesting that kinase activity is not required for this interaction. The SlSnRK1 

and Adi3 interaction was also tested by immunoprecipitation. GST-Adi3 

immunoprecipitated with an α-GST antibody was not capable of pulling down MBP, but 

was capable of pulling down MBP-SlSnRK1 (Figure 17B, compare lanes 5 and 6). 

4.2 Adi3 also interacts with two SlSnRK1 β-subunits 

We also tested if Adi3 could interact with two of the previously identified 

SlSnRK1 β-subunits. First, cDNAs for these two tomato β-subunits, SlGal83 and SlSip1 

(Bradford et al., 2003), were cloned. The reported SlGal83 sequence is not a full-length   
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AtSnRK1.1       MFKRVDEFNLVSSTIDHRIFKSRMDGSG-TGSRSGVESILPNYKLGRTLGIGSFGRVKIA 59 
SlSnRK1         -----------------------MDGTA-VQGTSSVDSFLRNYKLGKTLGIGSFGKVKIA 36 
AtSnRK1.2       -----------------------MDHSSNRFGNNGVESILPNYKLGKTLGIGSFGKVKIA 37 
AtSnRK1.3       -----------------------MDGSS-EKTTNKLVSILPNYRIGKTLGHGSFAKVKLA 36 
AtSnRK2.1       ---------------------------------------MDKYDVVKDLGAGNFGVARLL 21 
AtSnRK2.2       --------------------MDPATNSPIMPIDLPIMHDSDRYDFVKDIGSGNFGVARLM 40 
AtSnRK2.3       --------------------MDRAP-VTTGPLDMPIMHDSDRYDFVKDIGSGNFGVARLM 39 
AtSnRK3.1       ----------------------MEK---------KGSVLMLRYEVGKFLGQGTFAKVYHA 29 
AtSnRK3.2       ----------------------MEN---------KPSVLTERYEVGRLLGQGTFAKVYFG 29 
AtSnRK3.3       ----------------------MESPYPKSPEKITGTVLLGKYELGRRLGSGSFAKVHVA 38 
                                                         .* . : :* *.*. .    
AtSnRK1.1       EHALTGHKVAIKILNRRKIKNMEMEEKVRREIKILR-LFMHPHIIRLYEVIETPTDIYLV 118 
SlSnRK1         EHTLTGHKVAVKILNRRKIRNMDMEEKVRREIKILR-LFMHPHIIRLYEVIETPSDIYVV 95 
AtSnRK1.2       EHVVTGHKVAIKILNRRKIKNMEMEEKVRREIKILR-LFMHPHIIRQYEVIETTSDIYVV 96 
AtSnRK1.3       LHVATGHKVAIKILNRSKIKNMGIEIKVQREIKILR-FLMHPHIIRQYEVIETPNDIYVV 95 
AtSnRK2.1       RHKDTKELVAMKYIER----GRKIDENVAREIINHR-SLKHPNIIRFKEVILTPTHLAIV 76 
AtSnRK2.2       TDRVTKELVAVKYIER----GEKIDENVQREIINHR-SLRHPNIVRFKEVILTPSHLAIV 95 
AtSnRK2.3       RDKLTKELVAVKYIER----GDKIDENVQREIINHR-SLRHPNIVRFKEVILTPTHLAII 94 
AtSnRK3.1       RHLKTGDSVAIKVIDKERILKVGMTEQIKREISAMR-LLRHPNIVELHEVMATKSKIYFV 88 
AtSnRK3.2       RSNHTNESVAIKMIDKDKVMRVGLSQQIKREISVMR-IAKHPNVVELYEVMATKSRIYFV 88 
AtSnRK3.3       RSISTGELVAIKIIDKQKTIDSGMEPRIIREIEAMRRLHNHPNVLKIHEVMATKSKIYLV 98 
                    * . **:* :::       :  .: ***   *    **:::.  **: * . : .: 
AtSnRK1.1       MEYVNSGELFDYIVEKGRLQEDEARNFFQQIISGVEYCHRNMVVHRDLKPENLLLDSKCN 178 
SlSnRK1         MEYVKSGELFDYIVEKGRLQEDEARNFFQQIISGVEYCHRNMVVHRDLKPENLLLDSKWN 155 
AtSnRK1.2       MEYVKSGELFDYIVEKGRLQEDEARNFFQQIISGVEYCHRNMVVHRDLKPENLLLDSRCN 156 
AtSnRK1.3       MEYVKSGELFDYIVEKGKLQEDEARHLFQQIISGVEYCHRNMIVHRDLKPENVLLDSQCN 155 
AtSnRK2.1       MEYASGGELFDRICTAGRFSEAEARYFFQQLICGVDYCHSLQICHRDLKLENTLLDGSPA 136 
AtSnRK2.2       MEYAAGGELYERICNAGRFSEDEARFFFQQLISGVSYCHAMQICHRDLKLENTLLDGSPA 155 
AtSnRK2.3       MEYASGGELYERICNAGRFSEDEARFFFQQLLSGVSYCHSMQICHRDLKLENTLLDGSPA 154 
AtSnRK3.1       MEHVKGGELFNKVST-GKLREDVARKYFQQLVRAVDFCHSRGVCHRDLKPENLLLDEHGN 147 
AtSnRK3.2       IEYCKGGELFNKVAK-GKLKEDVAWKYFYQLISAVDFCHSRGVYHRDIKPENLLLDDNDN 147 
AtSnRK3.3       VEYAAGGELFTKLIRFGRLNESAARRYFQQLASALSFCHRDGIAHRDVKPQNLLLDKQGN 158 
                :*:  .***:  :   *:: *  *   * *:  .:.:**   : ***:* :* ***     
AtSnRK1.1       --VKIADFGLSNIM---RDGHFLKTSCGSPNYAAPEVISGKLYAGPEVDVWSCGVILYAL 233 
SlSnRK1         --VKIADFGLSNIM---RDGHFLKTSCGSPNYAAPEVISGKLYAGPEVDVWSCGVILYAL 210 
AtSnRK1.2       --IKIADFGLSNVM---RDGHFLKTSCGSPNYAAPEVISGKLYAGPEVDVWSCGVILYAL 211 
AtSnRK1.3       --IKIVDFGLSNVM---HDGHFLKTSCGSPNYAAPEVISGKPYG-PDVDIWSCGVILYAL 209 
AtSnRK2.1       PLLKICDFGYSKSS---ILHSRPKSTVGTPAYIAPEVLSRREYDGKHADVWSCGVTLYVM 193 
AtSnRK2.2       PRLKICDFGYSKSS---VLHSQPKSTVGTPAYIAPEILLRQEYDGKLADVWSCGVTLYVM 212 
AtSnRK2.3       PRLKICDFGYSKSS---VLHSQPKSTVGTPAYIAPEVLLRQEYDGKIADVWSCGVTLYVM 211 
AtSnRK3.1       --LKISDFGLSALSDSRRQDGLLHTTCGTPAYVAPEVISRNGYDGFKADVWSCGVILFVL 205 
AtSnRK3.2       --LKVSDFGLSALADCKRQDGLLHTTCGTPAYVAPEVINRKGYEGTKADIWSCGVVLFVL 205 
AtSnRK3.3       --LKVSDFGLSALPEHRSNNGLLHTACGTPAYTAPEVIAQRGYDGAKADAWSCGVFLFVL 216 
                  :*: *** *            ::: *:* * ***::  . *    .* ***** *:.: 
AtSnRK1.1       LCGTLPFDDENIPNLFKKIKGGIYTLPS------HLSPGARDLIPRMLVVDPMKRVTIPE 287 
SlSnRK1         LCGTLPFDDENIPNLFKKIKGGIYTLPS------HLSAGARDLIPRMLIVDPMKRMTIPE 264 
AtSnRK1.2       LCGTLPFDDENIPNLFKKIKGGIYTLPS------HLSSEARDLIPRMLIVDPVKRITIPE 265 
AtSnRK1.3       LCGTLPFDDENIPNVFEKIKRGMYTLPN------HLSHFARDLIPRMLMVDPTMRISITE 263 
AtSnRK2.1       LVGAYPFEDPNDPKNFRKTIQRIMAVQYKIPDYVHISQECKHLLSRIFVTNSAKRITLKE 253 
AtSnRK2.2       LVGAYPFEDPQEPRDYRKTIQRILSVTYSIPEDLHLSPECRHLISRIFVADPATRITIPE 272 
AtSnRK2.3       LVGAYPFEDPEEPRDYRKTIQRILSVKYSIPDDIRISPECCHLISRIFVADPATRISIPE 271 
AtSnRK3.1       LAGYLPFRDSNLMELYKKIGKAEVKFPN------WLAPGAKRLLKRILDPNPNTRVSTEK 259 
AtSnRK3.2       LAGYLPFHDTNLMEMYRKIGKADFKCPS------WFAPEVKRLLCKMLDPNHETRITIAK 259 
AtSnRK3.3       LAGYVPFDDANIVAMYRKIHKRDYRFPS------WISKPARSIIYKLLDPNPETRMSIEA 270 
                * *  ** * :    :.*                 ::     :: :::  :   *::    
 
Figure 16. Alignment of SnRK proteins from tomato and Arabidopsis thaliana.  The following SnRK 
sequences were aligned using clustalW: SlSnRK1 (shown in bold; AF143743), AtSnRK1.1 (NP850488), 
AtSnRK1.2 (NP974375), AtSnRK1.3 (NP198760), AtSnRK2.1 (P43292), AtSnRK2.2 (Q39192), 
AtSnRK2.3 (Q39193), AtSnRK3.1 (P92937), AtSnRK3.2 (Q9LYQ8), AtSnRK3.3 (Q9SUL7). The 
invariant lysine responsible for ATP binding is shown in yellow outlined in black; K48 in SlSnRK1. The 
activation phosphorylation site, T175 in SlSnRK1, is shown in red outlined in black. 
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AtSnRK1.1       IRQHPWFQAHLPRYLAVPPPDTVQQAKKI-------------DEEILQEVINMGFDRNHL 334 
SlSnRK1         IRLHPWFQAHLPRYLAVPPPDTTQQAKKI-------------DEEILQEVVKMGFDRNNL 311 
AtSnRK1.2       IRQHRWFQTHLPRYLAVSPPDTVEQAKKI-------------NEEIVQEVVNMGFDRNQV 312 
AtSnRK1.3       IRQHPWFNNHLPLYLSIPPLDTIDQAKKI-------------EEEIIQNVVNIGFDRNHV 310 
AtSnRK2.1       IKNHPWYLKNLPKELLESA-QAAYYKRDT-------------SFSLQSVEDIMKIVGEAR 299 
AtSnRK2.2       ITSDKWFLKNLPGDLMDEN-RMGSQFQEP-------------EQPMQSLDTIMQIISEAT 318 
AtSnRK2.3       IKTHSWFLKNLPADLMNES-NTGSQFQEP-------------EQPMQSLDTIMQIISEAT 317 
AtSnRK3.1       IMKSSWFRKGLQEEVK--ESVEEETEVDA----EAEGNASAEK----EKKRCINLNAFEI 309 
AtSnRK3.2       IKESSWFRKGLHLKQKKMEKMEKQQVREATNPMEAGGSGQNENGENHEPPRLATLNAFDI 319 
AtSnRK3.3       VMGTVWFQKSLEISEFQSSVFELDRFLEK------------------EAKSSNAITAFDL 312 
                :    *:   *                .                   .      :      
 
AtSnRK1.1       IESLRNRTQNDGTVTYYLILDNRFR--ASSGYLGAEFQETMEG-TPRMHPAESVASPVSH 391 
SlSnRK1         TESLRNRVQNEGTVAYYLLLDNRHR--VSTGYLGAEFQESMEYGYNRINSNETAASPVGQ 369 
AtSnRK1.2       LESLRNRTQNDATVTYYLLLDNRFR--VPSGYLESEFQETTWF----------------- 353 
AtSnRK1.3       VDSLANRIQNEATVAYHLILDNRNQNSVPNDPFQSKFKEISDGIFNSTLPVQNITSHVGH 370 
AtSnRK2.1       NPAPSTSAVKSSGSGADEEEEEDVEAEVEEEEDDEDEYEKHVKEAQSCQESDKA------ 353 
AtSnRK2.2       IPTVRNRCLDDFMADN-LDLDDDMDDFDSESEIDVDSSGEIVYAL--------------- 362 
AtSnRK2.3       IPAVRNRCLDDFMTDN-LDLDDDMDDFDSESEIDIDSSGEIVYAL--------------- 361 
AtSnRK3.1       ISLSTGFDLSGLFEKGEEKEEMRFTSNREASEITEKLVEIGKDLKMKVRKK-EHEWRVKM 368 
AtSnRK3.2       IALSTGFGLAGLFGDVYDKRESRFASQKPASEIISKLVEVAKCLKLKIRKQGAGLFKLER 379 
AtSnRK3.3       ISLSSGLDLSGLFER-RKRKEKRFTARVSAERVVEKAGMIGEKLGFRVEKK--EETKVVG 369 
                                    :              .                         
 
AtSnRK1.1       RLPGLMEYQGVGLRSQYPVERKWALGLQSRAHPREIMTEVLKALQDLNVCWKKIGHYNMK 451 
SlSnRK1         RFPGIMDYQQAGAR-QFPIERKWALGLQSRAHPREIMTEVLKALQELNVCWKKIGQYNMK 428 
AtSnRK1.2       ---------------------------QSYAHT--------------------------- 359 
AtSnRK1.3       SFSALYGLKSNVKD-----DKTWTLGLQSQGSPYDIMTEIFKALQNLKICWKKIGLYNIK 425 
AtSnRK2.1       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK2.2       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK2.3       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK3.1       SAEAT----VVEAEVFEIAPSYHMVVLKKSGGDTAEYKRVMK--ESIRPALIDFVLAWH- 421 
AtSnRK3.2       VKEGKNGILTMDAEIFQVTPTFHLVEVKKCNGDTMEYQKLVE--EDLRPALADIVWVWQG 437 
AtSnRK3.3       LGKGR---TAVVVEVVEFAEGLVVADVKVVVEGEEEEEEVESHWSELIVELEEIVLSWHN 426 
                                                                             
 
AtSnRK1.1       CRWVPNSS--ADGMLSNSMHDNNYFGDESSIIENEAAVKSPNVVKFEIQLYKTRDDKYLL 509 
SlSnRK1         CRWVPSLPGHHEGMGVNSMHGNQFFGDDSSIIENDGATKLTNVVKFEVQLYKTREEKYLL 488 
AtSnRK1.2       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK1.3       CRWVRSFAYYKN-----------------HTIEDECAIILPTVIKFEIQLYKVREGKYLL 468 
AtSnRK2.1       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK2.2       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK2.3       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK3.1       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
AtSnRK3.2       EKEKEEQLLQDEQGEQEPS----------------------------------------- 456 
AtSnRK3.3       ------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                                                             
 
AtSnRK1.1       DLQRVQGPQFLFLDLCAAFLAQLRVL 535 
SlSnRK1         DLQRLQGPQFLFLDLCAAFLAQLRVL 514 
AtSnRK1.2       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK1.3       DILRIDGPQFIFFDLCVAFLRELGVL 494 
AtSnRK2.1       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK2.2       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK2.3       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK3.1       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK3.2       -------------------------- 
AtSnRK3.3       -------------------------- 

 
Figure 16. Continued 
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Figure 17. Adi3 interaction with SnRK1 complex members. A, Adi3 and SlSnRK1 interact in the Y2H 
assay. The indicated bait and prey constructs were expressed in yeast and tested for expression of the lacZ 
gene on X-Gal plates (blue = interaction). B, Adi3 interacts with SnRK1 complex members by 
immunoprecipitation. Top panels, GST or a GST-Adi3 fusion protein was incubated at 4˚C for 1 hr with 
MBP fusion proteins of SlSnRK1, SlGal83, or SlSip1, immunoprecipitated with an α-GST antibody, and 
the proteins associated with GST-Adi3 analyzed by α-MBP western blot. Bottom panels, a 1/10 aliquot of 
each MBP fusion protein was analyzed by α-MBP western blot for loading control. 
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ORF and is missing a portion of the 5’ end (Bradford et al., 2003). Thus, we used the 

tomato EST and genomic databases to identify the remaining 5’ end of the SlGal83 

sequence and to make sure the published SlSip1 sequence contained the full-length ORF. 

A BLAST search of the tomato ESTs with the published SlGal83 sequence 

identified a full-length ORF within unigene SGN-U564868, which indicated the 

published SlGal83 sequence was missing 51 bp from the 5’ end, or 17 N-terminal amino 

acids (Figure 18). The original SlGal83 sequence also had a mis-identification of 

nucleotide 58 as guanine when EST and genomic sequence indicates nucleotide 58 is a 

cytosine (not shown). The full-length SlGal83 ORF was amplified by PCR from SGN 

clone cTOF-18-D18. 

A BLAST search with the published SlSip1 sequence (Bradford et al., 2003) 

against the tomato genomic database identified the SlSip1 gene within genomic locus 

AC186291.2. The deduced ORF from this genomic sequence was longer than the 

published sequence and indicated the published SlSip1 ORF was missing 177 bp of 5’ 

sequence, or 59 N-terminal amino acids (Figure 18; Figure 19A). The full-length ORF 

sequence of SlSip1 was cloned by RT-PCR based on the deduced ORF sequence 

confirming the presence of this transcript in tomato (Figure 19A). Both of these cloned 

full length tomato sequences were used for all subsequent studies reported here. 

The interaction of SlGal83 and SlSip1 with Adi3 was tested by α-GST IP as with 

SlSnRK1. The results indicated that both β-subunits were capable of interacting with 

Adi3 (Figure 17, lanes 7, 8). For reasons that will become apparent below, we made 

SlGal83 the main subject of our research and have shown that Adi3 also interacts with  
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AtAKINβ1           MGNANGKDEDAAAGSGGADVTSSSARSNGGDPSARSRH----RRPSSDSMSSSPPGSPAR 56   
SlGal83            MGNANAR-EDGAAGDGDGDGQVSGRRSNVESGIVEDHHALNSRVPSADLMVNSPPQSPHR 59   
SlSip1             MGNVNGREENEGNIPSGVEGVDG--IDSGGVQDIMAVHQ-----VDGEFMGQSPPSSPRA 53   
Tau2               MGNVNGREE-----------ID---QSSVGIQETMDAR-------DGEFMGQSPPSSPRA 39   
AtAKINβ2           MGNVNAREEANSNNASAVEDED----AEICSREAMSAASDGNHVAPPELMGQSPPHSPRA 56   
Tau1               MGNVSGKKKEGESAESSGIKNQ-----EHGEEEYMEYG------LFPDSMVQSPPHSPKA 49   
HsAMPKβ1           MGNTSSERAALERHGGHKTPRR-------------------------DSSGGTKDGDRPK 35   
HsAMPKβ2           MGNTTSDRVSGERHG-AKAARS-------------------------EGAGGHAPGKEHK 34   

    ***...                                         :        .        
AtAKINβ1           -SPSPFLFAPQVPVAPLQRANAPPPNNIQW-NQS-QRVFDNPP-EQGIPTIITWNQGGND 112  
SlGal83            -SASPLLFGPQVPVVPLQGGDGNPVSNQMWGNEC-EDASDHSL-EGGIPTLITWSYGGNN 116  
SlSip1             -SRSPLMFRPEMPVVPLQRPDEGHGPSISWSQT--TSGYEEPCDEQGVPTLISWTLDGKE 110  
Tau2               -SHSPLMFRPQMPVVPLQRPEELHISNPSWMQN--TSGYEDLNEEKGVPTLISWTYEGKD 96   
AtAKINβ2           -TQSPLMFAPQVPVLPLQRPDEIHIPNPSWMQSP-SSLYEEASNEQGIPTMITWCHGGKE 114  
Tau1               YHHSPLDFTPQVPIFPLQRPDEILMQNQSGNIVQKTMEYGDMPCENGIPTMITWSHGGHE 109  
HsAMPKβ1           -----ILMDSPEDADLFHSEEIKAPEKEEFLAWQHDLEVNDKAPAQARPTVFRWTGGGKE 90   
HsAMPKβ2           -----IMVGSTDDPSVFSLPDSKLPGDKEFVSWQQDLEDSVKPTQQARPTVIRWSEGGKE 89   
                   : . .      :   :     .                   . **:: *   *::    
AtAKINβ1           VAVEGSWDNWRSRKKLQKSGKDHSILFVLPSGIYHYKVIVDGESKYIPDLPFVADEVGNV 172  
SlGal83            VAIQGSWDNWTSRKILQRSGKDYTVLLVLPSGIYHYKFIVDGEVRYIPELPCVADETGVV 176  
SlSip1             VAVEGSWDNWKSRMPLQKSGKDFTILKVLPSGVYQYRFIVDGQWRCSPDLPCVQDEAGNT 170  
Tau2               IAVEGSWDNWKSRNILQRSGKDFTILKVLPSGVYQYRFIVDGQWRCSPDLPCVQDEAGNT 156  
AtAKINβ2           IAVEGSWDNWKTRSRLQRSGKDFTIMKVLPSGVYEYRFIVDGQWRHAPELPLARDDAGNT 174  
Tau1               VAIEGSWDGWKTKDFLQRTDKDFTVMKVFPSGVYHYRFIVDGQWRYAPDYPYERDDTGNV 169  
HsAMPKβ1           VYLSGSFNNWS-KLPLTRSHNNFVAILDLPEGEHQYKFFVDGQWTHDPSEPIVTSQLGTV 149  
HsAMPKβ2           VFISGSFNNWSTKIPLIKSHNDFVAILDLPEGEHQYKFFVDGQWVHDPSEPVVTSQLGTI 149  
       : :.**::.*  :  * :: ::.  :  :*.* :.*:.:***:    *. *   .: *     
AtAKINβ1           CNILDVHNFVPENPESIVEFEA----------PPSPDHSYGQTLPAA--EDYAKEPLAVP 220  
SlGal83            FNLLDVNDNVPENLESVAEFEA----------PPSPDSSYAQALMGE--EDFEKEPVAVP 224  
SlSip1             YNLLDMKDYVPEDIESISGFEP----------PQSPDSSYNNLHLVS--EDYAKEPPVVP 218  
Tau2               YNILDVKDYVPEDIESISGFEP----------PLSPDSSYSNLELGA--EDYAKEPPLVP 204  
AtAKINβ2           FNILDLQDYVPEDIQSISGFEP----------PQSPENSYSNLLLGA--EDYSKEPPVVP 222  
Tau1               FNVLDLQDIIPEVLNNTNWSDA----------PPSPESSYSNAPFSS--EDFSEKLPDLP 217  
HsAMPKβ1           NNIIQVKKTDFEVFDALMVDSQKCSDVS--ELSSSPPGPYHQEPYVCKPEERFRAPPILP 207  
HsAMPKβ2           NNLIHVKKSDFEVFDALKLDSMESSETSCRDLSSSPPGPYGQEMYAFRSEERFKSPPILP 209  
        *::.::.   *  :     .           . **  .* :       *:  .    :*     
AtAKINβ1           PQLHLTLLG--TTEETA---IATKPQHVVLNHVFIEQGWTPQSIVALGLTHRFESKYITV 275  
SlGal83            PQLHLTVLGSENSEEAP---SSPKPQHVVLNHLFIEKGWASQSIVALGLTHRFQSKYVTV 281  
SlSip1             PHLQMTLLNVSPSHMEI-PPPLSRPQHVVLNHLYMQKDRSTPSVVALGSTNRFLSKYVTV 277  
Tau2               PHLQMTLLNVPSSPMEILPPPLSRPQHVVLNHLYMQKGKSNPSLVALSSTNRFLFKYVTV 264  
AtAKINβ2           PHLQMTLLNLPAANPDI-PSPLPRPQHVILNHLYMQKGKSGPSVVALGSTHRFLAKYVTV 281  
Tau1               PLLQQTPLDQPSSSAGS-VETFRKPLPAVLNHLYIQKTRSSQSMVVLSSTHRFRTKYVTA 276  
HsAMPKβ1           PHLLQVILNKDTGISCD-PALLPEPNHVMLNHLYALS--IKDGVMVLSATHRYKKKYVTT 264  
HsAMPKβ2           PHLLQVILNKDTNISCD-PALLPEPNHVMLNHLYALS--IKDSVMVLSATHRYKKKYVTT 266  
             * *  . *.              .*  .:***::  .     .::.*. *:*:  **:*.   
                          
AtAKINβ1           VLYKPLTR 283  
SlGal83            VLYKPLKR 289  
SlSip1             VLYKSIQS 285  
Tau2               VLYKSIQR 272  
AtAKINβ2           VLYKSLQR 289  
Tau1               VLFKSLKK 284  
HsAMPKβ1           LLYKPI-- 270  
HsAMPKβ2           LLYKPI—272 

    :*:*.:  

 
Figure 18. Alignment of SnRK complex β-subunits.  The following β-subunit protein sequences were 
aligned using clustalW: SlGal83 (JF895513), SlSip1 (JF8955212), Tau1 (JQ846034), Tau2 (JQ846035), 
AtAKINβ1 (AAM6584), AtAKINβ2 (CAB64719), HsAMPKβ1 (NP_006244), and HsAMPKβ2 
(NP_005390). The N-terminal end of the original SlGal83 (D18) is shown in purple and outlined in black. 
The Adi3 phosphorylation site on SlGal83 (S26) and the MS identified phosphorylation site S30 are 
shown in red outlined in black. The originally identified SlSip1 start site (M33) is shown in orange 
outlined in black. The HsAMPKβ1 phosphorylation sites are shown in pink outlined in black 
.  
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SlGal83 in the Y2H assay (Figure 19B). These results indicated that Adi3 is capable of 

interacting with several members of the SlSnRK1 complex. 

4.3 Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83 

Since Adi3 interacts with the SlSnRK1 α-subunit it is possible that Adi3 acts as 

an upstream activator of SlSnRK1. Thus, we analyzed Adi3 kinase activity toward 

SlSnRK1. First, a kinase-inactive SlSnRK1 was generated by mutating Lys48 to Gln, 

SlSnRK1K48Q (Figure 20, lane 12). This Lys corresponds to the invariant Lys45 in 

AMPK required for ATP binding (Dyck et al., 1996; Figure 16). Phosphorylation of 

SlSnRK1K48Q by the constitutively-active Adi3S539D was not seen (Figure 20A, lane 14), 

suggesting Adi3 is not an upstream activator of SlSnRK1. 

Because Adi3 can interact with SlGal83 and SlSip1 it is possible that Adi3 can 

phosphorylate these β-subunits. The β-subunits from yeast and mammals are known to 

be phosphorylated (Mangat et al., 2010, Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Warden et al., 2001), 

while phosphorylation of the plant β-subunits has not been reported to date. Thus, the 

ability of Adi3 to phosphorylate the SlGal83 and/or SlSip1 β-subunits was examined. 

Kinase assays showed that both wild-type Adi3 and constitutively-active Adi3S539D were 

able to phosphorylate SlGal83 with Adi3S539D phosphorylating SlGal83 ~ 6 times more 

than wild-type (Figure 20A, compare lanes 6 and 8). Interestingly, neither form of Adi3 

was capable of phosphorylating SlSip1 (Figure 20A, lanes 9-11) even though Adi3 can 

interact with SlSip1 (Figure 17B, lane 8). This would suggest there is some catalytic 

specificity of Adi3 towards SlGal83 over that of SlSip1. 
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Figure 19. RT-PCR amplification of SlSip1 and Adi3/SlGal83 yeast two-hybrid interaction. A, 
Schematic of SlSip1 showing originally identified start site (M4) and newly identified start site (M1). Also 
shown below is the RT-PCR gel showing amplification of the larger SlSip1 from tomato leaf total RNA. 
B, Yeast two-hybrid interaction between Adi3 and Gal83. The indicated bait and prey constructs were 
tested in a standard yeast two-hybrid assay for expression of the lacZ gene on X-Gal plates. 
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The phosphorylation of SlGal83, but not SlSip1 by Adi3, lead us to search the 

tomato genome for additional SlSnRK1 β-subunits that may be phosphorylated by Adi3. 

The SlGal83 sequence was used to search the tomato genome by BLAST against the 

SGN Tomato Combined Database (whole genome, BAC, and unigene sequences) and 

two additional sequences with high similarity to SlSnRK1 β-subunits were discovered 

and termed Tau1 and Tau2 (Figure 18). Additionally, BLAST of the Tau1 and Tau2 

proteins against GenBank returned the A. thaliana β-subunit AKINβ2 (E values 1E-90 

and 3E-136, respectively) as a top hit suggesting these proteins are SnRK1 β-subunits. 

The Tau1 and Tau2 cDNAs were amplified from leaf RNA by RT-PCR (Figure 21) and 

the proteins derived from these ORFs appear to be more related to SlSip1 and the A. 

thaliana β-subunit AKINβ2 than to SlGal83 (Figure 20B). Next, the phosphorylation of 

Tau1 and Tau2 by Adi3S539D was tested using in vitro kinase assays, which showed that 

Adi3 did not phosphorylate Tau1 or Tau2 to a significant level and only phosphorylated 

SlGal83 (Figure 20C). 

 Since Adi3 only phosphorylates SlGal83 and not the other β-subunits we focused 

on SlGal83, and confirmed that it is a functional SnRK1 β-subunit using yeast 

complementation that was not done in the initial SlGal83 study (Bradford et al., 2003). 

In yeast the Snf1 complex functions to allow growth on alternative carbon sources such 

as sucrose (Carlson et al., 1981, Polge & Thomas, 2007) and loss of the three yeast β-

subunits (ScSip1, ScSip2, and ScGal83; sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast) does not allow for 

growth on sucrose (Schmidt & McCartney, 2000). 
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Figure 20. Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83. In A and C, top panels show phosphor images and bottom 

panels show Coomassie blue-stained gels. Quantity One software was used to normalize the 

phosphorylation levels to the protein levels in each assay. A, Analysis of SlSnRK1 α- and β-subunit 

phosphorylation by Adi3. Kinase-active and -inactive MBP-Adi3 proteins were tested for phosphorylation 

of MBP-SlGal83, MBP-SlSip1, and kinase inactive MBP-SnRK1K48Q in in vitro kinase assays. SlGal83 

phosphorylation values are reported as a percentage of wild-type Adi3 phosphorylation of SlGal83 and are 

representative of two independent experiments. B, Phylogenetic relationship between tomato and A. 

thaliana β-subunits. Proteins were aligned using ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007), and the tree produced was 

analyzed using TreeView (Page, 1996). The scale bar indicates the number of amino acid substitutions per 

site. C, Adi3 only phosphorylates the Gal83 β-subunit. Kinase-active MBP-Adi3S539D was tested for 

phosphorylation of MBP-SlGal83, MBP-SlSip1 MBP-Tau1, and MBP-Tau2 as in A. Values are averages 

of three independent experiments. Error bars represent SE. Asterisks indicate significant decreases in b-

subunit phosphorylation as compared with SlGal83 phosphorylation (Student’s t test, P , 0.01). 
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Figure 21 RT-PCR amplification of Tau1 and Tau2. A, RT-PCR gel showing amplification of the Tau1 

cDNA from tomato leaf total RNA. B, RT-PCR gel showing amplification of the Tau2 cDNA from tomato 

leaf total RNA. 
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Complementation of sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ cells and restoration of growth on 

sucrose can be accomplished by introducing any one of the β-subunits (Schmidt & 

McCartney, 2000). Individually, each of the A. thaliana β-subunits (AKINβ1, AKINβ2, 

AKINβ3) are also capable of complementing the sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ cells (Gissot et al., 

2004, Polge & Thomas, 2007). We carried out this assay and showed that SlGal83-GFP 

was capable of restoring sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ growth on sucrose, confirming 

complementation (Figure 22A). As an additional confirmation of SlGal83 

complementation of sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast, we tested for restoration of invertase 

activity, which is regulated by the Snf1 complex under low glucose conditions (Carlson 

et al., 1984). Our results show that SlGal83-GFP was able to restore basal and low 

glucose-induced invertase activity to sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast (Figure 22B). These 

studies confirm SlGal83 as a true SnRK1 β-subunit and that SlGal83-GFP is functional 

in vivo. 

4.4 Identification of Ser26 as the Adi3 phosphorylation site on SlGal83 

In an effort to identify the SlGal83 residue phosphorylated by Adi3 we carried 

out a kinase assay screen of several SlGal83 Ser mutants. Within the SlGal83 protein 

there are 28 Ser amino acids (Figure 18), 17 of which were mutated to Ala and tested for 

loss of phosphorylation by Adi3 using in vitro kinase assays. Once the assays were 

completed, the SlGal83 phosphorylation levels were normalized to the SlGal83 and Adi3 

protein levels in each assay, and the amount of SlGal83 phosphorylation was expressed 
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Figure 22. SlGal83 complementation of sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast. A, Tomato SlGal83 can complement 

the yeast β-subunit triple knockout. sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast cells were transformed with empty vector, the 

indicated SlGal83 constructs, or AKINβ1 and plated on 2% glucose or sucrose CM plates at 5-fold 

dilutions. SlGal83-GFP protein expression detected by α-GFP western blot is shown on the right. B, 

SlGal83 complementation of yeast invertase activity. The indicated constructs were transformed into 

sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast and extracts from the yeast tested for invertase activity in the presence of high 

(2%) and low (0.05%) glucose. Values are averages of three independent experiments and error bars are 

standard error. 
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as a percentage of wild-type SlGal83 phosphorylation. The results indicate that while 

many of the mutations slightly increased or decreased the ability of Adi3 to 

phosphorylate SlGal83, only the Ser26A mutation completely eliminated 

phosphorylation by Adi3 (Figure 23A, lane 3). There are 8 Thr residues in SlGal83 

(Figure 18). Ala mutation of one Thr residue did not eliminate Adi3 phosphorylation 

(data not shown) and the remaining 7 Thr were not tested since Ser26A was a complete 

knockout of Adi3 phosphorylation of SlGal83 (Figure 23A). These results indicate that 

while Adi3 can interact with several members of the SlSnRK1 complex, it can only 

phosphorylate SlGal83. The β-subunit protein alignment indicates that SlSip1, Tau1, and 

Tau2 do not contain a Ser corresponding to SlGal83 Ser26 (possibly marginally 

conserved in Tau2; Figure 16) supporting the inability of Adi3 to phosphorylate these 

proteins. 

Phosphorylation of SlGal83 Ser26 was confirmed by mass spectrometry (MS) 

analysis. Trypsin digestion of SlGal83 will produce two possible peptides containing 

Ser26, SNVESGIVEDHHALNSR and RSNVESGIVEDHHALNSR (Ser26 bold and 

underlined), and MS/MS analysis of in vitro Adi3 phosphorylated, trypsin digested 

SlGal83 identified Ser26 phosphorylation in both peptides (Figure 23B; Figure 24A). 

The in vivo phosphorylation of Ser26 was also analyzed by first expressing SlGal83-GFP 

in tomato protoplasts and immunoprecipitating the protein with an α-GFP antibody 

(Figure 24B, C). The trypsin digested protein was analyzed by MS/MS and Ser26 

phosphorylation was identified in the SNVESGIVEDHHALNSR peptide (Figure 23C), 

but not the RSNVESGIVEDHHALNSR peptide. These data indicates that Adi3   
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Figure 23. Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83 at Ser26. A, Adi3 phosphorylates Ser26 of SlGal83. Kinase-active MBP-Adi3S539D was used to 

phosphorylate the indicated MBP-Gal83 Ser to Ala mutants using γ-[32P]ATP in in vitro kinase assays. Quantity One software was used to normalize the 

phosphorylation levels to the protein levels in each assay. SlGal83 phosphorylation values are reported as a percentage of wild-type Gal83 

phosphorylation and are the average of three independent experiments. Error bars are standard error. One asterisk and two asterisks indicate significant 

increase or decrease, respectively, in phosphorylation of SlGal83 Ser to Ala mutants compared to wild-type SlGal83 phosphorylation (Student’s t test, p 

< 0.05). Top panels, phosphorimage; bottom panels, Coomassie stained gel. B, MS identification of Gal83 Ser26 in vitro phosphorylation by Adi3. in 

vitro Adi3 phosphorylated SlGal83-MBP as in (A) was digested with trypsin, passed over an IMAC column, and eluted peptides analyzed by MS/MS. 

C, MS identification of SlGal83 Ser26 in vivo phosphorylation. SlGal83-GFP was expressed in tomato protoplasts, α-GFP immunopreciptated, the 

protein digested with trypsin, passed over an IMAC column, and eluted peptides analyzed by MS/MS.  
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Figure 24. MS identification of SlGal83 S26 phosphorylation and α-GFP immunoprecipitation of 

SlGal83-GFP. A, Identification of SlGal83 S26 phosphorylation in vitro in peptide 

RpSNVESGIVEDHHALNSR. B, SlGal83-GFP can be pulled down with an α-GFP antibody. Protoplasts 

expressing SlGal83-GFP for 16 hrs were lysed, immunoprecipitated with α-GFP antibody, and analyzed 

by α-GFP western blot. C, Immunoprecipitated SlGal83-GFP used for MS analysis. SlGal83-GFP was 

expressed and immunoprecipitated as in (A) and the sample separated by SDS-PAGE. The band 

corresponding to SlGal83-GFP was cut from the gel, trypsin digested and analyzed by MS. 
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phosphorylates SlGa83 Ser26 in vitro and supports the possibility that Adi3 also 

performs this phosphorylation event in vivo. 

 An additional SlGal83 phosphorylation site was identified in vitro and in vivo in 

peptide RSNVEpSGIVEDHHALNSR corresponding to Ser30 (Figure 25 A, B)  

suggesting that Adi3 may also phosphorylate Ser30. The Ser30 to Ala mutation was not 

initially tested as shown in Figure 23. So, the SlGal83S30A protein was produced and 

tested for loss of Adi3 phosphorylation as in Figure 23. The results indicate that the 

S30A mutation does not significantly reduce the SlGal83 phosphorylation by Adi3 in 

vitro (Figure 25C). While Adi3 could be responsible for this phosphorylation event in 

vivo, it remains to be positively determined. It should be noted that for both the in vitro 

and in vivo MS/MS analysis, peptides with the Ser26 phosphorylation were 

approximately twice as prevalent as those with Ser30 phosphorylation and no peptides 

were found with both Ser26 and Ser30 phosphorylation. 

4.5 Tomato Gal83 is phosphorylated in vivo 

 In order to analyze the in vivo phosphorylation status of SlGal83 we used an 

alteration to the standard SDS-PAGE by adjusting the ratio of bis-acrylamide to 

acrylamide. This method has been used to distinguish different phosphorylation states of 

yeast phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase (Demmel et al., 2008). SlGal83-GFP transgenic A. 

thaliana plants were created and the SlGal83-GFP protein analyzed by α-GFP western 

blot using increasing ratios of bis-acrylamide to acrylamide. The 1:200 bis-

acrylamide:acrylamide ratio was capable of separating five different forms of SlGal83-

GFP and two of these forms are lost when expressing the SlGal83S26A-GFP protein 
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Figure 25. MS identification of SlGal83 S30 phosphorylation. A, Identification of SlGal83 S30 

phosphorylation in vitro in peptide RSNVEpSGIVEDHHALNSR. B, Identification of SlGal83 S30 

phosphorylation in vivo in peptide RSNVEpSGIVEDHHALNSR. C, Adi3 does not phosphorylate SlGal83 

S30 in vitro. One asterisk indicates significant decrease in phosphorylation of SlGal83 Ser to Ala mutants 

compared to wild-type SlGal83 phosphorylation (Student’s t test, p < 0.05). 
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 (Figure 26). This would suggest that the 1:200 SDS-PAGE/α-GFP western blot can be 

used to effectively separate and identify different modified forms of SlGal83. 

 Next, the in vivo phosphorylation status of SlGal83 as expressed in tomato was 

analyzed. SlGal83-GFP was expressed in protoplasts, an extract made, the extract treated 

with λ phosphatase, and SlGal83-GFP analyzed using 1:200 gels/α-GFP western blot. In 

the presence of λ phosphatase SlGal83-GFP appeared as a single band (Figure 27A, lane 

1). However, in the absence of λ phosphatase SlGal83-GFP appeared as at least four 

distinct protein bands, and by comparison to the λ phosphatase treatment this can be 

interpreted as one unphosphorylated form and three phosphorylated forms of SlGal83-

GFP (Figure 27A, lane 2). 

 The contribution of Ser26 phosphorylation to the SlGal83 phosphorylated protein 

bands was analyzed by mutating SlGal83 Ser26 to the non-phosphorylatable Ala 

(SlGal83S26A) and the phosphomimetic Asp (SlGal83S26D). Expression of the GFP 

fusions of both of these proteins in tomato protoplasts appeared to reduce the number of 

SlGal83-GFP phosphorylated forms; SlGal83S26A only had one phosphoprotein band 

(Figure 27, lane 3), while SlGal83S26D showed a reduction of one phosphoprotein band 

(Figure 27, lane 5). The phosphoprotein bands for both SlGal83S26A and SlGal83S26D can 

be removed by λ phosphatase treatment (Figure 27A, lanes 4 and 6, respectively). This 

would suggest that Ser26 phosphorylation contributes to the in vivo phosphorylation 

status of SlGal83. 
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Figure 26. Separation of SlGal83-GFP phosphoproteins by SDS-PAGE with varying bis-acrylamide:acrylamide ratios. SlGal83-GFP was stably 

transformed into A. thaliana, protein extracts made from leaf tissue, and the extracts analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Open triangle, bis-acrylamide:acrylamide 

ratio; grey triangle, SlGal83-GFP protein; black triangle, RuBisCo 
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Figure 27. In vivo phosphorylation status of SlGal83. In both A and B, proteins were separated by SDS-

PAGE using a 1:500 bis-acrylamide:acrylamide ratio followed by α-GFP or α-HA western blot. A, 

SlGal83 is phosphorylated in tomato protoplasts. Total protein extracts from SlGal83-GFP expressing 

protoplasts were treated with and without λ-phosphatase and analyzed by α-GFP western blot. Black 

arrow heads indicate different SlGal83-GFP phosphorylated forms. B, Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83 in 

vivo. Protoplasts expressing the indicated combinations of HA-Adi3 and SlGal83-GFP were analyzed by 

α-GFP for analysis of the phosphorylation status of SlGal83-GFP, and α-HA western blot. 
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4.6 Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83 in vivo 

We looked for evidence that SlGal83 Ser26 is phosphorylated in vivo by Adi3 

using a coexpression approach. SlGal83-GFP, SlGal83S26A-GFP, and HA-Adi3 were 

coexpressed in tomato protoplasts and the banding pattern of phosphorylated SlGal83-

GFP analyzed by 1:200 gels/α-GFP western blot. In the absence of HA-Adi3, SlGal83- 

GFP and SlGal83-GFPS26A appeared as was seen in Figure 27A (Figure 27B, lane 2 and 

3). However, in the presence of HA-Adi3, wild-type SlGal83-GFP protein appeared to 

shift upward (Figure 27, lane 4). Treatment of this sample with λ phosphatase reduced 

SlGal83-GFP to a single non-phosphorylated protein band (Figure 27B, lane 6, compare 

to lane 4). In the presence of HA-Adi3, the SlGal83-GFPS26A protein appeared similar to 

that without HA-Adi3 (Figure 27B, lane 5). Taken together, these data would suggest 

SlGa83 is phosphorylated by Adi3 in vivo. Additionally, it was seen that HA-Adi3 exists 

as several phosphoprotein bands that can be reduced to a single band with λ phosphatase 

treatment (Figure 27B, middle panel). 

4.7 Functional analysis of SlGal83 Ser26 phosphorylation 

In order to begin to analyze possible roles for Adi3 phosphorylation of SlGal83 

we first utilized the sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ yeast complementation assay. The ability of the 

SlGal83S26A-GFP and SlGal83S26D-GFP proteins to complement the sip1Δsip2Δgal83Δ 

cells was tested and the results indicate these proteins complement to an extent similar to 

that of wild-type SlGal83-GFP (Figure 22A). This suggests Adi3 phosphorylation of 

SlGal83 may not affect the function, at least in a heterologous system, of controlling 

growth on alternate carbon sources. 
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Given the role of Adi3 in suppression of cell death (Devarenne et al., 2006, Ek-

Ramos et al., 2010) and that Adi3 can phosphorylate SlGal83, the ability of SlGal83 and 

its Ser26 phosphorylation mutants to suppress cell death was analyzed in tomato cells. It 

is known that high levels of NaCl are capable of inducing cell death in plants 

(Affenzeller et al., 2009, Chen et al., 2009, Jiang et al., 2008, Katsuhara & Kawasaki, 

1996, Lin et al., 2006, Tuteja, 2007, Wang et al., 2010) and a functional Snf1 complex 

has been shown to be required for yeast cell survival in the presence of high NaCl (Hong 

& Carlson, 2007). We expressed SlGal83-GFP, SlGal83S26A-GFP, SlGal83S26D-GFP, and 

GFP-Adi3 in tomato protoplasts, treated them with 200 mM NaCl, and measured cell 

viability over a 5.5 hr time course. Both Adi3 and SlGal83 were capable of CDS activity 

and provided increased cell viability in response to NaCl compared to the vector 

transformed sample (Figure 28A). The SlGal83 Ser26 phosphorylation mutants did not 

confer increased or decreased cell viability over wild-type SlGal83 (Figure 28D). These 

results indicated that SlGal83 does have a role in cell death suppression, but 

phosphorylation of Ser26 may not play a role in controlling SlGal83 CDS activity. 

Next, the affect of SlGal83 phosphorylation on SlSnRK1 complex kinase activity 

was tested. In order to carry out these assays, an in vitro active SnRK complex must be 

assembled. Thus, the SlSnRK complex members studied here were analyzed for the 

formation of an active complex by testing kinase activity against the AMPK/SnRK1 

SAMS peptide substrate (HMRSAMSGLHLVKRR; phosphorylation site bold and 

underlined) (Halford et al., 2003). We also cloned the tomato cDNA for Snf4, which 

encodes the γ-subunit of the SlSnRK complex (Bradford et al., 2003) for inclusion in the  
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Figure 28. Functional analysis of SlGal83 Ser26 phosphorylation mutants.  A, SlGal83 confers cell 
viability in the presence of high NaCl. Tomato protoplasts expressing GFP-Adi3 or the indicated SlGal83-
GFP constructs for 18 hrs were treated with 200 mM NaCl and cell viability determined by Evans blue 
staining over a 5.5 hr time course. Values are averages of three independent experiments. Error bars are 
standard error. Data analysis was carried out using Duncan’s multiple-range test. Samples with the same 
letter above the bars are not significantly different (p < 0.05). Protein expression detected by α-GFP 
western blot is shown on the right. B, SlSnRK1 substrate phosphorylation with SlGal83S26D mutant and 
Adi3. Kinase-active and inactive MBP-SnRK1 proteins were tested for phosphorylation of the SAMS 
peptide in combination with GST-SlSnf4, MBP-SlGal83, and MBP-Adi3 using γ-[32P]ATP in in vitro 
kinase assays. Values are shown as pmole of phosphate incorporated/mg of SnRK1 protein/min and are 
averages of three independent experiments. Error bars are standard error. One and two asterisks indicate 
significant increase or decrease, respectively, in SAMS phosphorylation as compared to phosphorylation 
by SnRK1T175D alone (Student’s t test, p < 0.01). SDS-PAGE gel shows proteins put into the assay. C, 
Expression of the data in (B) as a percentage of the GST sample, column 13. All other information as in 
(B). D, SAMS phosphorylation by protoplast extracts expressing SlGal83. The indicated SlGal83-GFP 
proteins were expressed in protoplasts for 16 hrs, an extract made, and tested for phosphorylation of 
SAMS as in (B). Values are averages of three independent experiments and error bars are standard error. 
One asterisk indicates significant decrease in SAMS phosphorylation as compared to the SlGal83 sample 
(Student’s t test, p < 0.01).  
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kinase assays. The α-subunit SlSnRK1 by itself showed limited SAMS phosphorylation 

(Figure 28B, column 1). The phosphomimetic mutation of SlSnRK1 Thr175 

(SlSnRK1T175D), which corresponds to the identified phosphorylation activation site in 

AMPK (Thr172) and spinach and A. thaliana SnRK1 (Thr175; Hawley et al., 1996, 

Sugden et al., 1999; Figure 16), conferred an increase in SAMS phosphorylation 

(Figure 28B, column 3). Addition of SlSnf4 marginally, but significantly increased 

SlSnRK1T175D SAMS phosphorylation (Figure 28B, column 4). Inclusion of all complex 

subunits (SlSnRK1, SlSnf4, SlGal83) imparted a greater increase in SlSnRK1T175D 

SAMS phosphorylation (Figure 28B, column 5). These assays show that the SlSnRK1 

subunits comprise a functional complex. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

report of reconstituting an active plant SnRK complex in vitro. 

The contribution of SlGal83 Ser26 phosphorylation towards SlSnRK1 kinase 

activity on the SAMS peptide was analyzed by including the SlGal83S26D protein in the 

complex or adding Adi3 to the complex. The results show that SlGal83S26D conferred a 

slight yet statistically significant decrease in SlSnRK1 SAMS phosphorylation (Figure 

28B, column 6), while the addition of Adi3S539D to the assay drastically lowered the 

phosphorylation of SAMS to a level close to that of SlSnRK1 alone (Figure 28B, column 

7). This drop in SAMS phosphorylation appears to partially depend on Adi3 kinase 

activity as inclusion of the kinase-inactive Adi3K337Q restored activity of the complex 

similar to SlSnRK1T175D alone, but not to the level of the full complex (Figure 28B, 

column 8). This would suggest that even though Adi3 does not phosphorylate 
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SlSnRK1 (Figure 20A, lane 14), it may inhibit SnRK kinase activity through their 

interaction. This appears to be the case since kinase-active Adi3S539D or kinase-inactive 

Adi3K337Q reduced SAMS phosphorylation by SlSnRK1T175D and SlSnRK1T175D + Snf4 

close to the level of SlSnRK1 alone (Figure 28B, columns 9, 10, 11, 12). In order to 

analyze if the drop in complex kinase activity in the presence of Adi3 is due to an 

additional protein in the assay, the analysis was repeated with the addition of GST 

protein. This assay had strong kinase activity, but not to the level of the full complex 

(Figure 28B, column 13). This would suggest that some loss of kinase activity in the 

presence of Adi3 could be due to the addition of an additional protein. To take this into 

account, the values in Figure 28 were normalized to that of the assay in the presence of 

GST; i.e. the GST sample was set as 100% and the other samples were expressed as a 

percentage of this value. Figure 28C shows that when expressed in this manner, the 

trends do not change. 

We extended the SnRK1 SAMS phosphorylation assays to an in vivo approach 

by expressing SlGal83-GFP or SlGal83S26D-GFP in tomato protoplasts, making extracts 

of these cells, and using the extract to phosphorylate the SAMS peptide. We found that 

the extract from SlGal83S26D-GFP expressing cells had greatly reduced SAMS 

phosphorylation compared to expression of SlGal83-GFP (Figure 28D). This reduction 

in SAMS phosphorylation is much lower than what was seen for the in vitro assay 

(Figure 28B, C) suggesting that a more in vivo context is needed to better realize the 

effects of Ser26 phosphorylation. Taken together, these kinase assay data suggest that 

the Adi3 interaction with the SlSnRK complex has the ability to inhibit the kinase 
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activity of the complex. This may be mediated through two mechanisms, 

phosphorylation of SlGal83 and interaction with SlSnRK1. 

4.8 Discussion 

 In the present chapter we present evidence for the interaction of Adi3 with the 

SnRK complex in tomato. Our finding that Adi3 can only phosphorylate the SlGal83 

SnRK β-subunit out of the four β-subunits identified in tomato has far-reaching 

implications since Snf1/AMPK/SnRK1 β-subunits control cellular localization and 

substrate specificity of the complex (Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Vincent et al., 2001, 

Warden et al., 2001). Additionally, β-subunit phosphorylation has been associated with 

regulation of some of these β-subunit functions (Hedbacker et al., 2004, Mangat et al., 

2010, Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Warden et al., 2001), and the SnRK1 complex appears to 

link signaling connected with metabolism and stresses (Halford & Hey, 2009). Given the 

role of Adi3 in cell death control our studies add additional evidence for the connection 

of SnRK1 with stress signaling. Alternatively, Adi3 may also be involved in the direct 

regulation of metabolism through its interactions with the SlSnRK1 complex. 

4.8a A role for Adi3 phosphorylation in regulating SnRK complex kinase activity? 

We have shown that Adi3 phosphorylates SlGal83 at Ser26 (Figure 23) and 

explored the functional relevance of this phosphorylation event. While, several β-

subunits have been shown to be phosphorylated in yeast and mammals (Hedbacker et al., 

2004, Mangat et al., 2010, Warden et al., 2001), our studies appear to be the first report 

of phosphorylation for a plant β-subunit. An in vitro functional analysis showed that 

kinase-active Adi3 has drastic affects on the kinase activity of the SnRK1 complex. If 
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Adi3 phosphorylation of SlGal83 at Ser26 is controlling this large decrease in SnRK1 

complex activity, the SlGal83S26D protein should also confer a decrease in kinase 

activity. A large reduction in SAMS phosphorylation in the presence of SlGal83S26D was 

seen in vivo (Figure 28D), but was much less drastic in vitro (Figure 28) suggesting there 

is an in vivo role for Ser26 phosphorylation in controlling SnRK1 kinase activity. 

Interestingly, the restoration of SAMS phosphorylation when including kinase-

inactive Adi3K337Q would suggest that Adi3 kinase activity is at least partially required 

for this large inhibition of SnRK1 activity in vitro and may suggest additional Adi3 

phosphorylation sites on SlGal83 for controlling activity. It is possible that Ser30 is one 

of these sites since we identified phosphorylation of this SlGal83 residue both in vitro 

and in vivo by MS analysis. However, the inability of Adi3 to phosphorylate this site in 

vitro raises doubt about the role of Ser30 phosphorylation. Additionally, the complete 

loss of Adi3 phosphorylation of the SlGal83S26A protein suggests Ser26 is the only Adi3 

phosphorylation site on Gal83. Thus, the requirement of Adi3 kinase activity in the 

suppression of SnRK1 substrate phosphorylation still remains to be fully resolved. 

While many studies have shown that phosphorylation of α-subunits controls 

complex kinase activity in yeast, mammals, and plants (Hawley et al., 2005, Hey et al., 

2007, Hong et al., 2003, Hurley et al., 2005, Nath et al., 2003, Shen & Hanley-Bowdoin, 

2006, Shen et al., 2009, Sutherland et al., 2003, Woods et al., 2003, Woods et al., 2005), 

only one previous study has shown that phosphorylation of a β-subunit affects complex 

kinase activity. A phosphorylation mutant of the human AMPKβ1 β-subunit reduced 

AMPK complex kinase activity by 60% (Warden et al., 2001). Thus, control of complex 
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kinase activity by β-subunit phosphorylation may be more common than previously 

thought. This could be supported by determining if phosphorylation of the conserved 

Ser26 residue in the A. thaliana Gal83 homologue, AKINβ1, affects AtSnRK1 complex 

kinase activity. 

Our results also suggest that the interaction of Adi3 with SlSnRK1 is capable of 

suppressing SlSnRK1 kinase activity (Figure 28B). In the absence of SlGal83 the kinase-

active or -inactive forms of Adi3 are capable of suppressing SlSnRK1 kinase activity 

(Figure 28B). This apparently contradicts the finding that the kinase-inactive Adi3 can 

restore activity of the complex in the presence of SlGal83. However, these results may 

indicate that the Adi3/SlGal83 interaction affects the ability of Adi3 to fully interact with 

and inhibit SlSnRK1. Eliminating SlGal83 from the assay would then allow for full 

interaction between Adi3 and SlSnRK1 and stronger activity inhibition. The interaction 

of Adi3 with SlSnRK1 may be inhibiting the ability of SlSnRK1 to bind the SAMS 

substrate or even ATP. 

These data also help to explain the detection of SlSnRK1 as an Adi3 Y2H 

interactor even though Adi3 does not phosphorylate SlSnRK1 as well as shed light on 

the biological significance for this interaction. Given the role of Adi3 in the host 

response to Pst and the function of SnRK1 in stress signaling, Adi3 may be directing 

reallocation of cellular energy reserves by modulating SlSnRK1 kinase activity during 

the resistance response of tomato to Pst. Studies using Nicotiana attenuata show that 

photosynthate is reallocated to the roots in response to herbivore attack through the 

down-regulation of SnRK β-subunit expression (Schwachtje et al., 2006). Our results 
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indicate that SlGal83 phosphorylation at Ser26 functions as an inhibitor of SlSnRK 

kinase activity. Down regulation of this β-subunit may thus play a role in facilitating the 

activation of SlSnRK1 and the metabolic modifications required to respond to 

pathogens. Phosphorylation of SlGAL83 by SlAdi3 offers an additional layer of control 

over SlSnRK activity, a specificity required given the involvement of this complex in 

regulating metabolic responses to several environmental stresses (Cho et al., 2012, Hey 

et al., 2007, Hong & Carlson, 2007). 

4.8b Multiple roles for β-subunit phosphorylation. 

Snf1/AMPK/SnRK1 β-subunits appear to be phosphorylated on several amino 

acids and our studies also support phosphorylation at several residues on SlGal83. 

Expression of SlGal83-GFP in plant cells showed the existence of multiple 

phosphorylated protein bands based on our λ phosphatase treatments, one of which 

contains Ser26 phosphorylation (Figure 27A and B). One of these phosphorylated bands 

may also contain Ser30 phosphorylation. This and the identity of any additional SlGal83 

phosphorylation sites remain to be determined. Multiple phosphorylation sites have been 

found for other β-subunits. Mass spectral analysis of human AMPKβ1 isolated from 

COS cells identified phosphorylation at Ser24/25, Ser108, and Ser182, but the 

responsible kinase has not been identified (Mitchelhill et al., 1997). Phosphorylation of 

AMPKβ1 Ser24/25 and Ser182, but not Ser108, appears to prevent nuclear localization 

(Warden et al., 2001). ScGal83 is phosphorylated by both the α-subunit Snf1 and casein 

kinase 2 (CK2), and while the exact sites of phosphorylation have not been identified 

they are predicted to be Ser64 or Ser65 for Snf1 and Ser87, Thr90 or Ser93 for CK2 
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(Mangat et al., 2010). The role for Snf1/CK2 phosphorylation of ScGal83 is not clear 

since deletion of the region containing both the Snf1 and CK2 phosphorylation sites did 

not affect glucose-regulated Snf1 function (Mangat et al., 2010). The situation for 

ScSip1 is similar. Protein kinase A (PKA) has been shown to be required for retaining 

ScSip1 cytoplasmic localization under high glucose conditions (Hedbacker et al., 2004). 

However, mutation of 4 potential PKA phosphorylation sites did not affect ScSip1 

cellular localization (Hedbacker et al., 2004). 

Taken together it appears that the role of Snf1/AMPK/SnRK1 β-subunit 

phosphorylation is not fully understood and will be an important area of research for the 

future. From our studies the full role of SlGal83 Ser26 phosphorylation by Adi3 is not 

clear. It appears to have only a minor role in controlling SlSnRK1 complex kinase 

activity. So, additional functions attributable to this phosphorylation event will be 

important to identify in the future. Given the role of β-subunits in controlling 

Snf1/AMPK/SnRK1 complex localization and phosphorylation playing a role in this 

function, it will be important to examine the contribution of phosphorylation by Adi3 in 

controlling SlGal83 cellular localization. Consequently, the full extent of the SlGal83 

Ser26 phosphorylation event by Adi3 remains to be determined. 

4.8c Is there a link between cell death control and metabolism? 

An important aspect of PCD is the reallocation of cellular resources such as 

proteins and sugars. This is particularly true of the cell death that occurs during leaf 

senescence (Doorn & EJ, 2004; Guiboileau et al., 2010). In fact, the reuse of cellular 

materials was suggested as early as 1891 from the examination of cell death associated 
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with xylem development (Lange, 1891). Thus, it may not be surprising that a gene 

controlling PCD would also be able to regulate how cells utilize and/or mobilize energy 

sources. This appears to be the case for mammalian PKB. While it is well known that 

PKB suppresses cell death by phosphorylating and inactivating proapoptotic proteins or 

activating antiapoptotic proteins (Carnero, 2010, Luo et al., 2003), PKB also functions in 

the regulation of metabolism through the control of glycolytic enzymes and glucose 

uptake (Carnero, 2010, Plas & Thompson, 2002). Such a connection between a specific 

plant gene controlling cell death and metabolism has been indirect at best. Our previous 

studies have shown that there are many striking activity and cellular localization 

similarities between Adi3 and PKB (Devarenne et al., 2006; Ek-Ramos et al., 2010).  

The studies presented here showing Adi3 inhibition of SlSnRK1 complex kinase 

activity adds one additional similarity between Adi3 and PKB since PKB is known to 

modulate AMPK activity. While PKB and AMPK do not directly interact with each 

other, there is substantial crosstalk between the pathways. For example, activation of 

PKB has been shown to down regulate AMPK activity and thus a decrease in AMP/ATP 

cellular ratios (Hahn-Windgassen et al., 2005, Kovacic et al., 2003). Conversely, 

activation of AMPK has been shown to inactivate PKB-regulated glycolysis (Grabacka 

& Reiss, 2008). Combining our current and previous Adi3 studies raises the possibility 

that Adi3 functions similarly to PKB in cell death and metabolism control. Further 

studies on the role of Adi3 association with the SlSnRK1 complex, especially 

phosphorylation of Gal83, will be required to fully understand if there is a connection 

between Adi3-mediated cell death control and SlSnRK1 metabolism control. 
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CHAPTER V 

EFFECT OF GAL83 PHOSPHORYLATION ON CELLULAR LOCALIZATION 

 

5.1 Rationale 

In the previous chapter the interaction of Adi3 with the SlSnRK complex was 

characterized. From these studies, it was established that the β-subunit SlGal83 was 

phosphorylated at multiple sites, one of which is Ser26 (Figure 24). It was then 

determined that this phosphorylation event decreases the kinase activity of the catalytic 

subunit SlSnRK1. However, the kinase inhibition observed when the phosphomimic 

SlGal83S26D is used in vitro is mild when compared to the inhibition observed when this 

mutant is overexpressed in vivo.  

The difference in kinase activity is most likely explained by the additional roles 

SlGAL83 plays in regulating the complex activity that cannot be recreated in an in vitro 

system. For instance, homologue β-subunits have been shown to regulate the 

intracellular localization of the SnRK complex and regulate its ability to interact with 

substrates. Similarly, β-subunits function as scaffolding units that facilitate the assembly 

of the complex bringing α- and γ-subunits together in response to the metabolic and 

developmental needs of the cell (Hardie, 2007).  

These different regulatory mechanisms depend on β-subunit post-translational 

modifications such as phosphorylation and myristoylation (Mitchelhill et al., 1997, 

Pierre et al., 2007). In this chapter, I further explore the phosphorylation of SlGal83 in 

addition to its myristoylation in its effect on cellular localization. 
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5.2 Finding additional SlGal83 phosphorylation sites 

Yeast and mammalian β-subunits are known to be phosphorylated at multiple 

sites (Mangat et al., 2010, Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Warden et al., 2001). Some of these 

residues are directly phosphorylated by the α-catalytic subunits with which the β-

subunits form a complex, and are often called auto-phosphorylation residues despite the 

lack of β-subunit kinase activity per se (Mitchelhill et al., 1997).  

The phosphorylation of SlGal83 and the related β-subunits SlSip1, Tau1, and 

Tau2 (Figure 18) by the catalytic subunit SlSnRK1 was estimated in in vitro 

phosphorylation assays using recombinant SlSnRK1 kinase inactive (K48Q) and 

constitutively active (T175D) mutants (Figure 29). SlSnRK1 was found to be weakly 

phosphorylated by SlGal83 (Figure 29 A, B). SlSnRK1 strongly phosphorylated SlSip1 

and Tau2 with an approximate 6- and 3-fold increase in phosphorylation signal over 

SlGal83 respectively (Figure 29 compare lanes 1, 2 and 4). On the other hand, Tau1 and 

SlGal83 exhibit similar levels of phosphorylation (Figure 29 lanes 1 and 3).  

Despite the weak phosphorylation of SlGal83, a phosphorylation screen using 

several Ser to Ala SlGal83 mutants was carried out in order to identify potential 

SlSnRK1 phosphorylation sites on SlGal83. The screen revealed that a mutation 

removing Ser45 (S45A) drastically reduced the phosphorylation by SlSnRK1. In 

addition to S45A, the double mutant S262A/S264R was found to significantly reduce 

phosphorylation (Figure 29 lanes 1 and 3).  
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SnRK complexes share a conserved phosphorylation motif, and the specific 

residues surrounding the Ser or Thr target residue for plant SnRK phosphorylation have 

been characterized (Figure 30A; Huang & Huber, 2001, Sugden et al., 1999). Using this 

motif, potential SlSnRK1 phosphorylation residues on the β-subunits used in Figure 29 

were identified. First, Ser45 in SlGal83 is absent in all of the other subunits Figure 30C). 

Whereas, the residues around Ser45 match the phosphorylation motif for SnRK with the 

exception of a polar amino acid at position -6, which in the motif appears at position -5 

(Figure 30C lane 11). All β-subunits have between two and three Ser and Thr residues 

that align with Ser264 and Ser262 on SlGal83 (Figure 30B). However, each subunit has 

specific polymorphic sites within this motif that could help explain the differences 

observed in SnRK phosphorylation efficiency. For instance, both SlSip1 and Tau2 which 

are strongly phosphorylated by SlSnRK1 have a match for the phosphorylation motif 

around Ser257 for SlSip1 and Ser244 for Tau2 (Figure 30B, alignment 5 and 7). This 

motif cannot explain, however, the low auto-phosphorylation of Tau1, which also has a 

Ser (S241) that perfectly fits the motif (Figure 30B, alignment 10). Instead, the 

phosphorylation differences could potentially be explained by the presence of a bulky 

Gln at position +2 on Tau1 instead of a Pro present in both Tau2 and SlSip1 (Figure 

30B, marked in alignments 5, 7, 10). Taken together, these results suggest that the β-

subunits studied are differentially phosphorylated by SlSnRK. Additionally; the loss of 

SnRK phosphorylation observed using SlGal83S45A, as well as the amino acid sequence 

analysis surrounding this residue, suggests that Ser45 is a unique target for SlSnRK1 

autophosphorylation absent in other tomato β-subunits.  



-543     +4 
                         XMXRXXSXXXM 
                          L K  T   F 
                          V H      I 
                          FRX      M  
                          I        V 

     (Sugden, 1999) 
 
SlGal83    (255) FIEKGWASQSIVALG (269) 
SlSip1   (251) YMQKDRSTPSVVALG (265) 
SlTau2    (238) YMQKGKSNPSLVALS (252) 
SlTau1    (241) YIQKTRSSQSMVVLS (264) 
SlAKINB1  (249) FIEQGWTPQSIVALG (263) 
SlAKINB2  (255) YMQKGKSGPSVVALG (269) 
 
     -8-6        +4 
SlGal83-Ser264 (255) FIEKGWASQSIVALG (269) 
     -6-4      +4 
SlGal83-Ser262 (255) FIEKGWASQSIVALG (269) 
 
     -8  -4      +4 
SlSip1-Ser260  (251) YMQKDRSTPSVVALG (265) 
     -6-4      +4 
SlSip1-Thr258  (251) YMQKDRSTPSVVALG (265) 
     -5-3     +4 
SlSip1-Ser257  (251) YMQKDRSTPSVVALG (265) 
 
     -8  -4      +4 
SlTau2-Ser247  (238) YMQKGKSNPSLVALS (252) 
     -5-3     +4 
SlTau2-Ser244  (238) YMQKGKSNPSLVALS (252) 
 
     -8  -4      +4 
SlTau1-Ser259  (241) YIQKTRSSQSMVVLS (264) 
         -6-4      +4 

SlTau1-Ser257  (241) YIQKTRSSQSMVVLS (264) 
     -5-3     +4 
SlTau1-Ser256  (241) YIQKTRSSQSMVVLS (264) 

 
     -6 -3     +4 

SlGAL83      (38)   ALNSRVPSADLMVNS  (52)  
AtAKINB1       (38)   ----RRPSSDSMSSS  (49)   
SlSIP1         (37)   Q-----VDGEFMGQS  (46)   
SlTAU1         (33)   ------LFPDSMVQS  (42)  
SlTAU2         (24)   -------DGEFMGQS  (32)   
AtAKINB2       (35)   SDGNHVAPPELMGQS  (49) 
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Figure 30. β-subunit SlSnRK1 phosphorylation motif. Tomato and A. thaliana β-subunits were aligned 
using the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor (Hall, 1999) and SnRK phosphorylation motifs were 
identified. A, plant SnRK phosphorylation motif described by Sugden, 1999 and Huang, 1991. B, detailed 
analysis of the potential phosphorylation residues and motifs for each tomato β-subunit.C,  motif 
surrounding Ser45 in SlGal83. Residues highlighted in grey correspond to conserved residues in motif 
sequence, highlighted in black are the Ser or Thr residues target of SnRK phosphorylation, and numbers in 
parenthesis show the amino acid location within each sequence. Highlighted in blue are Pro present in Tau2 
and SlSip1, absent in Tau1 and SlGal83. Underlined are the β-subunits that are strongly phosphorylated by 
SlSnRK1.
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5.3 SlGal83 promoter isolation 

In order to test the localization of SlGal83and phosphorylation mutants, we 

sought to isolate the native promoter that drives the expression of SlGal83 in tomatoes. 

Using BLAST searches against the genomic databases in the Solanacea Genomic 

Network (SGN) website (http://solgenomics.net/tools/blast/index.pl), the genomic region 

containing SlGal83 (U5356587) was mapped to chromosome 12 (Figure 31A). The 

vicinity upstream of the initiation site was analyzed and the stop codon of the closest 

upstream gene (U535657) was found to be 932 bp upstream of SlGal83 initiation site. 

Therefore, an 821bp fragment within this region excluding the 3’UTR of neighboring 

U535657 was amplified and subcloned into the plasmid pTEX driving the expression of 

SlGal83-GFP (SlGal83pro: Gal83-GFP; Figure 31).The original expression construct 

generated contained an ATG initiation immediately before the restriction site and the 

native initiation site for SlGal83. Thus, the translated protein has an additional three 

amino acids (+MGS) at its N-terminus (Figure 31A). 

The expression of the construct SlGal83pro:Gal83-GFP (+MGS) was compared to the 

overexpression under the control of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus CaMV promoter 

(35SPro) by transforming tomato protoplasts isolated from leaves and conducting α-GFP 

western blotting on total cell lysates 16 hours post-transformation. The level of SlGal83-

GFP expressed under the native promoter (+MGS) was 20-fold lower than the 35SPro-

controlled expression as quantified by the intensity of the α-GFP immunoreactive bands 

(Figure 31B compare lanes 1 and 2).   
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Figure 31. SlGAL83 promoter isolation and expression profile. A, Schematic representation of the 

isolation of promoter region for SlGAL83. The location of the SlGAL83 gene was located in chromosome 

12 using BLAST searches against the tomato whole-genome sequence database available at the Solanacea 

Genomic Network (SGN). An 821bp region flanked upstream by (U535657) and downstream by 

SlGAL83 was isolated from tomato leaf genomic DNA and sub-cloned replacing upstream of SlGAL83-

GFP in the vector pTEX. Two constructs were generated: one carrying only the native initiation site 

(ATG) and one with an additional ATG prior to the restriction site (SlGAL83+MGS). B. Left, The 

expression of the promoter constructs generated is compared to the over-expression of SlGal83-GFP under 

the control of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) promoter. Right, detailed banding pattern of the 

promoter constructs generated in A. In both A and B proteins were transiently expressed in tomato 

protoplasts for 18 hours, extracts made in SDS-Sample buffer and proteins resolved by SDS PAGE (Left: 

12% 1:37.5 Bis-:Acrylamide, Right: 10% % 1:500 Bis-:Acrylamide), and western blotting was performed 

using α-GFP 1:1000.  
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Evidence suggests plant β-subunits undergo N-terminal myristoylation. For 

instance, they have a typical N-terminal myristoylation motif: M-G-X(except 

EDFKRVWY)-X-X-[STACFGRV]-X (except DE), where Gly at position 2 is the 

residue to which myristate is attached, and X can be any amino acid, except where 

indicated (Boisson et al., 2003, Kakita et al., 2007; Figure 32A). On the other hand, 

both A. thaliana β-subunits are known to be myristoylated in vitro by N-

myristoyltransferase (Pierre et al., 2007). Thus, it is possible that SlGal83 is 

myristoylated in vivo, and the addition of +MGS to the N-terminus disrupts the 

appropriate posttranslational processing or localization of the protein. To overcome this 

possible limitation, a construct lacking the additional initiation site was produced and its 

expression compared to that under the control of the 35Spro. Both native promoter 

constructs, with or without the additional MGS residues, expressed similar protein levels 

(Figure 31B lanes 2 and 3). However, closer inspection of the expression of the promoter 

constructs under low Bis:Acrylamide ratio SDS-PAGE revealed a slight retardation in 

the migration of SlGal83-GFP when expressed under its native promoter and the 

residues MGS are present at the N-terminus (Figure 31B lanes 4 and 5). 

5.4 Myristoylation affects SlGal83 phosphorylation 

The small gel mobility retardation observed when the N-terminal region of 

SlGal83 is modified (Figure 31) is reminiscent of the protein mobility changes caused by 

protein phosphorylation (Figure 28). With this in mind, we asked whether complete 

removal of the myristoylation site would affect the phosphorylation state of SlGal83. A 

Gly to Ala myristoylation mutant (G2A) was expressed and its banding pattern  
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Figure 32. SlGal83 myristoylation knockout has increased phosphorylation in vivo. A, Plant β-

subunits have an N-terminal myristoylation motif. Amino acid sequences were aligned using ClustalX and 

the N-terminus compared to the myristoylation motif. Top: residues highlighted in gray are required for 

myristoylation. X represents any amino acid except those highlighted in black. Bottom: Residues 

highlighted in black are identical, grey are similar, and Gly in red font is myristoylation site that matches 

the motif sequence. B, Substituting SlGal83 Gly-2 to Ala (SlGal83G2A) decreases Gal83 electrophoretic 

mobility on an SDS PAGE. C, Gal83G2A electrophoretic mobility is due to increased phosphorylation. 

Protoplast extracts expressing Gal83 and Gal83G2A were treated with or without λ-phosphatase (λPP). In 

both B and C proteins were transiently expressed in tomato protoplasts for 18 hours after which total 

protein extracts were made. Proteins were resolved by SDS PAGE (10% 1:200 Bis-:Acrylamide), and 

western blotting was performed using α-GFP 1:1000. 
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compared to SlGal83 using α-GFP western blotting analysis. Expression of SlGal83G2A –

GFP displayed decreased electrophoretic mobility (Figure 32, B).  

The differences in SlGal83 electrophoretic mobility have been shown to 

correspond to different phosphorylated forms (see Figure 24, Chapter IV). Thus, 

protoplast extracts expressing either SlGal83 or SlGal83G2A were treated with λ 

phosphatase. Samples were resolved in 1:500 gels and analyzed with α-GFP western 

blotting. Untreated SlGal83 displays at least two defined phosphorylated forms as it has 

been seen before (Figure 32B lane 1, see Figure 27, Chapter IV), whereas SlGal83G2A 

lacks the lower, faster-migrating band present in SlGal83 (Figure 32B lane 2). 

Phosphatase treated samples on the other hand, were found to migrate as a single, faster 

migrating band (Figure 32C lanes 2 and 4). These results indicate that the difference in 

electrophoretic mobility observed between Gal83 and Gal83G2A is a consequence of an 

increase in phosphorylation in the myristoylation mutant. 

5.5 Phosphorylation and myristoylation control SlGal83 localization 

After the successful isolation of the SlGal83 promoter and the unexpected 

correlation between N-terminal myristoylation and phosphorylation, we sought to 

determine the effect of these post-translational modifications in the intracellular 

localization of SlGal83. Fluorescence microscopy and cellular fractionation were used to 

estimate the localization of SlGal83 using tomato protoplasts transformed with SlGal83-

GFP and SlGal83 phosphorylation and myristoylation mutants transcribed under the 

control of the 35SPro and Gal83Pro. Proteins were expressed for 16 hours and a cells 

visualized by fluorescence microscopy. The specific location of the nucleus was 
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determined by treating protoplasts with the DNA stain HOECHST 33342 (Arndt-Jovin 

and Jovin, 1977) and chlorophyll auto-fluorescence was used to estimate the location of 

the chloroplasts.  

The expression of SlGal83 under Gal83Pro was low as predicted by low protein 

levels observed in western blotting analysis (Figure 31B), and no fluorescence signal 

was detected when cells were observed under the microscope (data not shown). On the 

other hand, SlGal83 expressed under the 35SPro was readily visible after 16 hours post-

transfection (Figure 33A). Given the similar banding pattern observed between SlGal83-

GFP expressed under SlGal83Pro and 35SPro, 35SPro was used for all subsequent 

fractionation and microscopy experiments. 

SlGal83 displays different types of localization: cytosol, nucleus, around the 

chloroplasts, or forming discrete foci surrounding the chloroplast (Figure 33A top panels 

and B, Figure 34). These different localizations vary according to each individual cell 

analyzed and, while some cells can present all types of localization to some degree, cells 

appear to have one particular type or combination of intracellular localizations. The 

SlGal83 phosphorylation knockout mutant S26A for instance causes an increase in the 

localization around the chloroplast and a higher proportion of cells containing foci 

around the chloroplast. This localization is accompanied by a concomitant reduction in 

the SlGal83-GFP signal in the nucleus (Figure 33, Figure 35). Conversely, the 

phosphomimetic mutation S26D favors cytosolic and nuclear localization while the 

presence of cells with foci-localized SlGal83 is reduced (Figure 33). Similar localization 

patterns were observed when the SnRK1 phosphorylation target Ser45 was mutated to   
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Figure 33. Localization of SlGal83, Ser26 phosphorylation, and myristoylation mutants.  A, Tomato 
protoplasts were transformed with pTEX plasmids containing the corresponding proteins with a C-
terminal GFP tag under the expression of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) promoter. Pictures 
were taken 18 hours after expression. Cells were treated with HOECHST 33342 (5 μg/ml) for 30 minutes 
to stain nuclei and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Merge; left: chloroplast auto-fluorescence and 
GFP, right: chloroplasts autofluorescence, GFP, and nuclei. The white arrowhead points at the location of 
the nucleus. B, SlGal83 localizes to discrete foci, left, fluorescence, right: cartoon representation, red: 
chloroplasts, dotted circle: nucleus, green dots: foci-localized SlGal83.  
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Figure 34. Localization of SlGal83. Protoplasts expressing C-terminal GFP-tagged SlGal83 under the expression of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus 

(CaMV) promoter. Nuclei were stained using HOECHST 33342 (5 μg/ml) for 30 minutes. All images are a merged overlay of : chloroplast auto-

fluorescence (red), GFP (green), and nuclei (blue). 
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Figure 35. Localization of SlGal83S26A. Protoplasts expressing C-terminal GFP-tagged SlGal83 under the expression of the 35S cauliflower mosaic 

virus (CaMV) promoter. Nuclei were stained using HOECHST 33342 (5 μg/ml) for 30 minutes. All images are a merged overlay of : chloroplast auto-

fluorescence (red), GFP (green), and nuclei (blue). 
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Figure 36. Localization of SlGal83S45A. Protoplasts expressing C-terminal GFP-tagged SlGal83 under the expression of the 35S cauliflower mosaic 

virus (CaMV) promoter. Nuclei were stained using HOECHST 33342 (5 μg/ml) for 30 minutes. All images are a merged overlay of: chloroplast auto-

fluorescence (red), GFP (green), and nuclei (blue). 
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Figure 37. Localization of SlGal83G2A and SlGal83G2A/S26A. Protoplasts expressing C-terminal GFP-

tagged SlGal83 under the expression of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) promoter. Nuclei were 

stained using HOECHST 33342 (5 μg/ml) for 30 minutes. All images are a merged overlay of : 

chloroplast auto-fluorescence (red), GFP (green), and nuclei (blue). 
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Ala (Figure 33, Figure 36). The removal of the myristoylation signal which causes an 

increase in SlGal83 phosphorylation causes SlGal83 to adopt a diffuse cytosolic and 

nuclear localization (Figure 33, Figure 37). Similarly, the double phosphorylation 

/myristoylation mutant SlGal83G2A/S26A exhibits localization similar to SlGal83G2A
, 

indicating myristoylation is required for the foci and membrane localization of 

SlGal83S26A or SlGal83S45A phosphorylation deficient mutants (Figure 33, Figure 37).  

To further explore the localization of SlGal83 fractionation experiments were 

conducted on transformed protoplasts 18 hours after transformation. First, nuclear (N) 

fractionations were obtained by gently lysing the cells in the presence of low detergent 

concentration (0.2% Triton-X100). After nuclei isolation, the remaining lysates were 

fractionated into total (T), soluble protein (S), and insoluble fractions (I) using 

ultracentrifugation as previously described (Ek-Ramos et al., 2010). Equivalent protein 

amounts of each fraction were resolved in SDS-PAGE, following α-GFP or α-Histone3 

western blotting analysis to track SlGal83-GFP and nuclear enrichment, respectively. 

The nuclear enrichment of SlGal83 was calculated as follows: the ratio of band intensity 

in T and N was estimated for α-GFP (SlGal83) and α-H3 (Histone). The ratio obtained 

for αGFP was normalized by dividing by the T/N αH3 ratio (nuclear enrichment for each 

sample) and values for the mutations tested were normalized as a percentage of nuclear 

SlGal83 wild type. The amount of nuclear SlGal83 was found to decrease when Adi3 

phosphorylation site (Ser26) was mutated (47% of SlGal83, Figure 38), while a slight 

increase in nuclear localization with the phosphomimetic mutant S26D was observed 

(120% of SlGal83, Figure 38A). The protein found in the insoluble fraction was low and  
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Figure 38. Myristoylation and phosphorylation affect SlGal83 cellular partitioning. A, Nuclear 

fractionation using low detergent concentration. B - C, Soluble and insoluble fractionation in the absence 

of detergent. Proteins were expressed for 18 hours in tomato protoplasts and nuclear or membrane 

fractionation was conducted, equivalent protein amounts were resolved in 10% SDS-PAGE and analyzed 

by western blotting with α-GFP and α-Histone 3 antibodies. Band intensity in T and N was estimated for 

α-GFP (SlGal83) and α-H3 (Histone) and the ratio obtained for αGFP was normalized by dividing by the 

T/N αH3 ratio (nuclear enrichment).All values were then made a percentage of SlGal83 nuclear fraction. 

Values are an average of two independent fractionation experiments. % (I) was calculated as the intensity 

of I divided by T and normalized to the value obtained for Gal83S26A.Fractions: Total (T), Nuclei (N), 

Soluble (S), Insoluble (I). 
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could not be compared among mutants likely caused by the presence of detergent used 

during the lysis process. Therefore, a fractionation of total soluble and insoluble protein 

in the absence of detergent was conducted. The myristoylation mutant SlGal83G2A was 

found enriched in the soluble fraction (Figure 38B lanes 3 and 4 and C, lanes 7-9). 

Similarly, the phosphorylation knockout SlGal83S26A appears enriched in the insoluble 

fraction when compared to the phosphomimetic mutant SlGal83S26D (Figure 38C, lanes 3 

and 6). Detailed analysis of SlGal83 banding pattern under low Bis:acrylamide SDS-

PAGE revealed that highly phosphorylated protein (slow mobility) is found mainly in 

the soluble fraction (Figure 38B lanes 1 and 3), while protein with lower 

phosphorylation (higher mobility) remains membrane-bound in insoluble fractions 

(Figure 38A lanes 1 and 3). Taken together, localization data suggest phosphorylation 

and myristoylation control the localization of SlGal83in which myristoylation is required 

for membrane association, while phosphorylation of Ser26 favors a cytosolic and nuclear 

localization. 

5.6 Discussion 

The control over the activity of the SnRK complex relies on several post-

translational regulatory mechanisms. The myristoylation and phosphorylation of β-

subunits have been widely characterized in yeast and mammals and is known to play a 

role in the regulation of SnRK complex activity and localization (Mitchelhill et al., 1997, 

Oakhill et al., 2010, Warden et al., 2001).  
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5.6a Differential phosphorylation of β-subunits  

Our results show that the tomato β-subunits SlGal83, SlSip1, Tau1, and Tau2 are 

differentially phosphorylated by the α-catalytic subunit of the SnRK complex SlSnRK1. 

To our knowledge, no other report of differential auto-phosphorylation of the β-subunits 

by SlSnRK1 is available. Out of the four tomato β-subunits, SlSnRK1 was found to 

strongly phosphorylate only SlSip1 and Tau2. The implications of these differences in 

phosphorylation are puzzling and could potentially reflect two different scenarios.  

First, the SlSnRK1α-subunit could have preferential binding affinity for and, thus 

phosphorylate the β-subunits SlSip1 and Tau2, while SlGal83 and Tau1are the target for 

a different catalytic subunit. Until recently, SlSnRK1 was the only α-subunit 

characterized in tomato, but the availability of a genomic sequence (The tomato genome 

consortium, 2012) has allowed for the identification of SlSnRK2 (SGN-U566966), an 

additional α-catalytic subunit that shares 67% identity with SlSnRK1. The differences in 

phosphorylation observed could thus be an outcome of the α-subunit used in this study. 

Second, several lines of evidence suggest that different combinations of plant α- 

and β-subunits can bind and form complexes in vitro and in vivo (Bouly et al., 1999; 

Ferrando et al., 2001; Kleinow et al., 2000). All of the tomato β-subunits studied contain 

a conserved kinase interacting domain and are likely to interact with both tomato 

SlSnRKs. If their interaction with the kinase subunit is similar, β-subunit 

phosphorylation differences could be explained directly at the phosphorylation motif 

rather than the formation of different complexes with α-subunits. This scenario was 

studied by identifying and analyzing the potential phosphorylation residues present on 
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the β-subunits. Despite the low SlGal83 phosphorylation, the residues Ser45, Ser262, 

and Ser264 were identified as potential targets for SlSnRK1 phosphorylation (Figure 

29). These residues likely represent in vivo SlSnRK phosphorylation targets because they 

match to different degrees the plant SnRK phosphorylation motif and are conserved 

among β-subunits in tomato as well as other orthologus plant β-Subunits (Figure 30). 

Furthermore, the likelihood of these residues being real phosphorylation sites, even 

when they deviate from a perfect SnRK phosphorylation motif, is supported by the 

observation that SnRKs can phosphorylate residues that are not a perfect match to the 

established consensus sequence (Tsai & Gazzarrini, 2012).  

The detailed analysis of the motifs revealed that the reduced phosphorylation 

observed on SlGal83 and Tau1 could be explained by a Gln to Pro substitution present in 

the immediate vicinity of the phosphorylation site. Gln are bulky amino acids and Pro 

can cause kinks in protein structure. Further characterization of the phosphorylation site 

in the tomato β-subunits as well as their ability to interact and be phosphorylation the α-

subunit SnRK2 will be required to understand the differential phosphorylation of the β-

subunits and the two scenarios here proposed.  

5.6b Multisite SlGal83 phosphorylation, which phosphorylation comes first? 

Interestingly, out of the SlGal83 residues tested for SlSnRK1 phosphorylation, 

only the removal of Ser45 completely blocks the phosphorylation by SlSnRK1. 

Meanwhile, mutations affecting Ser262 and Ser264 significantly reduced 

phosphorylation but did not completely eliminate it. These observations suggest that 

phosphorylation of Ser45, a residue not present in other β-subunits, is required for the 
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phosphorylation of additional residues. We previously characterized (CHAPTER IV) the 

phosphorylation of Ser26 by the tomato PCD suppressor Adi3. When expressed in vivo, 

mutations affecting Ser26 cause a decrease in overall SlGal83 phosphorylation which is 

seen as an enrichment of lower-migrating less-phosphorylated bands (Figure 39). Like 

Ser45 phosphorylation, Ser26 phosphorylation seems to be required for the 

phosphorylation of additional unknown sites in vivo. However, unlike Ser26, 

SlGal83S45A expression does not cause a substantial reduction in phosphorylation in vivo 

(Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 39). This could indicate that Ser26 has a stronger 

disruptive effect over the hyper-phosphorylation of SlGal83 than Ser45 does. On the 

other hand, Ser26 phosphorylation could be a constitutive phosphorylation event, while 

SlSnRK phosphorylation of SlGal83 could be induced by a, yet to be characterized, 

stimulus.  

Proteins that are phosphorylated at multiple sites act as translators that convert 

kinases signals into sensitive switch-like responses (Kim & Ferrell, 2007, Koivomagi et 

al., 2011, Nash et al., 2001, Thomson & Gunawardena, 2009). Recently, the study of the 

hierarchical multisite phosphorylation of the yeast cell cycle regulator Sic1 demonstrated 

that phosphorylation of its N-terminal priming sites facilitates the phosphorylation of 

additional sites by enhancing its interaction with upstream kinases (Koivomagi et al., 

2011). For a protein that is phosphorylated at multiple sites, SlGal83 could follow a 

similar regulatory mechanism, in which SnRK and Adi3 act as activating kinases that 

prime that phosphorylation of additional sites. Since β-subunits have no kinase activity, 

these priming phosphorylation events must facilitate the phosphorylation   
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Figure 39. Electrophoretic mobility of SlGal83 Ser26 and Ser45 phosphorylation knockouts. 

Indicated proteins were transiently expressed in tomato protoplasts for 18 hours and cells collected and 

lysed in SDS sample buffer. Total proteins were resolved by SDS PAGE and analyzed by western with α-
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of additional residues by enhancing the interaction with the upstream kinases or cause 

conformational changes that facilitate the access to suboptimal phosphorylation sites. 

5.6c SlGal83 myristoylation and phosphorylation; myristoyl switch? 

Myristoylation is a widespread β-subunit co-translational modification that is 

required for the proper localization and activation state of the SnRK complex (Iseli et al., 

2008, Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Oakhill et al., 2010, Pierre et al., 2007, Steinberg & 

Kemp, 2009). The N-terminal attachment of myristate is commonly used as mechanism 

to attach proteins to membranes (Steinberg & Kemp, 2009). The removal of the 

mammalian AMPKβ myristoylation site, causes a mobilization between a cytosolic 

particulate localization to a diffuse cytosolic one (Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Oakhill et al., 

2010). Similarly, the plant AKINβ2 myristoylation mutant is detached from membranes 

and found primarily in a diffuse cytosolic distribution (Pierre et al., 2007). Our results 

indicate that SlGal83 can adopt different localizations and be partitioned in nuclear, 

cytosolic, or in discrete foci around the nucleus and chloroplasts. This localization is 

dramatically affected by the removal of a myristoylation site (G2A) which causes the 

disappearance of foci-localized SlGal83 and favors a diffuse nucleo-cytosolic 

distribution. This indicates that SlGal83, like other β-subunits, relies on myristoylation to 

regulate localization.  

Interestingly, the removal of SlGal83 myristoylation causes an increase in protein 

phosphorylation in which the lower, less phosphorylated, SlGal83 bands are completely 

absent. This observation suggests that different SlGal83 phosphorylation states localize 

differently. For instance, low phosphorylated SlGal83 which can be generated with the 
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removal of Ser26 or Ser45, promotes membrane association and potentially the 

formation of the observed foci. This association is dependent on myristoylation as 

removal of Ser26 loses its membrane binding affinity when the myristoylation mutation 

is introduced. These observations could explaining why, at a given time, SlGal83 can be 

found in different localizations, since different phosphorylation forms are always found 

when SlGal83 is expressed. This doesn’t appear to be an artifact of protein 

overexpression, however, since Gal83Pro expressed protein has a similar 

phosphorylation pattern.  

It has been proposed that β-subunits, like other myristoylated proteins, use a 

myristoyl switch regulatory mechanism to alter cellular localization in response to 

stimuli (McLaughlin & Aderem, 1995, Resh, 2006. Working with mammalian AMPKβ, 

Oakhill (2010) and Steinberg (2009) suggest that β-subunits are subject to an AMP-

dependant myristoyl-switch, that sequesters the protein’s N-terminus into a membrane, 

where it is incapable of inhibiting the catalytic activity of the complex (Oakhill et al., 

2010). Our data supports a traditional electrostatic-myristoyl switch in which the 

phosphorylation of the N-terminus causes the dissociation of SlGal83 from membranes, 

due to the electrostatic clashes of the negatively charged phosphates with the membrane 

phospholipids. However, additional studies on the impact of these phosphorylation 

events on the interaction of SlGal83 with SnRK should be conducted to elucidate this 

regulatory model.  

A detailed study of SlGal83 phosphorylation sites in vivo and their effect on the 

binding of the myristoylated protein to membranes and the SnRK complex should 
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provide information on the significance of these post-translational modifications in 

regulating protein localization and their interaction with SlSnRK1, Adi3, or additional 

upstream kinases. In conclusion, the β-subunits are differentially phosphorylated by the 

α-subunit SlSnRK1. SlGal83 phosphorylation by SlSnRK1 appears to be part of a group 

of post-translational modifications, that along with Adi3 phosphorylation at Ser26 and 

N-terminal myristoylation, regulate the intracellular localization of this β-subunit. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

6.1 Chapter III conclusions and future directions  

6.1a A new set of tools for the study of plant ubiquitination  

In Chapter III, the interaction of Adi3 with the RING-finger E3 ubiquitin ligase 

AdBiL was characterized. An in vitro ubiquitination system was standardized and 

optimized with the use of the A.thaliana and tomato E2 enzymes and the A. thaliana E1 

enzyme AtUBA1. The successful activation and transfer of Ub using plant, but not 

commercially available mammalian E2 enzymes, highlights one of the limitations faced 

when studying plant ubiquitination in vitro. The addition of these ubiquitination 

enzymes to the plant biochemistry toolbox has allowed for the characterization of, not 

only the ubiquitination of AdBiL and Adi3 described in this chapter, but the study of 

other plant specific ubiquitination processes. For instance, the use of highly purified 

AtUBA1 and AtUBC8 derived from the in vitro studies in this chapter, allowed me to 

collaborate with the lab of Ping He in our department to characterize the ubiquitination 

of the PAMP receptor FLS2 (Lu et al., 2011). These tools have so far been shared with 

several other laboratories and should facilitate ubiquitination research in plant science. 

In addition to the development of ubiquitination enzymes, an Adi3 specific 

antibody was generated. This antibody was found to efficiently recognize Adi3 when 

used in western blotting experiments with recombinant proteins. Unfortunately, the 
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antibody titer was low and endogenous Adi3 protein present in plant extracts was not 

detected. Thus, it was not useful for studying ubiquitination in vivo. 

6.1b What does Adi3 ubiquitination mean in vivo? 

The in vitro evidence presented in this chapter for the ubiquitination of both 

AdBiL and Adi3 is a first step in the characterization of the interaction between these 

two proteins. Additional evidence for the ubiquitination and its outcome should be 

addressed in vivo. The involvement of the 26S proteasome in the degradation of Adi3 

indicates that Adi3 ubiquitination indeed takes place in vivo, but the involvement of 

AdBiL in this process is not known. Additional short term studies should address: the 

interaction of AdBiL and Adi3 in planta, the ubiquitination of Adi3 in vivo, and the role 

that AdBiL might play in such ubiquitination. 

First, the interaction of both proteins can be studied in vivo by co-

immunoprecipitation experiments or bi-molecular fluorescence complementation 

experiments (BiFC; Kerppola, 2008). This, because the in vitro and yeast two hybrid 

interactions do not guarantee these two proteins interact constitutively in planta. 

Preliminary data show that C-terminally GFP tagged AdBiL can be overexpressed in 

plant protoplasts (not shown). The co-expression with Adi3 could provide information 

on Adi3 protein stability and localization in the presence of AdBiL which are two of the 

potential Adi3 ubiquitination outcomes studied in this chapter. 

Second, the ubiquitination of Adi3 has to be demonstrated in vivo. Identifying 

ubiquitinated proteins in vivo is challenging due to the low ubiquitination levels 

detected, the presence of de-ubiquitinating enzymes, and the involvement of the 26S 
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proteasome in removing certain types of poly-ubiquitinated proteins (Peng, 2003, 

Wilkinson, 2000). In order to overcome these complications, enrichment of ubiquitinated 

proteins can be accomplished by coexpressing Adi3 with epitope-tagged ubiquitin, 

followed by affinity purification of total ubiquitinated proteins and western blotting 

detection of Adi3. The selective immunoprecipitation of ubiquitinated Adi3 could 

facilitate the analysis of the type of ubiquitination (mono or poly) that is occurring on 

Adi3, another important element in determining the fate of ubiquitinated Adi3. 

Finally, the role of AdBiL in Adi3 ubiquitination can be tested once an efficient 

mechanism to detect Adi3 ubiquitination in vivo has been standardized. AdBiL can be 

selectively removed and the impact on Adi3 ubiquitination tested. This can be 

accomplished either by outcompeting functional AdBiL by overexpressing inactive 

forms of AdBiL that are incapable of interacting with E2 ligases, or by directly knocking 

down expression levels through viral induced gene silencing. 

6.1c Is Adi3 a target for plant metacaspases? 

Adi3 was found to be rapidly degraded when incubated in the presence of plant 

extracts. In addition to proteasomal-mediated degradation, the formation of cleavage 

products indicates Adi3 is targeted by proteases. When compared in size, the 

degradation products suggest Adi3 is cleaved close to its N-terminus. The identification 

of the proteases involved in this cleavage could draw an interesting connection between 

regulation of Adi3 levels and programmed cell death. The characterization of the plant 

cysteine-proteases known as metacaspases and their role in cell death is, unlike 

metazoan caspases, still at its infancy. But several caspase-specific inhibitors can be 
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used to inhibit PCD induction in plants and could potentially be used to study the 

metacaspase cleavage of Adi3 (del Pozo & Lam, 1998, Solomon et al., 1999). 

6.2 Chapter IV conclusions and future directions 

In chapter IV I characterize the interaction of Adi3 with the SnRK complex 

which is a conserved eukaryotic master regulator of energy homeostasis (Halford et al., 

2000, Polge & Thomas, 2007) . Studying this interaction, I found that Adi3 is capable of 

interacting with three subunits of the complex, the α-catalytic SlSnRK1 and the β 

regulatory subunits SlGal83 and SlSip1. A detailed inspection of these interactions 

revealed that Adi3 phosphorylates only SlGal83. This phosphorylation event was 

pursued given the importance of this subunit and its posttranslational phosphorylation in 

regulating the complexes activation state, localization, and interaction with substrates. 

With this phosphorylation, a great opportunity was found to link cell death regulation by 

Adi3 with energy homeostasis with SnRK activity regulation; a connection that has long 

been drawn in mammalian PCD processes such as senescence and apoptosis (Steinberg 

& Kemp, 2009). 

6.2a In vivo phosphorylation; technological limitations 

A considerable portion of this chapter is focused on the detailed characterization 

of this phosphorylation event, and describing Ser26 as the phosphorylation site in vitro 

and in vivo. The in vitro identification of this site as the phosphorylation target of Adi3 

was relatively easy. Translating this knowledge in vivo, however, proved a challenging 

feat because of the low expression levels of Gal83 and the difficulties obtaining enough 

protein from plant or protoplast tissue. 
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One of the challenging aspects of studying protein phosphorylation in vivo is 

demonstrating that both kinase and substrates interact in vivo, while directly linking this 

interaction with phosphorylation. All of the evidence collected in this chapter provided 

circumstantial in vivo evidence for the phosphorylation of SlGal83 by Adi3, but not a 

direct linkage of both phenomena in vivo. Our lab has experimented with an approach 

successfully used in yeast, in which a modified protein kinase can use bulky ATP 

analogues to study substrate phosphorylation in vivo (Dittrich & Devarenne, 2012). 

Unfortunately, despite working well in vitro, attempts to apply this technology to Adi3 

in vivo have proven unsuccessful. While a new approach is developed to address these 

limitations, additional evidence could be collected to further demonstrate the connection 

between SlGal83 phosphorylation at Ser26 by Adi3. For instance, silencing or 

outcompeting endogenous Adi3 with kinase inactive Adi3K337Q can be done in tomato 

leaves or protoplasts, and the phosphorylation state of SlGal83 estimated by mass 

spectrometry of gel shift assays as done in Figure 27. 

6.2b Adi3, an inhibitor of SnRK kinase activity? 

One of the most important findings in this study is the negative regulation Adi3 

exerts on SnRK activity. Adi3 was found to inhibit SnRK activity by directly interacting 

with SlSnRK1 or, indirectly, by phosphorylating SlGal83 at Ser26. The phosphorylation 

of Ser26 was found to decrease the kinase activity in vivo and in vitro. However, we 

have not investigated the effect overexpression of Adi3 might have on the activity of the 

SnRK complex in vivo. Adi3 overexpression could potentially reduce the activity of the 

complex, but as has been observed in mammals with PKB, the inhibitory activity over 
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AMPK requires signaling cues such as the kinase activation by insulin signaling 

(Beauloye et al., 2001, Kovacic et al., 2003). 

So far, a few metabolites have been identified convincingly as negative 

regulators of plant SnRK activity (Halford & Hey, 2009). A few examples are the 

accumulation of trehalose-6-phosphate (Ananieva et al., 2008, Paul et al., 2010, 

Schluepmann et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2009) and potentially glucose-6-phosphate 

(Toroser et al., 2000) .The effect on SlGal83 and Adi3 phosphorylation under these, as 

well as yet to be identified SnRK complex inhibitory conditions, should be studied to 

elucidate the signaling mechanisms that trigger SnRK inhibition by Adi3. In addition to 

Adi3 activating and SnRK inhibition stimuli, the expression profiles of SlGal83, 

especially during pathogenesis, should be taken into consideration since Adi3 could act 

as a conditional inhibitor of SnRK activity, inhibiting only when SlGal83 expression is 

induced. 

6.2c SlGal83 in carbon reallocation 

Recently, Nicotiana attenuata expression of Gal83 was found to be down-

regulated during herbivore attack causing a reallocation of photosynthates to the root 

(Schwachtje et al., 2006). Conversely, antisense repression of potato StGal83 has been 

shown to interfere with the appropriate development of roots and tubers (Lovas et al., 

2003) while SnRK activity appears to favor the allocation of carbon to the root (Halford 

& Hey, 2009). In this case, these conflicting results indicate SlGal83 can either function 

in reallocating carbon to the roots or inhibiting it. Further studies on the posttranslational 

modifications accompanying the transcription changes should help elucidate these 
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contrasting observations and the potential role of SlGal83 post-translational 

modifications, since these studies solely rely on expression data. 

6.2d Towards a model for SlGal83 regulation in PCD 

Very little information is available on the regulatory roles of β-subunits on the 

activity of plant SnRK complexes. This study provides important evidence linking β-

subunit phosphorylation with negative complex activity regulation. Evidence indicates 

SlGal83 orthologues can act as negative regulators of SnRK activity in PCD regulation. 

For instance, the expression of the β-subunits in A. thaliana is strongly induced during 

senescence (Polge et al., 2008). Interestingly, SnRK appears to negatively regulate this 

type of PCD as observed with the overexpression of the active α-catalytic subunit 

(AKIN10, AKIN11) which delays the appearance of senescence markers (Cho et al., 

2012) and represses the expression of the senescence associated genes 1 and 5 (Baena-

Gonzalez et al., 2007). Our data supports a model in which both the overexpression of 

SlGal83 and its phosphorylation by Adi3 are required to inactivate SnRK in order to 

suppress its negative regulation over senescence. 

In terms of pathogen-mediated PCD and HR, it will be fundamental to estimate if 

the activity of the SnRK complex is altered in plants exposed to susceptible or resistant 

interactions with Pst. Likewise, the phosphorylation state of SlGal83 during these cell 

death processes should provide information on the role of Adi3 in mediating pathogen-

triggered or plant-controlled (HR) cell death. 
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6.3 Chapter V conclusions and future directions 

6.3a Characterization of SlGal83 additional phosphorylation sites 

In Chapter V, I attempted to characterize additional phosphorylation sites on 

SlGal83 and the overall impact of protein phosphorylation in cellular localization. In 

order to find phosphorylation sites we took advantage of the knowledge that β-subunits 

are phosphorylated within the SnRK complex by the α-catalytic subunit. Since a 

collection of SlGal83 Ser to Ala mutants had been developed for Chapter IV, the 

approach used these mutants to test for loss of SlSnRK1 phosphorylation. Despite being 

a weak phosphorylation event, we identified Ser45 as a residue that is required for SnRK 

phosphorylation and the region around Ser262 and Ser264 as an additional potential 

phosphorylation target. I speculated that Ser262 and Ser264 phosphorylations are primed 

by the upstream phosphorylation on Ser45 resembling a hierarchical phosphorylation 

cascade observed in other multi-site phosphorylated proteins (Koivomagi et al., 2011). It 

has been described that priming phosphorylations enhance docking interactions with the 

kinase, facilitating the phosphorylation of sub-optimal sites. This hypothesis could be 

tested by evaluating the binding between a Ser45 phosphomimic SlGal83S45D and 

SlSnRK1. Similar to the description of Ser26 as an Adi3 phosphorylation site, the in vivo 

validation of Ser45 as a phosphorylation target of SlSnRK1 will have to be investigated 

using mass spectrometry of SlGal83 expressed in planta. 

6.3b Myristoylation, phosphorylation, and localization; a model for SlGal83 regulation 

In an attempt to estimate the localization of SlGal83-GFP, I isolated the SlGal83 

promoter region to express fluorescently tagged protein at endogenous levels. This was 
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done with the goal to prevent spurious localization artifacts caused by the use of 

overexpression promoters. Unfortunately, the expression levels observed were low and 

no fluorescence was detectable. Luckily, the isolation of the promoter and the detailed 

analysis of its protein expression in SDS-PAGE and western blotting analysis lead me to 

two important observations. First, the banding pattern associated to SlGal83Pro and the 

35Pro is very similar, indicating that the SlGal83 phosphorylation bands observed when 

the protein is overexpressed are not likely an overexpression artifact. Second, mutations 

affecting the N-terminus of the protein, and an SlGal83 myristoylation signal, have an 

effect on the banding pattern of the protein and its phosphorylation state. 

In this chapter, one of the most important findings was the connection established 

between phosphorylation and myristoylation. I found that removing the myristoylation 

causes an increase in SlGal83 phosphorylation. It is not known whether this observation 

is conserved in other β-subunits as most studies of their post-translational modifications 

aim to understand the effect of myristoylation in the activity or localization of the 

complex as a whole (Lin et al., 2003, Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Oakhill et al., 2010).  

Unsurprisingly, the removal of SlGal83 myristoylation affects membrane binding 

and favors a diffuse nucleo-cytosolic localization; an observation that has been reported 

for many β-subunits (Mitchelhill et al., 1997, Oakhill et al., 2010, Pierre et al., 2007, 

Warden et al., 2001). Unlike most of these studies, however, this chapter provided 

evidence for a link between phosphorylation and cell localization in a myristoylation-

dependent manner. In our model, SlGal83 is subject to a myristoyl-electrostatic switch 
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which causes myristoylated SlGal83 to dissociate from membranes (Figure 40). 

However, many questions remain unanswered and further studying will be required in 

order to validate this model. 

First, where in the cell is Adi3 phosphorylating SlGal83? Furthermore, which 

membrane is SlGal83 attached to? Myristoylation is traditionally linked to plasma 

membrane targeting, however, our localization studies indicate SlGal83 localizes to 

discrete foci and what appears to be the chloroplast membrane (Figure 33). Further 

membrane and organelle fractionation experiments should be conducted, preferentially 

using stable transformed transgenic plants in order to avoid the variability in expression 

and localization observed in protoplasts systems. Several lines of two A. thaliana plants 

expressing SlGal83 and SlGal83S26A were generated for studies in Chapter IV and could 

be used to obtain preliminary information on the exact identity of SlGal83 cellular 

localization. 

Second, it appears as if the phosphorylation of additional sites other than Ser26 

on SlGal83 takes place, not at the membrane, but in the soluble cytosolic distribution, 

because SlGal83S26D and SlGal83G2A, which are preferentially found in the cytosol, are 

highly phosphorylated when analyzed in western blotting analyses (Figure 40). Adi3 

could phosphorylate Ser26 causing the dissociation of SlGal83 from membranes and its 

phosphorylation by a set of cytosolic or nuclear kinases (Figure 40).  

Third, Gal83S26D
 inhibits SnRK kinase activity, however, the mechanism of such 

inhibition is not known. A model has been proposed for mammalian AMPKβ, in which 

the myristoyl group binds a hydrophobic pocket within the catalytic subunit causing its 
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inhibition. With our data, this model would imply that Adi3 causes the dissociation of 

SlGal83 from the membrane and the membrane-free myristoyl group binds SlSnRK 

causing its inhibition. This model would help explain the differences in SlSnRK1 kinase 

activity inhibition observed when SlGal83S26D
 was used in vivo and in vitro SAMS 

phosphorylation assays (Figure 28, Chapter IV), since the recombinant SlGal83 used in 

these experiments is not myristoylated. If this model is correct, no reduction in SlSnRK 

activity should be observed when SlGal83G2A is overexpressed since the myristoyl exerts 

the inhibitory effect. Also, Ser26 phosphorylation should cause an increase in SlGal83 

association to SlSnRK in vivo. 

6.4 Final conclusions 

In this study I have provided additional evidence in support of the functional 

homology between the tomato cell death regulator Adi3 and the mammalian AGC kinase 

PKB. I show that like PKB, Adi3 is ubiquitinated, potentially processed by proteases, 

and an inhibitor of SnRK activity. The mechanisms and outcomes of the post-

translational modifications involving Adi3 and its interactors, AdBiL and the SnRK 

complex, are far from being fully understood. However, I believe these studies pave the 

road for a better understanding of Adi3 function, not only in PCD regulation, but in 

different signaling pathways that integrate the different decisions that plants have to 

make when encountering a pathogen. Future studies should frame the significance of the 

current findings under a framework that fully elucidates their involvement, if any, in 

PCD and pathogen interactions.  
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